For Date: 09/01/2017  -  Friday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-19939</td>
<td>0215</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM</td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker:</td>
<td>NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 97] BANK OF AMERICA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appears secure at this time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 17-19941    | 0237  | Initiated - FIRE | Logged          |
| Call Taker: | NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas |
| Primary Id: | EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee |
| Vicinity of: | 9 LEXINGTON ST |
| ID:         | EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee |
| ID:         | DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston |
| Narrative:  | Officer reports a fire in the woods. BFD notified. |
|            | Fire to handle. |

| 17-19944    | 0445  | Phone - DISTURBANCE | Gone on Arrival |
| Call Taker: | NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas |
| Primary Id: | EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee |
| Location/Address: | [BUR 2143] WILDWOOD PARK - 116 BEDFORD ST |
| ID:         | EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee |
| ID:         | BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B |
| Narrative:  | Resident reports hearing a male and female party arguing in the area, possibly coming from the park. |
|            | Wildwood park and surrounding area checked with nothing showing. Parties appear to be gone on arrival. |

| 17-19945    | 0621  | Phone - ALARM    | False Alarm    |
| Call Taker: | KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney |
| Primary Id: | DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston |
| Location/Address: | [BUR 675] CHATEAU RESTAURANT - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE |
| ID:         | DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston |
| Vehicle:    | BLK 2007 TOYT UT RAVNEW Reg: PC MA 1SW696 VIN: JTMBD32VX75106265 |
| Narrative:  | Kitchen main back door alarm. |
|            | alarm set off by employee. checks ok |

| 17-19946    | 0625  | Walk-In - ESCORT | Services Rendered |
| Call Taker: | KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney |
| Vicinity of: | [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST |
| ID:         | BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B |
| Narrative:  | Town contractor requesting escort of a piece of equipment from Marshall Simonds to the High School. |
|            | Officer assisted same. |

| 17-19950    | 0830  | Initiated - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER | Services Rendered |
| Call Taker: | SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S |
| Primary Id: | SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S |
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Location/Address: 62 SECOND AVE
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:

Assist management load trucks for Hurricane Relief.

17-19952  0835  Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 1820] 62 SECOND AVE
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:

17-19953  0837  Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  62 SECOND AVE
ID:  AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
ID:  JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
ID:  PSO041 - Lieutenant Paul S O'Meara
Narrative:

17-19954  0842  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  2 LEDGEWOOD DR
Narrative:

17-19955  0855  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:  209 FOX HILL RD
ID:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Vehicle:  BLU 2009 SUBA UT FOREST  Reg: PC MA 19XY72  VIN: JF2SH63629G736013
Vehicle:  WHI 2017 SUBA SE LEGACY  Reg: PC MA 937NP0  VIN: 4S3BNAS69H3017648
Narrative:

17-19956  0927  911 - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  125 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:

17-19957  0936  Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  14 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #G
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:

17-19961  1100  Phone - Well Being Check  No report Due
17-19962  1107  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up      False Alarm
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:    [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
ID:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
   911 caller reports dialing 911 by accident.
Narrative:
   Confirmed accidental by employee.

17-19963  1119  Initiated - MV STOP       Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:    53 SECOND AVE @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:    BLK 2006 MAZD SE 3  Reg: PC MA 3KM161  VIN: JM1BK324161429350
Narrative:
   Citation issued.

17-19964  1128  Phone - Well Being Check       Logged
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
   Caller request a well being check on his father operating a red pu truck.
Narrative:
   RP called back to report his father arrive safely.

17-19965  1146  Initiated - MV STOP       Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    SKILTON LN @ FOX HILL RD
Vehicle:    GRN 2000 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 634XD1  VIN: JHMCG6659YC018214
Narrative:
   Warning issued to the operator.

17-19967  1146  Phone - Animal Complaint      No report Due
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:    1 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Narrative:
   Caller reports a barking dog tied to a red truck while the owner is working on the house.
Narrative:
   Spoke to the dog owner. Same stated he is working on the house and will be clearing shortly. The dog was not in distress and checks ok.

17-19966  1147  Phone - Lockout      Services Rendered
17-20065 1200 Walk-In - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: ID 126 took report for a past theft in the parking lot.
Narrative: see report.

17-19968 1213 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 17 MARRETT RD
Narrative: Reports damage to his lawn
Narrative: Same had 5 plants up-rooted. See Officer's report

17-19969 1215 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1005] MICROSOFT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Abandoned 911 call. Checks okay on call back.

17-19970 1240 Initiated - MV STOP Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE
Narrative: m/v stop
Narrative: Citation issued. Operator summoned.
Refer To Summons: 17-19970-AR
Summons: CHEN, RONG
Address: 1 VISCO RD BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 53
Charges: UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV STOP/YIELD, FAIL TO

17-19971 1314 Radio - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Lockout
Narrative: Assisted same.
17-19972  
1322  Phone - Well Being Check  
Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Requests well being check on his mother

Subject requested transport to hospital. Same transported by BFD.

17-19974  
1354  Phone - Ambulance Request  
Logged

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Narrative:
Ambulance request-Fire Department to handle same

17-19976  
1523  911 - Ambulance Request  
Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Party transported to hospital by BFD.

17-19977  
1524  Phone - Well Being Check  
Logged

Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 136 WILMINGTON RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
DCF contacted the Police Department and requested a well being check of two juveniles. DCF has attempted two separate visits but the juveniles were not home.

Spoke with female party. Checks ok. I advised her to contact DCF and to have her brother do so as well.

17-19978  
1533  911 - Theft Past  
No report Due

Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 1197] BED BATH AND BEYOND - 3 ABBOTT PARK
Narrative:
Caller reports her purse was stolen at Bed Bath and Beyond. Reg. an officer respond.

Individual called the BPD and advised she found her property.

17-19979  
1551  Radio - MV Complaint  
Arrest(s) Made

Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 2346] PLAZA 62 - 85 WILMINGTON RD
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: WHI 2017 DODG RAM150  Reg: PC MA 6MX351  VIN: 1C6RR7MT8HS632150
Narrative:
Special officer Hovasse advised of a possible intoxicated operator in the area of Plaza 62.

Refer To Arrest: 17-19979-AR

| Arrest: | MULCAHY, CORNELIUS J |
| Address: | 14 WHEATLAND ST BURLINGTON, MA |
| Age: | 34 |
| Charges: | OUI LIQUOR, NEGLIGENT OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE, OUI DRUGS, 2ND OFFENSE |

17-19980

1631 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD

| Narrative: | 911 Abandoned call. Made contact with Manager, no emergencies noted at front desk. Mgr will check to see if there are any problems. He will call us if needed. Checks ok by phone. |

17-19981

1643 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Services Rendered

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 28 SEDALIA RD
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.

| Narrative: | Det. from Cambridge PD requested we notify 2 male parties to call him. |
| Narrative: | Ofc reports both parties advised to call the noted detective at Cambridge PD. |

17-19982

1713 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 164] BURLINGTON COLD CUT CENTER - 185 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.

| Narrative: | Front and back door alarm. |
| Narrative: | No units available at this time. |
| Narrative: | Ofc reports building is secure. |

17-19983

1720 911 - Well Being Check Vehicle Towed

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: NW SECTOR - WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.

| Narrative: | Caller reports red truck stopped at light, male party may be sleeping. |
| Narrative: | Murray's Towing enroute. |
| Narrative: | Subject fell asleep waiting for AAA to arrive. Murray's towed the vehicle and transported the operator. |

17-19984

1828 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered

Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 13 NELSON RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
17-19985 1855 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Calling party states she woke up in Lahey Clinic. Lahey security notified and speaking with party.

17-19986 1917 Phone - Lockout  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 2341] COSMAN MEDICAL - 22 TERRY AVE
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Lockout: Silver Rav 4.
Entry gained.

17-19987 1937 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: WOOD OFFICE PARK - MALL RD
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BLU 2017 MNNI HB CLUBMAN  Reg: PC NH 3365330  VIN: WMWLU1C55H2F27479
Narrative: Citation issued for speeding.

17-19989 2002 Initiated - MV STOP  No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 7KHY30
Narrative: Parties check ok.

17-19991 2130 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 324 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 WILMINGTON RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2004 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA RW56XS  VIN: 1HGCM56304A123783
Narrative: Warning issued.

17-19993 2136 Phone - Disabled MV  Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Report of DMV.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-19996</td>
<td>2244</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Narrative:**
Murrays Towing removed vehicle from roadway.

**Warning issued for equipment violation.**
Warning issued for equipment violation.

17-19998 2303 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 102 WINN ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: MA / 6NE693
Narrative: Vehicle was moved from roadway. Operator waiting for AAA.

17-19999 2320 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 1 NETWORK DR @ 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Caller reports she was being followed by a white van and then run off the road.
Narrative: Party was not run off the road, thought she was being followed and hit a curb. Vehicle in question is a white van with signs in the rear window and FL plates. Searched area unable to locate vehicle.

17-20000 2323 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 50 CRAWFORD RD @ NEWBRIDGE AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative: Caller reports a suspicious black truck circling the neighborhood.
Narrative: Vehicle towed by Murray's.

17-20001 2334 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 8 KIMBALL CT Apt. #805
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative: RP stated that there is a loud party in Apt#805.
Narrative: Units spoke to apartment owner who agreed to lower music for the night.
**17-20005**  0056  911 - DISTURBANCE  Report Due
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address:  7 DEMONE DR
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative:  Caller reports a male party is refusing to leave her residence.

Narrative:  #128 enroute to the station with one male party in custody. Starting milage 49,845.

Narrative:  #128 arrived at station. Ending milage 49,846.9

Refer To Arrest:  17-20005-AR
Arrest:  HARDY, VASILY B
Address:  4 CHADWICK CIR Apt. #L  NASHUA, NH
Age:  26
Charges:  DISORDERLY CONDUCT INDECENT A&B ON PERSON 14 OR OVER AFTER CERTAIN OF

**17-20006**  0148  911 - Assist P D / L E Agency  Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  22 BROOKSIDE LN
ID:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:  Caller reports two females refusing to pay a cab fare.

Narrative:  Settled same.

**17-20007**  0310  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:  SEVEN SPRINGS - 24 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #211
ID:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:  Caller requesting ambulance for possible stroke.

Narrative:  patient signed refusal no transport.

**17-20008**  0325  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  [BUR 308] CVS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:  Front glass break alarm.

Narrative:  #128 reports all windows and doors are secure. Checks ok.

Narrative:  #129 returned to CVS with a keyholder. Checks ok.

**17-20010**  0404  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  [BUR 2269] MICHAEL KORS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  Alarm company reports front glass break alarm. Mall security notified.
Narrative:
Mall security reports no signs of forced entry. Checks ok.

17-20011  0419  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: FOSTER RD @ 1 BRADFORD RD
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Caller reports a group of about 5 youths being loud and pushing each other around.

17-20013  0725  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 FOURTH AVE
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: RED 2003 HYUN TIBURO Reg: PC MA 7WD154 VIN: KMHHN65F43U098852

17-20014  0828  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Location/Address: [BUR 2211] GFC HOLDINGS INCORPORATED - 281 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Alarm
ck ok several people working out side of building including New England Utilities.

17-20015  1056  911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1153] RESERVOIR WATER TREATMENT - 70 WINTER ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports 65 yo female fell. She has a hand/shoulder injury. Fire dept. enroute.
Party transported by BFD.

17-20016  1202  Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Alarm

17-20017  1207  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id: JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsdero
Location/Address: [BUR 1195] DUNKIN DONUTS - 28 WINN ST
ID: JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsdero
Vehicle: GRY 2012 MAZD 3 Reg: PC MA 158WGV VIN: JM1BL1M88C1660971
Vehicle: BLK 2006 FORD 2T TAURUS Reg: PC ME TEMP 652151 VIN: 1FAHP2E83GG148563
Narrative:
Reports m/v crash
See reports.

Refer To Summons: 17-20017-AR
Summons: COYNE, JOSEPH A
Address: 71 ROUTE 109 SANFORD RD WELLS, ME
Age: 69
Charges: UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE
UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE

17-20018 1216 Phone - MV Hit & Run Summoned
Call Taker: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle: GRY 2008 DODG SE AVENGE Reg: PC MA 2LW935 VIN: 1B3LC56K18N691016
Vehicle: GRY 2002 TOYT LL SEQUOI Reg: PC MA 882HD9
Narrative:
Reports m/v hit and run

Victim report past hit and run on his car Ma Reg 2LW935 at Lahey emergency room. Suspect vehicle a gray or tan Ford Explorer, No registration. Officer will contact head of Lahey security on Tuesday for assistance in identifying suspect who may have been a patient. See report.

As on 09/26/2017 a criminal summons will be issued to the opr. of V#42. See officers report.

Refer To Arrest: 17-20018-AR
Arrest: HARDY, COLLEEN E
Address: 270 LOWELL ST READING, MA
Age: 37
Charges: LEAVE SCENE OF PROPERTY DAMAGE
ACCIDENT REPORT, FAIL FILE

17-20019 1311 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1162] JO-ANN FABRICS + CRAFTS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: 2012 DODG VN GRC Reg: PC NJ H19HFJ VIN: 2C4RDGCG6CR112227
Narrative:
Caller rptd being approached by a male who offered to fix scratches in her car but her car is new. Male is driving around the lot in a silver Dodge minivan (NJ H19HFJ).

Involved party offered fixing vehicle for a fee. Citation issued for operation after suspended registration. See officers report.

Refer To Summons: 17-20019-AR
Summons: DEMITRO, MILLER
Address: 128 LANZA AVE GARFIELD, NJ
Age: 36
Charges: REGISTRATION SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH

17-20020 1319 Phone - Animal Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsederro
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsederro
Narrative:
Reports dog left in Mass reg.5xz400

Checked entire lot, no vehicle matching plate/description given.
17-20022        1559 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 151] BURGER KING - 52 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    GRY 2006 MERC SE MARQUI  Reg: PC MA 42LC76  VIN: 2MEHM75W06X650064
Narrative:
Reports DMV in lot
Narrative:
RP REPORTS SHE DROVE INTO CURB. BURGER KING MANAGER PROVIDED RP WITH 2 BOXES OF ICE TO KEEP GROCERIES COLD WHILE SHE WAITED FOR AAA. AAA ASSISTED RP WITH CHANGING TIRE.

17-20023        1722 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
ID:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Vehicle:    YEL 2002 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 7YBG30  VIN: 1HGCG16502A016327
Narrative:
Repors two juvenile shoplifters
Narrative:
See officer's report.

17-20024        1727 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Caller reports elderly female in the bathroom not feeling well. Fire dept. enroute.
Narrative:
FIRE TO TRANSPORT.

17-20025        1745 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 2200] QSA GLOBAL - 40 NORTH AVE
ID:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
ID:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Alarm
Narrative:
BUILDING APPEARS SECURE.
Narrative:
Ofc reports building secure.

17-20026        1752 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2074] GLAMOUR NAILS - 49 WINN ST
ID:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports her friend, an employee of this business, is having a dispute with her manager.
Narrative:
Disagreement between co-workers. Not a police matter. Owner to handle.
17-20027
1842 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up

Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
Narrative:
Open 911 line. Female is at Sunrise, and appeared confused. Sunrise contacted and will attend to caller.

17-20028
1843 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Report Due

Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 21 SANDY BROOK RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: BLK 2006 FORD LGTCON Reg: PC MA 21KX98 VIN: 1FTRF14W36KE01131
Narrative:
Reports damage to his m/v

Narrative:
RP stated he observed a vehicle speeding and called to it to slow down. As RP went into his house the operator of the vehicle smashed the drivers window of the RP. See officers report.

17-20029
1851 Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1192] LIQUOR CABINET - 34 WINN ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Reports susp. activity

Narrative:
Spoke with store personnel, subject left prior to my arrival. Same had been unruly and rude to other customers.

17-20030
2048 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1014] VANS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Female party lost a jacket and she says it was ultimately stolen. She is requesting to file a report.

Narrative:
PARTY CHECKED BACK IN VANS WHO REPORTED THAT 2 YOUTH TRIED TO BRING IT BACK TO THE STORES LOST AND FOUND BUT THE STORE WOULD NOT TAKE POSSESSION OF JACKET. RP WANTED TO FILE A COMPLAINT ABOUT THE CUSTOMER SERVICE SHE RECEIVED AT THE STORE. SAME WAS ADVISED TO REPORT INCIDENT TO THE CORPORATE OFFICE AND REQUESTED LOST JACKET LOGGED (VANS TAN FALL/WINTER JACKET).

17-20031
2121 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: WINN ST @ THEODORE CIR
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2002 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 7PR644 VIN: JF1GD29632G527746
Narrative:
Citation issued for following to close and defective equipment.

17-20032
2140 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: 13 PUTNAM RD
ID: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Narrative: 911 hangup, no answer on callback.

Narrative: Resident attempting to place international call.

---

17-20037   2234 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: ENK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 320 CAMBRIDGE ST @ SKILTON LN
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 6NP576
Narrative: Citation issued

---

17-20038   2252 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: ENK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY Apt. #340
Narrative: Caller requested assistance from staff, she claims to be in pain.
Called the front desk and spoke with Allison. She said she will check on the patient and will contact the on-call nurse if needed.

---

17-20039   2318 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Unfounded
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 2214] NEW ENGLAND MOVEMENT ARTS - 123 MULLER RD
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Caller reports loud noise from the business.
UNFOUNDED, NO NOISE IN THE AREA ON ARRIVAL.

---

For Date: 09/03/2017 - Sunday

17-20040   0021 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: ROUTE 3 N
Narrative: Caller reports a two car accident Route 3 N prior to exit 26.
State Police notified.

---

17-20041   0033 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 1082] HILTON GARDEN INN - 5 WHEELER RD
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: 911 Abandoned call.
Units checked the area with nothing showing. Checks ok.
Unable to locate where 911 call came from did a walk through and nothing appears out of order
17-20042  0040  911 - Theft Past  Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  [BUR 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 8 KIMBALL CT Apt. #610
ID:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:  Caller reports theft of a pizza from Dominos delivery driver.

17-20043  0046  911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  FOREST RD
ID:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:  Caller reports suspicious individuals hanging out near construction equipment.

17-20044  0050  Radio - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  CAMBRIDGE ST @ ARTHURWOODS AVE
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  WHI 2007 TOYT PK TACOMA  Reg: PC MA RS99DS VIN: 5TELU42N772406949
Narrative:  Citation issued for speeding.

17-20059  0558  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  7 PAULSON DR
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:  Party is having trouble walking and not feeling well. BFD notified.

17-20060  0717  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  No report Due
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  1 WINN ST @ WYMAN ST
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:  Reports of a low hanging wire near Open Bible Church.

17-20061  0827  911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  No report Due
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: RP states an asian and african american male were acting suspicious at the Bank of America ATM in front of Market Basket. Caller states that the African American male was standing guard outside of the entrance as the Asian male completed the transaction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Checks ok.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 17-20063 0949 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered

#### Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
#### Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
#### Location/Address: 10 BLACK HORSE LN

**Narrative:**
Caller reports a dog ran into her yard.

### 17-20064 1120 Walk-In - Identity Fraud Logged

#### Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
#### Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
#### Location/Address: 18 DANIEL DR

**Narrative:**
Walk in reports someone took out a credit card in his name. Same request incident logged.

### 17-20066 1352 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

#### Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
#### Location/Address: [BUR 1346] ABERCROMBIE & FITCH - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE

**Narrative:**
911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back.

### 17-20067 1408 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due

#### Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
#### Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
#### Location/Address: INTERSECTION OF SOUTH BEDFORD - 1 CAMBRIDGE ST

**Narrative:**
Woburn PD reports a crash, unsure if in Woburn or Burlington.

### 17-20070 1547 911 - Disabled MV Gone on Arrival

#### Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
#### Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD

**Narrative:**
Ned's notified.

3 car accident intersection of S. Bedford and Cambridge St No injuries see officers report.
Narrative:
Caller reports a disabled motor vehicle.

Narrative:
Same was GOA.

17-20071
1644 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ 376 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: RED 2017 DODG PK RAM 1500  Reg: PC MA US537A  VIN: 1C6RR7FT4HS581193
Narrative:
Caller reports a minor two car MVC.

17-20072
1647 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 5 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #9
ID: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Male party states he has pneumonia. BFD notified.
Narrative:
FD transported same.

17-20074
1827 Alarm - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1192] LIQUOR CABINET - 34 WINN ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Beer chest motion.
Narrative:
Responder on scene, same reports he closed store just a few minutes before alarm received. Believes alarm may not have been set properly.

17-20075
1827 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 8 HART ST
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Reports limb on wire
Narrative:
A BROKEN TREE BRANCH IS HANGING ON THE ELECTRIC LINE FROM POLE 4 TO THE HOUSE. DISPATCH TO NOTIFY EVERSOURCE.
Narrative:
Jeremy from Eversource notified.

17-20076
1830 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1082] HILTON GARDEN INN - 5 WHEELER RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: BLU 2004 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 5PN744  VIN: 4T1BE30K54U354488
Narrative:
Assist with a lockout.
Narrative:
Access gained.

17-20077  1921  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address:  [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Macy's reports a juvenile in custody, no ID. Approximately $105 stolen.
Narrative:  Party picked up by his father. See Officer's report.
Refer To Summons:  17-20077-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age:  15
Charges:  SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE

17-20078  1934  Phone - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  9 SULLIVAN ST
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:  Caller reports her husband experienced a groin injury. BFD notified.
Narrative:  FIRE ASSISTED SAME.

17-20079  2002  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  No report Due
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  CORPORATE DR
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID:  DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 2FC618  VIN: 1N4BL3AP0FC146537
Narrative:  Security Officer reports approximately 6-8 youths refusing to leave the property.
Narrative:  Youths left upon my arrival.

17-20080  2013  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 448] AMC THEATERS - 20 SOUTH AVE
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID:  DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 2FC618  VIN: 1N4BL3AP0FC146537
Narrative:  Manager reports a belligerent female refusing to leave after being requested to leave for violating policy.
Narrative:  Spoke with and advised both parties for resolution of civil matter.

17-20081  2046  Phone - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  1 MARION RD
ID:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Umass Boston Police request we check on a male party who was making suicidal remarks yesterday to a professor regarding a paper he was unhappy about.

Narrative:
Officers made contact with the individual. Same checks ok. Party is spending the night with his parents. Officer's contacted UMass Boston Police to notify them of the disposition.

17-20082 2058 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: LEXINGTON ST @ HOPE ST
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 1999 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 247ET3 VIN: 1HGCG5641XA069561
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR STOP SIGN VIOLATION.

17-20084 2219 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 23 BEDFORD ST @ CHURCH LN
ID: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative: m/v stop
Warning issued.

For Date: 09/04/2017 - Monday
17-20102 0145 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: 14 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #8
ID: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Narrative: DUPLICATE CALL.

17-20103 0150 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: 14 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #8
ID: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Narrative: Female party not feeling well. BFD notified.
BFD assisted same.

17-20105 0158 Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 142 WINN ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Vehicle: WHI 2017 SUBA SE LEGACY Reg: PC VT GYW782 VIN: 4S3BNAC63H3059120
Narrative: #130 reports an open vehicle door.
Owner was raised. Same stated nothing appeared to be missing. Vehicle resecured.
17-20109        0502  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address:    53 SECOND AVE
ID:    LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Vehicle:    BLK 2017 JEEP PATRIO  Reg: PC MA 6VB111  VIN: 1C4NJRFB5HD210467
Narrative:    Citation T0128182 issued to operator of MA Reg 6VB111 for 89/9.

17-20110        0528  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    1 SEARS ST
ID:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID:    LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Vehicle:         Reg: PC MA 5NP413
Narrative:    Caller reports a group of 5-6 youths sitting in the road in front of her residence.

17-20111        0643  911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    50 GREENLEAF RD
Narrative:    BFD to handle.

17-20112        0744  Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 389] ERLAND CONSTRUCTION - 71 THIRD AVE
ID:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:    Front motion, admin door, and reception door alarms.

17-20113        0851  911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:    LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address:    309 FARMS DR
ID:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:    Female party not feeling well.  BFD notified.

17-20115        0948  911 - Well Being Check Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:    [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TFKE
ID:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:    RP states that a male and female party with a baby carriage went into the woods behind Market Basket. RP went to the Muller Road area to attempt to see if they came out of the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 17-20116 | 1009 | Phone - Ambulance Request | Transported to Hospital | RP is requesting a well being check at this time. Woods and the female party came out alone.  
Narrative: Walked thru the woods onto Muller Rd, unable to locate involved parties. |
| 17-20116 | 1048 | 911 - Ambulance Request | Transported to Hospital | Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST  
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative: Ambulance request for female that has fallen off her bike. Fire Dept notified.  
Female transport to the Lahey by BFD, her bicycle was also secured in the sallyport for safe keeping. |
| 17-20117 | 1153 | 911 - OPEN DOOR / WINDOW | No report Due | Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad  
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Narrative: RP states a female fell. BFD notified.  
Assisted BFD, female party transported to Lahey Hospital. |
| 17-20118 | 1217 | Phone - Disabled MV | Vehicle Towed | Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
Location/Address: [BUR 662] 25 FRANCIS WYMAN RD  
Vehicle: RED 2010 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 5NP413 VIN: 1HGCP2F89AA059532  
Narrative: Caller reports her 2010 Honda Accord purple is disabled.  
Ned's notified at 1232HRS.  
Ned's quoted a 10 minute ETA at 1255HRS.  
Ned's Towing removed vehicle from roadway. |
| 17-20121 | 1235 | Phone - Animal Complaint | Gone on Arrival | Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Narrative: |
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Caller reports two dogs and a cat in a Ford Fusion orange by Pole 17 Nordstrom area.

17-20122
1246 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BRO 2000 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 662HC9 VIN: 1HGCG6697YA119737
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 3VZY90 VIN: JTEDC3EH9D2013330
Vehicle: BLK 2011 CHEV TRAVER Reg: PC MA 2640BY VIN: 1GNKVLED8BJ221616
Vehicle: GRY 2003 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 58MY01 VIN: 5FNRL18553B159834
Narrative:
Upon my arrival, there were no barking dogs coming from the area; MV GOA.

17-20123
1301 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
RP states someone stole his phone two weeks ago from a bar in Burlington. RP got a new phone today and now wishes to report his old phone stolen. RP stated he did the find my iphone app and his brother has a name and an address of where the phone was two weeks ago and that a male party called his brother from his phone. RP then stated he spoke to a female party that bought his iphone off of someone. RP is unsure what bar he was at when this incident occurred and stated he did not call police two weeks ago because he thought he would be able to buy his phone back from the involved female party. RP was informed to come down to the station or let us know when he had the phone's information and the location it was stolen from and where he said it was taken to.

17-20124
1312 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 WINN ST
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: WHI 2014 INFI UT QX70 Reg: PC MA 1AS166 VIN: JN8CS1MW1EM411360
Narrative:
Alarm Central reports a gym foyer motion alarm.

17-20125
1314 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 227 WINN ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes

Narrative:
Ned's notified.

Narrative:
One vehicle towed by Ned's. See officers crash report. No injuries reported.

Narrative:
Immediate threat to be filed.
MV ACCIDENT, UNKNOWN INJURIES.

Ned’s Towing, Eversource, Daigle Electric and Verizon have been notified.

Mailbox at 229 Winn St was destroyed and the electrical and cable service wires were torn down from 226 Winn St. 09/04/2017 1348

Eversource on scene. Authorized 2 details.

Two citations issued.

Two reports due.

See crash report and summons.

Refer To Summons: 17-20125-AR

Summons: WOSTI, MAHESH
Address: 29 CAROLINE DR BILLERICA, MA
Age: 21
Charges: UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV
TEXTING WHILE OPERATING A VEHICLE

LP states a female attempted to steal approximately 100 dollars worth of merchandise. Merchandise was surrendered but party fled in a blue honda minivan MA Reg 4KX665.

Elderly female departed the store without any groceries due to the power outage; no crime was committed.

TD Bank reports an alarm.

Building appears secure. Security representative on scene in the parking lot.

Gone on Arrival
Caller reports the horn has been sounding on 782EA9 on a black Hyundai since early this morning. Resident notified the office and has not heard from them.

MV HAS LEFT THE AREA.

17-20129 1535 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: RP states an elderly female fell. BFD notified.

17-20130 1604 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: 911 hang up, no answer on call back. Macys security was notified and will check the store.

17-20131 1635 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: CP requests ambulance for elderly male not feeling well - Disp.unit to area

17-20132 1647 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: RP reports losing his black purse somewhere at the Burlington Mall on August 26, 2017. Inside was his passport#B0621331, ATM Bank of America Card, BJ's Card, 3 Insurance cards and $60.00 cash. No use reported on any of the cards and same were cancelled.

17-20135 1724 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Location/Address: 1 MULLER RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative: CP reports finding skelton bones of unknown( possible anamal but unsure) and would same checked out - Disp.unit to area

17-20136 1733 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
### 17-20262
**1747 Radio - PARKING**
**Citation/Warning Issued**

**Call Taker:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD  
**Vehicle:** GRY 2001 TOYT 4D RAV4 Reg: PC MA 6PJX10

**Narrative:**
Alarm company requests cancellation of dispatch.

### 17-20140
**1820 Phone - Ambulance Request**
**Logged**

**Call Taker:** DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1603] ROCHE BROTHERS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST  
**ID:** PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons

**Narrative:**
Medical refusal, a family member came and picked up the individual involved.

### 17-20141
**1838 911 - Ambulance Request**
**Transported to Hospital**

**Call Taker:** CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1455] DOCTORS EXPRESS URGENT CARE - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
**ID:** CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato

**Narrative:**
CP requests ambulance for 54 yr old male having allergic reaction - Disp.unit to area

**BFD to handle same.**

### 17-20142
**1841 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES**
**No report Due**

**Call Taker:** DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
**Primary Id:** CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1722] SHAW’S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST  
**ID:** CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
**Vehicle:** GRY 2016 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 4KP724 VIN: 2T1BURHE0GC651095  
**Vehicle:** 2000 LEXS LS400 Reg: PC MA 2318NI

**Narrative:**
2 car crash

**Operator of MA Reg. 2318NI admitted to backing into MA Reg. 4KP724. Both vehicles had minor damage to the rear bumpers. Assisted parties with paperwork exchange. All parties refused medical treatment.**

### 17-20144
**1918 Walk-In - PARKING**
**Unfounded**

**Call Taker:** CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III  
**Location/Address:** OLD PEACH ORCHARD RD - PEACH ORCHARD RD  
**ID:** DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.

**Narrative:**
caller reports vehicles parked on the sidewalk

**Responding unit reported no traffic hazards observed.**

### 17-20145
**2007 911 - Disabled MV**
**Services Rendered**

**Call Taker:** LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
**Dispatch Log**

From: 09/01/2017  Thru: 09/30/2017  0000 - 2359  Printed: 01/11/2018

**Primary Id:** NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas

**Location/Address:** 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 N

**Vehicle:** BLK 2004 CADI UT ESCALA  Reg: PC MA 779KH6  VIN: 1GYEK63N04R216971

**Narrative:**

Caller reports her M/V is broken down, possibly out of gas.

**Narrative:**

Assisted same.

---

**17-20148**  
**2053**  
**911 - Ambulance Request**

**Services Rendered**

**Call Taker:** LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds

**Location/Address:** 111 LEXINGTON ST

**ID:** PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons

**Narrative:**

Caller fell out of bed, requests fire Dept for a lift assist.

**Narrative:**

Fire Dept was notified.

**Narrative:**

Fire department handled same.

---

**17-20151**  
**2139**  
**Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged**

**Call Taker:** CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III

**Location/Address:** 40 HARRIETT AVE

**ID:** NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas

**Narrative:**

CP reports her vehicle was egged. Same has occurred the last three nights - Disp.unit to area

**Narrative:**

RP requests extra checks of his residence. Possible suspect vehicle described as an older model white Honda CRV.

---

**For Date: 09/05/2017 - Tuesday**

**17-20158**  
**0047**  
**Phone - Well Being Check**

**Report Due**

**Call Taker:** LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad

**Primary Id:** SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S

**Location/Address:** 21 SANDY BROOK RD

**ID:** SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S

**ID:** LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds

**ID:** KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney

**Narrative:**

RP is worried about possible Q5 statements his friend texted him and requesting a well-being check at this time.

**Narrative:**

Same checks ok. See Officer's report

---

**17-20170**  
**0131**  
**Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged**

**Call Taker:** LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad

**Primary Id:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia

**Location/Address:** [BUR 1107] VETERANS PARK - 110 WILMINGTON RD

**ID:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia

**Vehicle:** GRY 2015 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 3FB575  VIN: 19XFB2F59FE266135

**Narrative:**

Two parties observed walking out of the woodline. Both were advised and sent on their way.

---

**17-20172**  
**0144**  
**911 - FIRE**

**Unfounded**

**Call Taker:** MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade

**Primary Id:** MMP103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello

**Location/Address:** [BUR 953] HYATT HOUSE - 2 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
911 caller reports a small fire caused by a cigarette. Caller said he was a security guard in the lobby and then stated that he extinguished the fire and it was ok now. Unit dispatched to check.

Checked area of Van De Graaff.

Unable to locate calling party. Hotel checked ok.

Citation Issued - Defective equipment

TYCOIS integrated security reports a front motion entrance and burglar alarm entrance alarm.

No business with that name at this location. Only business on the 5th floor is CGI. Audible alarm heard coming from the office, doors appear secure at this time.

Notified alarm company.

RP states landscaping trucks are running.

No violation. Trucks starting and leaving. Trucks left very slow with little noise and no lights until they were on the main road. Owner was reminded of the 5 min law.

Ambulance request for 52 year old female who fell down on floor with unknown medical problem. Unit dispatched along with fire department.

Transported by fire
17-20207  0903  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital

Call Taker:  LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 1751] BONUGLI, JOHN & RITA - 6 JEFFERSON AVE
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
RP is a visiting nurse and states her patient fell overnight at some point. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Assisted BFD.

17-20208  0931  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 2SDL80 VIN: 4T4BF3EK7BR117655
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued for no left turn.

17-20209  0957  Phone - MV Complaint  Gone on Arrival

Call Taker:  LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 175] BURLINGTON FLORISTS - 55 WINN ST
Narrative:
RP is following an erratic operator, gray nissan altima, MA Reg 265RS3 and would like a well being check at this time.
Vehicle pulled into Burlington Florists.

Narrative:
GOA

17-20210  1013  Phone - ALARM  Logged

Call Taker:  LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 1833] KOHLER SIGNATURE STORE - 19 THIRD AVE
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 TOYT HB PRIUS Reg: PC MA EV2946 VIN: JTDKDTB35D1044646
Narrative:
Homeland Commercial Security reports a rear left door alarm and an interior motion detector.

Narrative:
Alarm company spoke with an employee on site but they could not provide a proper passcode.

Narrative:
Detail officer 97 reports checks ok.

Narrative:
Alarm Company called back to cancel alarm.

Narrative:
Manager on scene, everything checks ok.

17-20212  1033  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 TOYT HB PRIUS Reg: PC MA EV2946 VIN: JTDKDTB35D1044646
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION.
### 17-20213
**1045 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued**

- **Call Taker:** WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
- **Primary Id:** WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
- **Location/Address:** 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 50 GREENLEAF
- **ID:** WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
- **Vehicle:** BLK 2017 HYUN SE ELANTRA Reg: PC PA KKE3364 VIN: 5NPD74LF6HH206796

**Narrative:**

CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR AND FAIL TO PULL RIGHT AND STOP FOR POLICE.

### 17-20215
**1114 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged**

- **Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Location/Address:** 21 SANDY BROOK RD
- **ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Vehicle:** BLK 2008 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 6BA467 VIN: 1N4AL21E08C274056

**Narrative:**

Relative reports suspicious mv, black Nissan Altima, in the area.

**Narrative:**

Vehicle reported does not match description of suspect vehicle and nor does the operator match the suspect.

### 17-20216
**1121 Phone - MV Complaint Logged**

- **Call Taker:** LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
- **Primary Id:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 162] APRIME ENERGY - 108 CAMBRIDGE ST
- **ID:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr

**Narrative:**

RP is requesting police assistance, unknown issue.

**Narrative:**

Individual leasing pumps on property illegally parking on property in front of service area. Same advised, owner of property wants logged. This is an ongoing problem. Owner to seek civil complaint.

### 17-20217
**1123 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued**

- **Call Taker:** WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
- **Primary Id:** WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 1442] REVIVE COMMUNITY CHURCH - 111 TERRACE HALL AVE
- **ID:** WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
- **Vehicle:** BLK 2013 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 462LR6 VIN: 2T3RFREV7DW011562

**Narrative:**

CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR AND BROKEN BRAKE LIGHT.

### 17-20218
**1133 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged**

- **Call Taker:** LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
- **Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **Location/Address:** 95 TERRACE HALL AVE
- **ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
- **ID:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
- **Vehicle:** WHI 1992 LEXS SE ES300 Reg: PC MA 1GD859 VIN: JT8VK13T4N0021418

**Narrative:**

RP states a white lexus is parked in the rear of the building. Vehicle has a window smashed and a person sleeping inside with a blanket over their head.

**Narrative:**

Ch ok male sent on way

**Narrative:**

Party issued trespass notice in hand from business owner.

### 17-20219
**1136 Phone - NOTIFICATION Logged**

- **Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 7 DEMONE DR
Narrative: DA Advocate request resident to contact her.

Narrative: No one home at this time. Note left a door.

17-20220  1147  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 844] R J KELLY COMPANY - 55 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back.

17-20222  1208  Phone - Flim Flam  Report Due
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 25 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #401
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: RP wishes to talk to someone regarding a computer scam and possible stolen identity.

Narrative: Computer scam. caller reports she received email that her computer is at risk and $500.00 will take care of problem, see officers report.

17-20224  1224  Initiated - PARKING  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST
ID: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: BLK 2016 TOYT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 3FW822 VIN: 2T3RFREVXGW446998
Narrative: Parking citation issued for HP violation.

17-20226  1237  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 S
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

17-20227  1257  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2013 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 4DC547 VIN: 1FM5K8D84DGC95594
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR AND FAIL TO USE SAFETY AT AN INTERSECTION.

17-20228  1310  Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 53 SECOND AVE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: BLK 2011 CADI UT ESCALA Reg: PC MA 2RSK60 VIN: 1GYS4DEFXBR155617
Narrative: Party reports her car window is shattered.
Narrative: RP requests to have logged MA REG 2RSK60 had its passenger
side window broken sometime after 9AM. The mv had moderate passenger side damage from an accident that occurred three weeks ago. Same reports no suspects and nothing stolen out of the mv.

17-20229  1320  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 AUDI SE A3 Reg: PC MA 3CK827 VIN: WAUACGFFXF1009546
Narrative:  CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR, UNSAFE LANE CHANGE, OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE, AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION.

17-20231  1330  Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  [BUR 1764] BURLINGTON HOUSING AUTHORITY - 15 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #314
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:  Walk in party reports being harassed by another senior.

17-20235  1405  Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  28 HILLCREST RD
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:  RP states she has a dog with a collar no tags.

17-20236  1413  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  VAN DE GRAAFF DR
Narrative:  RP wanted to log that he stopped to ask a female party directions to the Mall while he was in the Van De Graff area. IP looked at him screamed no and ran away. IP had bleached blonde hair and sunglasses.

17-20240  1440  Phone - REPOSSESSION Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  6 MARJORIE RD
Narrative:  Nationwide recovery reports repossession of 7KHF50 2007 Chry Town Van brown. Same noted in CJIS remarks.

17-20239  1446  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker:  LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  82 MALL RD @ S BEDFORD ST
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 4CW926 VIN: 1HGCR2F38GA183296
Vehicle:  WHI 2017 HYUN SANTAF Reg: PC MA 93382 VIN: 5NMZUDB2HH038373
Narrative:  911 transfer from Essex, MVC unknown injuries.
17-20221  1600  Phone - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  99 MOHAWK RD @ TERRACE HALL AVE
Narrative:
Detail Officer reports expired opossum in the area of Mohawk and Terrace Hall Ave.

17-20245  1624  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Vicinity of:  201 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 99 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:  BRO 2004 CHEV SE IMPALA  Reg: PC MA 1XB270  VIN: 2G1WF52E249292804
Vehicle:  GRY 2017 FORD SE FOCUS  Reg: PC MA 4VD843  VIN: 1FADP3F23HL259623
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 car MVC, no injuries.

17-20246  1646  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:  TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
ID:  RJK049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID:  MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Vehicle:  BLU 2001 FORD RANGER  Reg: PC MA 3DA799  VIN: 1FTYR14U21PA63699
Narrative:
Citation issued for HP Placard Misuse.  HP ticket issued.

17-20248  1657  Initiated - MV STOP Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Location/Address:  MARSHALL SIMONS - PEACH ORCHARD RD
ID:  TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
ID:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID:  MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Vehicle:  BLU 2001 FORD RANGER  Reg: PC MA 3DA799  VIN: 1FTYR14U21PA63699
Narrative:
Bike officer reports subjects assembling swing rope on island at town Reservoir. Subjects left quickly after seeing bike officer. Patrol unit in area stopped subjects who were leaving the area in Ma 3DA799.Unit reports 3 male parties identified and sent on their way. Small amount of 94C confiscated in vehicle for destruction. No other charges to follow. Subjects advised of Reservoir rules.

17-20250  1736  Phone - MV Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 625] NORDSTROM RACK - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 ACUR MDX4X4  Reg: PC MA 211LK9  VIN: 2HNYD2H26DH504959
Narrative:
Caller reports 8 yo and infant left unattended in a running vehicle in front of the store.

Narrative:
The vehicle is in frnt of the liquor store.
Unable to locate. Gone on arrival.

17-20252  1755  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  RED 2012 FORD TK F150  Reg: PC MO 2CR521
Narrative:  Citation issued for HP Placard Misuse.

17-20253  1755  Initiated - Well Being Check  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  29 CENTER ST @ SEARS ST
ID:  MXD048 - Sergeant Michael DeBye
Narrative:  Caller requested we check on a WM with a beard wearing a safety vest in the area of the commons.

17-20254  1807  Phone - Missing Person  Report Due
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  9 BARON PARK LN Apt. #14
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:  DAI17 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:  CP is calling on behalf of a 16 yr old female runaway. Same left a note on August 29 stating she was leaving - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:  Party entered in Openfox as missing.
Narrative:  See officer's report.
Narrative:  Per Detective Fournier's request, #134 placed evidence into safe keeping.
Narrative:  Det. Fournier located female party in E. Boston on 9/11/17. She will be staying with a friend's family for now.

17-20255  1934  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  201 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 99 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  WHI 2016 JEEP UT PATRIO  Reg: PC MA 6PAH30  VIN: 1C4NJRFB8GD619108
Narrative:  Citation issued.

17-20257  1946  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  200 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 NETWORK DR
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  BLU 2010 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 2WGJ40  VIN: 2HGFA1F39AH310483
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-20259 1952 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1763] WENDY'S - 112 MALL RD
Vehicle: GRY 2015 FORD EXP Reg: PC MA 461AY3 VIN: 1FM5K8D86FGC42267
Narrative: Warning issued for light violation.

17-20260 1955 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 2169] LEXINGTON ST @ 19 BEDFORD ST
Narrative: tree reported fallen in roadway. officer daniels removed the tree to the side of road.

17-20264 2110 Initiated - MV STOP Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: BRO 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 352PB5 VIN: 4T1BG22K8YU685573
Narrative: Ofc reports party checks ok.

17-20265 2116 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: JPM084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: General manager reports party took vehicle out for an extended drive and has not returned same. Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Spoke with and advised R/P. Same does not wish to report vehicle stolen at this time. Tow truck enroute to retrieve vehicle.

17-20270 2225 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 100 DISTRICT AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 6323RB VIN: KMHDU4AD2AU113985
Narrative: CP requests assistance for male party - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Party was feeling dizzy. Fire dispatched. Same said he was feeling better. Patient refusal.

17-20271 2227 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 684] MICHAELS #8629 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Alarm: motion front entry.
Narrative: cleaners in the building
17-20272 2325 911 - Ambulance Request

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 671] SPECILTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES - 18 OXBOW LN
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: Caller reports female party unresponsive on the floor. She is conc and breathing.

Narrative: Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative: Party transported by BFD.

For Date: 09/06/2017 – Wednesday

17-20286 0107 Initiated - Disabled MV Services Rendered

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 176 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: BLU 2009 CHEV SE AVEO Reg: PC MA 8GR311 VIN: KL1TD56EX9B615827
Narrative: Ma Reg 8GR311 disabled.

Narrative: 116 reports transporting one individual to the Mobil gas station to purchase gas. Approved by Lincoln 70.

Narrative: Assisted same, and sent on their way.

17-20314 0232 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 17 MOUNTAIN RD
ID: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle: BLK 2004 CHEV MONCAR Reg: PC MA 2WG948 VIN: 2G1WX12K449375405
Narrative: Assisted operator with renewing registration on MDT. Citation T0128183 issued for 90/9 & 90/20.

17-20317 0459 Phone - ESCORT Services Rendered

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: DPW worker requests assistance escorting an item from the high school to the middle school.

Narrative: Item was relocated to the middle school.

17-20320 0652 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: 89 year old male party experiencing shortness of breath. BFD notified.

17-20326 0746 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Reports alarm at EBI Consulting. No dispatch due to high volume of false alarms. Company has been advised in writing.

17-20327 0759 Phone - ALARM
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 1778] EBI - 21 B ST
Narrative:
Tycois Integrated Security reports a rear door alarm. Tycois was informed that we notified the company and will not be responding due to excessive alarms unless a responder is reached.

17-20328 0822 Phone - Animal Complaint
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1464] MARY CUMMINGS RECREATION - 25 BLANCHARD RD
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SP0080 - Patrol Stephen F Papagno
Narrative:
Call reports a rabbit was mutilated.
Narrative:
Rabbit mutilated and spread across picnic table. Rec Department to be contacted for clean up. See officer's report.

Narrative:
The director of the rec department was contacted and will send someone out to clean this up.

17-20329 0832 Phone - DISTURBANCE
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 1666] LORD BARON - 9 BARON PARK LN Apt. #12
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
Report of a husband/wife verbal. Female advised to go to Woburn District Court to apply for a 209A.

17-20331 0938 Phone - Ambulance Request
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 12 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #5
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Home health care worker reports resident has possibly fallen and asking for health.

Narrative:
Fire Dept assisted same. No transport.

17-20334 1000 Initiated - PARKING
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 80 ALGONQUIN DR @ TERRACE HALL AVE
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Response to citizen complaint regarding vehicles parking in close to the intersection.

Narrative:
No vehicles observed in area.
17-20335 1002 Initiated - PARKING Services Rendered
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: A ST
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Response to citizen complaint regarding trucks parking on
street blocking business driveway and delivery entrance.
Narrative:
No trucks observed. All vehicles legally parked.

17-20339 1104 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 3 CATHY RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative:
Fire Dept handled same.

17-20340 1113 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: 29 BLACK HORSE LN @ WESTWOOD ST
ID: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
RP is concerned about an elderly male sleeping in a vehicle
on the corner.
Narrative:
Same checks ok. Waiting for a relative to arrive home

17-20343 1204 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 183] BURLINGTON MARRIOTT - 1 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 abandoned call. Spoke with employee who states she
knows of no problems.

17-20345 1221 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2203] TOURNEAU - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 caller dialed by accident.

17-20346 1258 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Reports she cant find her m/v. Notified Mall Security
Narrative:
Mall Security located same

17-20349 1409 Radio - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: 290 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WINN ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Vehicle: WHI 2011 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 712LY5 VIN: 4T4BF3EK8BR140099
Narrative:
S89 reports a DMV
Narrative:
Vehicle was moved off the road at 171 Cambridge Street.
17-20350  1452  Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN  Logged
Call Taker:  LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address:  9 STONY BROOK RD
Id:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
RP states tree branches down with some wires.

17-20284  1600  Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  26 HART ST
Narrative:
Officer 128 reports a deceased animal. AI to be notified.

17-20352  1601  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 2341] COSMAN MEDICAL - 22 TERRY AVE
Narrative:
Checks ok on call back, spoke with Josuha and everything is ok.

17-20353  1618  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:  BLU 2014 TOYT PRIUS  Reg: PC MA 1PP739  VIN: JTDKDTB31E1080884
Narrative:
Caller reports female party left in a light blue toyota, unknown direction. Estimated value, $100.

17-20354  1620  Walk-In - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDA  Logged
Call Taker:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
Id:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Security reports several MV damaged of the course of several days. Same is ongoing issue.

17-20355  1639  Phone - Lockout  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  EDWINAS NITCH - 175 CAMBRIDGE ST
Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:  BLU 2010 TOYT SE COROLLA  Reg: PC TN 726W99  VIN: 2T1BU4EE0AC388105
Narrative:
Caller reports locked out of a green toyota corolla on side of building.

Narrative:
Entry gained.
17-20357  1657  911 - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 141 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Caller reports she cut her wrist by accident. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Patient refusal. Same stated she would drive to the hospital.

17-20360  1743  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  Logged
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 2301] PRESSED CAFE - 200 DISTRICT AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Agent Lewis requests assistance with interview. Same will be in Ford Explorer NH tags.

Narrative:
Assisted same.

17-20361  1754  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 1 BURLINGTON WOODS DR
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BLK 2012 NISS SE SENTRA  Reg: PC MA 8CYW60  VIN: 3N1AB6APXCL647366
Narrative:
Warning issued for red light violation.

17-20362  1841  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 1 DUNLAP ST
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
Infant suffering possible allergic reaction to medication. BFD notified.

Narrative:
BFD transported one.

17-20363  1851  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 71] ARTHUR FERTMAN D.D.S. PC - 173 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Storage area doors alarm. Card holder states no one should be at the business at this time.

Narrative:
Called alarm company and updated them with status. The area of concern is secured but the front doors are still unsecured.

Narrative:
Doors and windows of business appear secure.

17-20364  1859  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
17-20365  1903  Phone - TRESPASSING  No report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 7 DEMONE DR
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Vehicle: GRY 2000 MERC SE GRAND  Reg: PC MA 4HR943  VIN: 2MEFM74W1YX704368
Narrative:
RP states her brother is currently en route to her residence. RP states her brother is not welcome at the residence.
Narrative:
Spoke to the involved party, same was advised and has left the area.

17-20366  1911  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HOND UT CRV  Reg: PC MA 541NS2  VIN: 2HKRM4H30FH627990
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR FAIL TO YIELD TO ON COMING TRAFFIC WHILE TURNING LEFT.

17-20367  1947  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 15 BIRCHCREST ST
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Vehicle: GRY 1988 CHEV SE CELEBRITY  Reg: PC MA 4FF826
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.
Written warning for 90/7 violation.

17-20369  2100  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EFM133 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 1778] EBI - 21 B ST
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Alarm: Reception area glass break detector.
All windows and doors are secure. Checks ok.

17-20370  2108  911 - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFM133 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 111 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:
Caller reports she fell getting into bed and requested a lift assist only. Fire dept. notified and enroute.
BFD to handle.

17-20371  2135  Phone - Well Being Check  No report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Mall security called about a female with Mv problems. Same is homeless and just got out of the hospital.

Ofc reports she will transport female party voluntarily to Emerson Hospital. Her vehicle is inoperable and she requested transportation assistance.

Female party transported voluntarily.

17-20377 2303 911 - DISTURBANCE Unfounded
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 8 KIMBALL CT Apt. #908
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: Caller reports loud arguing in apartment below.

122 and 127 checked room #908 all appeared in order. The RP stated he was uncertain where the yelling had originated. Floors 8, 9, and 10 were checked, all were quiet at this time.

17-20378 2325 Radio - Assist P D / L E Agency Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: PJG077 - Patrol Paul J Glejzer
Location/Address: 3 GRANDVIEW AVE
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
ID: PJG077 - Patrol Paul J Glejzer
Narrative: WOBURN PD MADE ARREST. SEE OFFICER REPORT.

For Date: 09/07/2017 - Thursday

17-20391 0421 911 - RECOVERED STOLEN MV Logged
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1218] SAMMY'S DELI - 59 WINN ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: BLK 2016 NISS UT MURANO Reg: PC MA 8CP185 VIN: 5N1A22MH8GN110261
Towed: For: Other By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Narrative: Employee reports that there is a black SUV in the parking lot with the hazard lights on that appears to have been in a crash.

Medford reported vehicle as stolen. Same was notified.

Ned's notified.

Neds towed the M/V.

17-20396 0749 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 1778] EBI - 21 B ST
Narrative: Main entrance alarm. Alarm company was advised again today
that we have sent this company a letter advising them of frequent false alarms and that we will not respond until alarm is fixed and we are notified in writing. Alarm came in same time on 09/06/2017. Logged.

17-20397        0756     Phone - ALARM          Logged
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    [BUR 1778] EBI - 21 B ST
Narrative:
Active alarm side door, no responder.

17-20398        0815     Phone - Assault Past          Report Due
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
       SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
The above party came into lobby to report a past assault by her assistant manager from the Extended Stay. Same is still at work

17-20399        0823     Phone - ROAD HAZARD       Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 N @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Caller reports a branch on the road @ 128NB onto exit 33b. Mass Highway notified.

17-20401        0908     Phone - ALARM          Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 1778] EBI - 21 B ST
Narrative:
Alarm, no response untill alarm is fixed.

17-20402        1000     911 - Ambulance Request   Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address:    94 WILMINGTON RD
ID:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
Nurse requests ambulance for patient with inflamed leg. FD notified.

17-20405        1114     Phone - MV STOP           Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    WILMINGTON RD @ PROUTY RD
Vehicle:    GRY 1986 FORD HB MUSTAN  Reg: PC MA 3FR474  VIN: 1FABP28M6GF323456
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED BY MAIL FOR ESTIMATED SPEED, MUFFLER NOISE VIOLATION, NO FRONT PLATE ATTACHED (RED), AND INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.
17-20406 1123 911 - Ambulance Request Loged
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 20 LEDGEWOOD DR
Narrative:
Party seeking assistance with lifting a party. No injury reported. Lift assist only. No PD response.

17-20407 1202 Phone - Ambulance Request Loged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 12 SPRING VALLEY RD
Narrative:
Rp has fallen and needs help getting up
Narrative:
Fire Department handled same

17-20408 1205 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Vehicle: RED 2015 FORD SE FUSION  Reg: PC MA 4454VT  VIN: 3FA6P0D9XFR100958
Vehicle: GRY 2014 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 543VX2  VIN: 1HGCR2F85EA092088
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 car MVC, one car spun around facing in opposite direction. No injuries reported.
Narrative:
2 car crash involving ma/4454VT and ma/543VX2. no injuries, Neds towed both.

17-20409 1219 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Loged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 84 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative:
Detail Officer reports NH App.AP9073 took down cable wire. Resident will notify cable company

17-20410 1245 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 53 SECOND AVE
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Employee not feeling well. FD notified.
Narrative:
Burlington Fire Dept. assisted same.

17-20411 1258 Phone - Power Outage Loged
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 290 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Lights are on flash. Dagle notified as well as Mas DOT and will handle.

17-20413 1419 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1907] STEVE NUGENTS KARATE INSTITUTE - 207 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #F
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND UT CRV  Reg: PC MA 812AL7  VIN: 5J6RE4H74AL039735
Narrative:
Lock out.
Fire disp. to location.

baby locked in vehicle by accident. baby was in distress and had to break glass, BFD arrived on scene and checked baby. baby was taken to their own pediatrician by parents.

17-20414 1423 Radio - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 N @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:    Lt. Kirchner reports branch still in roadway, Mass DOT notified of same.

17-20416 1431 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    16 CAREY AVE
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Vehicle:    BLK 2007 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 93VG71 VIN: 1HGCM56357A112184
Narrative:    Caller reports her mother see's someone suspicious across the street in a blue house.

17-20417 1435 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:    [BUR 2306] FERGUSON ENTERPRISES INC - 85 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:    Caller from Ferguson Showroom reports an incident of larceny by check. Same reports a plumbing contractor passed a bad check for plumbing supplies. See Detective Gagne's report.

17-20418 1445 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    34 KEANS RD
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Vehicle:    SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:    911 hang up, Possible child playing on the phone.

17-20419 1455 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:    [BUR 2305] PRIMARK - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:    Abandoned 911 call. No answer on call back, line rings busy.

Narrative:    Mall Security to investigate and call us back.
Burlington PD Media log
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17-20421  1526  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  202 ARBORETUM WAY
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:

Received hang up, on call back spoke with child no adult at home.

Narrative:
Spoke with parent, checks O.K.

17-20422  1641  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  90 MALL RD @ 1 MEADOW RD
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  GRY 2010 SUBA FOREST  Reg: PC MA 245CH2  VIN: JF2SH6AC5AG740957
Vehicle:  GRY 2015 TOYT RAV4  Reg: PC MA 3YM225  VIN: 2T3BFREV3FW348363
Narrative:

Caller reports 2 car MVC, no injuries.

Narrative:
See officers crash report.

17-20424  1716  Initiated - PARKING  Logged
Call Taker:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  80 ALGONQUIN DR @ TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:

Response to citizen complaint regarding vehicles parking too close to intersection. No vehicles observed.

17-20425  1738  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 VOLK  Reg: PC MA 4CN288
Narrative:

Citation issued.

17-20426  1808  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  155 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  GRN 2006 FORD SE FUSION  Reg: PC MA 6ADJ70  VIN: 3FAFP07106R152637
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND PLATE COVER VIOLATION (NOT VISIBLE FROM 60 FEET).

17-20427  1827  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.
17-20428 1832 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2006 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 693HW6 VIN: 1HGCM66566A019020
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

17-20429 1841 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 97 WILMINGTON RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
RP reports party found face down not breathing in tub. FD notified.
Ofc reports party transported to Lahey via BFD.

17-20430 1900 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2008 NISS 4D ALTIMA Reg: PC NH 4218564 VIN: 1N4AL21E28C229555
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

17-20431 1903 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Location/Address: UNIT# E - 141 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
Female party arrived home to find front door wide open. She is requesting assistance with a walk through.
Ofc completed a walk through of residence with owner. All clear, no signs of any forced entry.

17-20432 1929 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1131] WATER PUMPING STATION 3,4,5 - 171 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: WHI 2012 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 8HL841 VIN: 1HGCP2F3XCA217044
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR AND FAIL TO USE HEAD LIGHTS AFTER DARK.

17-20433 1932 Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: NORTHBOUND - CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Third party caller reports a female party driving a black sports car with NH plates is threatening to harm herself. No means given, no known history. She is reportedly headed northbound on 3A towards Billerica. 24 yo Asian female with black hair.
Burlington PD Media log
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Narrative:
Billerica notified.

Narrative:
Vehicle not seen anywhere in areas checked.

17-20434  1941  911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 3 BARON PARK LN Apt. #21
Narrative:
Caller reports she is ill and 10 weeks pregnant. She is requesting a transport to the hospital. Fire dept. notified and enroute.

Narrative:
BFD to handle transport.

17-20435  1950  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 53 SECOND AVE @ 63 SOUTH AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: GRY 2015 SUBA  Reg: PC MA 4DB769
Narrative:
Warning issued.

17-20436  2020  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1406] TONY C - 17 THIRD AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: BLK 2007 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 324NW8  VIN: JTNBE46K073031358
Vehicle: GRY 2017 SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 7LN321  VIN: 4T1BF1FK2HU36903
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 car MVA, no injuries.

17-20437  2050  Phone - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: UPPER LEV FOOD COURT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Mall Security reports male/female arguing in the food court.

Narrative:
Ofc reports all parties left. Verbal argument only, no physical altercation.

17-20440  2344  Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 1 ALMA RD
Narrative:
CP reports construction vehicles in the roadway - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
no hazard at this time

For Date: 09/08/2017 - Friday

17-20442  0040  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Vehicle: WHI 2010 VOLK 2H GTI Reg: PC MA 6CJH20
Narrative:

Written warning for 90/18 violation.

17-20453 0628 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:

ambulance request, fire notified
Narrative:

Male party transported to Lahey by Burlington Fire.

17-20454 0631 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:

all classrooms and exit doors, no responder
Narrative:

canceled by alarm company

17-20458 0818 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:

General alarm.
Narrative:

Building secure. False alarm.
Narrative:

Spoke with manager to fix the airconditioning that is setting off the interior alarm.

17-20459 0821 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:

Ambulance request.
Narrative:

Party transported by BFD.

17-20460 0826 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:

RP lost his wallet sometime yesterday in the area of Cambridge St Auto. Advised to cancel cards.

17-20462 0934 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 34 LEXINGTON ST
ID: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:

Ambulance request.
17-20463 0935 Phone - Identity Fraud Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 6 BARBARA CIR
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Reports someone emptied out her bank account.

17-20464 0937 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N @ WINN ST
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 252SF5
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-20466 0957 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: GRY 2014 HYUN SANTAF Reg: PC MA 115TN5 VIN: 5XYZUDLA2EG217428
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued for speed.

17-20472 1109 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 121 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: GRY 2006 ACUR SE RL Reg: PC MA IC74FV VIN: JH4KB16546C006935
Narrative:
Citation issued for fail to stop, red light.

17-20473 1110 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 20 LEDGEWOOD DR
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

17-20474 1122 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 101 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #100
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

17-20475 1218 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:

Male party fell and hit his head. Same is conscious. BFD notified.

Narrative:

Male party transported to the Lahey by BFD.

17-20476 1240 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST

Narrative:

Party came in to the lobby to turn in a debit card. Owner of property was notified.

Narrative:

Property was returned to owner by Unit 44.

17-20478 1311 Phone - Animal Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD

Narrative:

Reports dog in car

Narrative:

Vehicle is G.O.A.

17-20479 1326 Phone - WARRANT ARREST Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1341] CANDLEWOOD SUITES - 130 MIDDLESEX TPKE

Narrative:

m/v stop

Narrative:

Same had three warrants. See report

Refer To Arrest: 17-20479-AR

Arrest: VITA, ANTHONY NICHOLAS
Address: 1530 MYSTIC VALLEY PKWY Apt. #2ND F MEDFORD, MA
Age: 56
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

17-20480 1356 Radio - ESCORT No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST

Narrative:

Prisoner transported to Woburn District Court.

17-20483 1448 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency No report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 1 SAWYER ST

Vehicle: GRY 2014 HD Reg: MC MA 2C1925

Narrative:

Woburn PD requesting assistance in making contact with operator of MA motorcycle Reg 2C1925.

Narrative:

no one at home
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-20484</td>
<td>1525PM</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM False Alarm</td>
<td>186 MILL ST</td>
<td>Front door alarm. checks ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20485</td>
<td>1528PM</td>
<td>Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged</td>
<td>[BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td>911 hang up, Female reports misdial. Checks ok by phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20486</td>
<td>1536PM</td>
<td>Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital</td>
<td>[BUR 2210] THE TREMONT APARTMENTS - 32 SECOND AVE Apt. #234</td>
<td>Ambulance request. Female transported to Lahey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20488</td>
<td>1552PM</td>
<td>Well Being - Ambulance Request Services Rendered</td>
<td>27 STONY BROOK RD</td>
<td>Lifeline activation. No respones from resident, elderly female. BFD enroute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20489</td>
<td>1626PM</td>
<td>Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered</td>
<td>[BUR 790] CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST</td>
<td>MBTA Dispatch report one of their bus drivers are reporting a 7 yr old child alone at the bus stop located at Cambridge and Bedford St - Disp.unit to area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20490</td>
<td>1651PM</td>
<td>Phone - Lockout Services Rendered</td>
<td>[BUR 1838] GOLDFISH SWIM SCHOOL - 10 B ST</td>
<td>CP Requests assistance for lockout - Disp.unit to area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20491</td>
<td>1703PM</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued</td>
<td>BLU 2001 BUIC SE LESABR</td>
<td>Entry gained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 299] CRATE & BARREL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 977NV9

17-20492 1718 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 1 SYCAMORE ST
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Caller reports 31 yo male has low blood sugar. Fire dept. enroute.

17-20493 1720 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: PC NH 3471598

17-20495 1744 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Caller reports 60 yo female possible heart attack. She is conc. and alert by reg. 19. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Female transported to Lahey ER by BFD.

17-20496 1747 911 - WIRES / POLES DOWN Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of: 68 MULLER RD
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller reports wires down across the road in the vicinity of #56.

Narrative:
Same appears to be an old telephone wire on pole #68/30 in front of 68 Muller Rd. Wire moved off the roadway and secured to utility pole.

17-20500 1815 Radio - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 1058] DEL FRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan

17-20497 1816 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1736] COSMAN MEDICAL - 76 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: GRY 2015 LEXS Reg: PC MA 4EB884
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-20499 1831 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 28 ARLINGTON RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: RED 2014 KIA SE OPTIMA Reg: PC MA 1NH941 VIN: 5XXGN4A70EG275375
Narrative:
Warning issued for red light violation.

17-20501 1913 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 6RH877
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-20505 2003 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: WILDMERE AVE @ 56 RUTHERVEN AVE
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BRO 2017 SUBA UT OUTBAC Reg: PC MA 7HH325 VIN: 4S4BSAAC6H3417016
Narrative:
Warning issued for failing to display H/L.

17-20507 2030 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 310 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 2 CHESTNUT AVE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: CO MA R17350
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-20508 2042 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2006 CHEV SE IMPALA Reg: PC MA 888TET VIN: 2G1WB55K669137740
Narrative:
Citation issued for inspection sticker violation.

17-20509 2204 911 - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Caller reports large RV cut her off. She reports MA reg 6474 as the vehicle.

17-20511 2211 911 - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
CP report large vehicle (motor home) driving erratic and cut her off the road. Same heading down Winn Street towards Cambridge Street - Units notified

17-20510 2212 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 137 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BLK 2009 NISS SE ALTINA Reg: PC MA 269YH2 VIN: 1N4AL21E59N449763
Narrative:
Warning issued for expired inspection.

17-20512 2236 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle: GRY 2005 MERZ SE C240 Reg: PC MA 85PB54 VIN: WDBRF81J75F617815
17-20513 2255 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 4 BARON PARK LN
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: GRY 1997 TOYT RUNNER Reg: PC MA 7WBL60 VIN: JT3HN86R1V0103030
Narrative: Caller reports he is locked out of vehicle.

17-20514 2318 Phone - SUSB PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 37 BEDFORD ST @ COLLEEN CIR
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle: BLK 2012 NISS SE SENTRA Reg: PC MA 1TK967 VIN: 3N1AB6AP8CL695867
Narrative: Caller reports motorcycle and vehicle sitting in the middle of the road.
Narrative: Ned's Twoing enroute.
Narrative: Damage to the lawn see crash report.
Narrative: Operator cited for marked lane violation, Ned's towing took control of the vehicle. See crash report.

17-20515 2359 Radio - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 284 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CHURCH LN
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative: 113 reports a disabled motor vehicle.
Narrative: Same was towed by a private tow.

For Date: 09/09/2017 - Saturday

17-20517 0040 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 1406] TONY C - 17 THIRD AVE
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichielo
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative: Manager reports two males fighting at the bar.
Narrative: Units responded and made contact with subjects and settled same. See report for further information.
17-20524 0658 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #231  
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Narrative: Caller reports a female party fell. Same is conscious and alert at this time. BFD notified.  
Narrative: Female party transported by BFD.

17-20527 1010 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST  
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
Narrative: Party walked into the station to report a custody issue. Party requested the issue to be logged. Party was told to report issue to probate court.

17-20529 1044 Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 99 CHESTER AVE  
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio  
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative: Officer reports a m/v struck a dog.  
Narrative: Owner has dog and is taking him to vet.

17-20530 1047 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST  
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative: Caller reports that a suspicious male is riding his bicycle around the high school wearing a black winter jacket, and a blue winter hat. Caller req. officer check on the individual.  
Narrative: Unable to locate.

17-20531 1116 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Location: 128 NORTH  
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
Narrative: Caller reports a road hazard in the middle of the highway. Same states a box is in between exits 32 and 33 on 95N. Officer dispatched to the area.  
Narrative: Upon my arrival, there was no road hazard on the exit ramp.

17-20532 1120 Phone - MV Hit & Run Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1197] BED BATH AND BEYOND - 3 ABBOTT PARK
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 6ED970  VIN: 1HGCP2F47AA018815
Narrative:
Caller reports damage to his motor vehicle. Same advised the damage was not there prior to entering Bed Bath and Beyond.

Narrative:
RP requests to have logged MA REG 6ED970 was struck on the rear bumper while parked outside of Bed Bath and Beyond. Minor damage sustained and no information was obtained on the the other involved mv.

17-20534 1239 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: JGALT - 77 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Front door alarm.

Narrative:
Alarm company cancelled same.

17-20535 1315 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: 0 ROUTE 128 N @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLK 2016 4D XXX  Reg: PC NY HJK8307  VIN: 55SWF6EB1GU171940
Vehicle: BLU 2010 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 198HX6  VIN: 2T1BU4EEXAC253195
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 37FE57  VIN: 1HGCP2F46AA165904
Vehicle: BLK 2016 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 691DV4  VIN: KNMAT2MV2GP657591
Towed: For: Accident By: WINN ST SERVICE To: WINN ST SERVICE
Vehicle: BLK 2013 DODG UT JOURNE Reg: PC MA 6ED830  VIN: 3C4PDDDG3DT638818
Towed: For: Accident By: WINN ST SERVICE To: WINN ST SERVICE
Narrative:
MV ACCIDENT WITH INJURIES. UNIT DISPATCHED

Narrative:
Five vehicle MVC. One party transported to Lahey by BFD. Two vehicles towed by Winn St Towing. See crash report.

17-20536 1322 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: EXIT 32 - ROUTE 128 S
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: BLU 2010 ACUR MDX Reg: PC MA 348VE7  VIN: 2HNYD2H6AH532728
Vehicle: WHI 2012 KIA 4D OPTIMA Reg: PC NH 3357691 VIN: KNAGM4A74C5285246
Narrative:
MV ACCIDENT WITH INJURIES; BFD NOTIFIED.

Narrative:
State Police handled same.

17-20537 1345 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1107] VETERANS PARK - 110 WILMINGTON RD
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: MXD048 - Sergeant Michael DeBye
Narrative:
Caller reports a male in the park acting suspious.
17-20538        1349 Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 2168] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:

Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Medic checked out hotel guest and reported he had been drinking but he ok ok. Same is staying at the hotel.

17-20539        1439 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    [BUR 690] BURTONS GRILL - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:

Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Party transported by BFD.

17-20540        1513 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 1669] GRANDVIEW FARMS - 59 CENTER ST
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:

Caller reports youths riding their bicycles off of a jump in the parking lot. Same reports it is unsafe and request and officer speak to the youths.

Narrative:
sent on way

17-20541        1525 Phone - MV Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 N
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:

State Police request we check highway for racing m/v,s.

Narrative:
Unable to locate.

17-20542        1537 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    1501 ARBORETUM WAY
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:

Ambulance request.

Narrative:
fire dept transported

17-20544        1545 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 229] CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK - 214 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:

Found Cambridge Savings Bank card. Same was placed in pick up draw.
17-20545  1558  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  34 MOUNTAIN RD
ID:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

17-20546  1617  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 hang up, spoke to Security who reports accidental.

17-20547  1643  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  [BUR 1946] CROSSROADS PLAZA - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:  GRY 2008 SUBA UT FOREST  Reg: PC MA 540HWH VIN: JF1SG63648H731458
Vehicle:  WHI 2013 FORD F150  Reg: PC MA 695NE0 VIN: 1FTFW1R62DFD29548
Narrative:
Caller reports she hit a parked car in front of CVS.
Narrative:
Minor crash, no injuries. See report.

17-20548  1651  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Protective Custody
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 2168] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
ID:  MMP103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID:  DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:  Marriott requests assistance in escorting a party from their room - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey to be evaluated. See #17-20566-AR for full report on incident.

17-20549  1704  Phone - ATV/ Dirtbikes/ Scooters  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  WESTWOOD ST
ID:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
ATV on roadway.
Narrative:
Unable to locate.

17-20550  1727  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  33 HARRIETT AVE
ID:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Caller request Officer for MVC involving her movers.
Narrative:
Assisted both parties with info exchange. RI 22674 and MA
17-20551 1732 Initiated - Disabled MV Logged

Call Taker:      RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id:      RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 1635] CROSSROADS PLAZA - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle:        RED 2013 LEXS RX350  Reg: PC MA 259VN8  VIN: 2T2BK1BA0DC176603
Narrative:

Vehicle had a flat tire, same is off the roadway in the parking lot to change the tire.

17-20552 1755 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged

Call Taker:      GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1440] ST MALACHY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH - 99 BEDFORD ST
Narrative:

Caller reports a m/v struck the side of her m/v while traveling on Bedford St. Wanted same logged if person called in information for her. Possible gray SUV. Occurred approx. 1745.

17-20554 1848 Initiated - MV STOP Services Rendered

Call Taker:      CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:      RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:        BLK 2012 CHEV SE SONIC  Reg: PC MA 684SC8  VIN: 1G1JC5SH5C4113346
Narrative:

Party to be summonsed for operating an uninsured vehicle.

Refer To Summons: 17-20554-AR
Summons:         AMARAL, REBECCA L
Address:         225 MILL ST BURLINGTON, MA
Age:            44
Charges:        UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE

17-20555 1850 911 - ALARM Logged

Call Taker:      GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:      RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 4 ARDMORE AVE
Narrative:

Party stated they were stung by wasps. FD notified.

Narrative:

BFD assisted, no transport.

17-20556 1916 Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered

Call Taker:      GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:      RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:        WHI 2002 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 9442PH  VIN: 2T1BR12E02C552085
Narrative:

Officer reports 40 yr old female missing.

Narrative:

Party reunited with a friend.

17-20557 1945 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Primary Id:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Location/Address:** 32 EUGENE RD  
**ID:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Vehicle:** GRY 2012 FORD F250  
**Reg:** CO MA K40681  
**VIN:** 1FT7W2B65CEB35928  
**Narrative:**  
Caller reports she has her home listed for sale and a male in a dark colored truck has been standing in front of her house for two nights and looking into her home. No plate.  

**Narrative:**  
Checked the area. Unable to locate.

**17-20558 1955 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered**  
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Primary Id:** MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
**Location/Address:** 26 BEACON VILLAGE Apt. #5F  
**ID:** MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
**ID:** KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  
**Narrative:**  
Female request an Officer to assist her while she leaves her home.  

**Narrative:**  
Party changed her mind and decided to stay. All parties involved were advised of options. Same decided to all stay.

**17-20559 2023 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged**  
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 2321] METROPOLITAN FURNITURE - 45 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
**ID:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**ID:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Narrative:**  
MVC.

**Narrative:**  
Parties exchanged information.

**17-20560 2027 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due**  
**Call Taker:** CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III  
**Primary Id:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1454] TUSCAN KITCHEN - 2400 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #110  
**ID:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Vehicle:** BLK 2015 HOND SE CIVIC  
**Reg:** PC MA 6WLA20  
**VIN:** 19XFB2E56FE007166  
**Vehicle:** GRN 2011 SUBA 4D FOR  
**Reg:** PC NJ J76DEW  
**VIN:** JF2SHADCXBH772314  
**Narrative:**  
Caller reports MVC in the area of Mall Road and District Ave - Disp.unit to area.

**17-20562 2105 Phone - ALARM False Alarm**  
**Call Taker:** CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III  
**Primary Id:** MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1166] BURLINGTON CITGO - 161 BEDFORD ST  
**ID:** MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
**Narrative:**  
Safe Home Security reports front door alarm sounding - Disp.unit to area.

**Narrative:**  
All doors and windows appear secure.

**17-20565 2152 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued**  
**Call Taker:** RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin  
**Primary Id:** RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin  
**Location/Address:** CAMBRIDGE ST @ KINNEY AVE  
**ID:** RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin  
**ID:** MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle: GRY 2014 SUBA CROSST Reg: PC MA 114HN0 VIN: JF2GPAKC2E8214263

Narrative:
Ned's disp. to location.

Narrative:
Citation issued for allowing operation of an unregistered vehicle, and failure to display headlights. Vehicle towed by Neds.

17-20567 2224 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: ROUTE 3 N
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
SP request assistance with locating MVC. Fire disp.

Narrative:
Crash located, car off the road in the woods. State handled same.

17-20568 2302 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2214] NEW ENGLAND MOVEMENT ARTS - 123 MULLER RD
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Caller reports lights flashing and loud noises from company parking lot.

Narrative:
Same were advised to finish their productions for the evening.

17-20570 2354 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 8 COLBURN ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Ambulance request. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey by BFD.

For Date: 09/10/2017 - Sunday

17-20572 0054 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 7 PAULSON DR
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Ambulance request. BFD notified.

17-20576 0125 Phone - TRESPASSING Logged

Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: NETWORK DR
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Security guard reports that there was a small group of individuals drinking on a parking lot on Network Dr.

Narrative:
Parties were not drinking. Same was just sitting talking.
They were advised to leave at this time. Same left without incident.

### 17-20581  0159  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>21 MARRETT RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Xfinity Home reports a family room motion alarm. Unable to make contact with homeowner. All exterior doors and windows appear secure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 17-20582  0221  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 1217] ST MARGARET’S PARISH - 111 WINN ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle:</td>
<td>GRY 2002 LEXS SE ES300 Reg: PC MA 687LT4 VIN: JTHBF30GX20081905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Party sitting in his vehicle checking his stocks. Same was advised and sent on his way.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 17-20583  0244  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  Logged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD Apt. #240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Front desk reports that she there has been a group of girls making too much noise all night. spoke to people in room 240 same just talking, advised to keep it quiet or they would have to leave per hotel management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 17-20584  0645  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 757] TOWNE MARKET - 120 CAMBRIDGE ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Front motion alarm. No responders. All exterior doors and windows appear secure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 17-20585  0705  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #71D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Caller would like to speak with officers about a past suspicious event. Made contact with the reporting party. Same was advised to call back if any other suspicious activities occur.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17-20586 0736 Phone - ABANDONED M V Logged
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1131] WATER PUMPING STATION 3,4,5 - 171 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: BLU 2011 TOYT RAV4UT Reg: PC MA 3NA962 VIN: 2T3BF4DV9BW090199
Narrative: Employee at treatment plant reports there has been a Blue RAV4 parked at their building for over 24 hours. Employee can be reached by doorbell at the treatment plant.

17-20587 0945 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 3 BARON PARK LN Apt. #21
Narrative: Ambulance request, Fire to handle.

17-20589 0959 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1603] ROCHE BROTHERS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: WHI 2006 KIA SE RIO Reg: PC MA 4HJH10 VIN: KNAD123066047287
Narrative: Caller reports seeing a male sitting in his vehicle, possibly holding a gun. Same described as a white male in his 20's with brown hair and little facial hair. Vehicle described as a silver sedan with "a lot of junk in the back seat."

Narrative: Sgt. Doherty reports #119 located registrered owner of MV working inside Roche Bros. Same returned to MV and showed officers the item that he was handling when incident was first reported. Item in question was a cigarette lighter that could easily be mistaken for a handgun. Same was advised to be more aware of his actions and his surroundings.

17-20590 1024 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative: RP requests it be logged that a custody exchange was not completed due to the father of the child being 20 minutes late for the exchange (per court order).

17-20591 1030 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: WHI 2016 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 461VA6 VIN: 5N1AT2MV8GC786843
Vehicle: BRO 2009 BMW SE 335XI Reg: PC MA 4FX927 VIN: WBAPL33519A404640
Narrative: MVC.

Narrative: AT&T enroute.

Narrative: SEE OFFICER'S ACCIDENT REPORT.
17-20592  1042  Phone - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  5 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #9
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID:  KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
Caller request a well being check of male party who is not answering phone.

Narrative:
Fire disp.

Narrative:
SGT. Doherty reports door had to be broken to gain entry for well being check. No one at home.

Narrative:
Enterance made, Sgt. Doherty on scene, resident not home.

Narrative:
Lahey health at home notified resident was not home.

17-20593  1121  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Male transported to the Lahey by BFD.

17-20594  1249  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  7 BRIARWOOD LN
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
General burglar alarm.

Narrative:
A REAR DOOR WAS OPEN, PERFORMED A WALK THRU WITH ID#107. THERE WERE NO SIGNS OF FORCE ENTRY INSIDE THE HOME. PROPERTY CHECKED OK.

17-20595  1307  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1280] RAY'S BARBER SHOP - 214 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 MERZ SE C300W4  Reg: PC MA 6RM771  VIN: WDDGF8AB8DR252324
Narrative:
Susp. male in area.

Narrative:
Passing resident reported a black Merz. Benz, with no registration plates, parked in front of Rays Barber Shop. Operator inside. Vehicle, Ma. Reg. 6RM771 (registered to his mother)is equipped with a black out system that when activated conceals the vehicles Reg. plate. Advised same. Under investigation.
17-20596 1414 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
MVC, State, Fire notified.
Narrative:
Assisted MSP.
Narrative:
Assisted SP.

17-20597 1415 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: RED 2004 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 23KF63 VIN: 1HGCM66544A037254
Narrative:
Minor MVC no injuries.
Narrative:
Very minor crash, assisted the operators with paper exchange.

17-20599 1509 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 9 PUTNAM RD
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Assisted BFD.

17-20600 1531 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 690] BURTONS GRILL - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

17-20601 1543 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Services Rendered
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 36 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Woodbridge NJ PD Detective request we check the residence for MA 3LA987. Same was involved in an incident that occurred there last night.
Narrative:
Officer's checked the residence for the vehicle described. The vehicle is not at that address. Officer made contact with Woodbridge NJ PD Detective and advised same.

17-20602 1547 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1412] DCU FEDERAL CREDIT UNION - 15 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
17-20603 1559 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 2243] AT&T - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: alarm arported by alarm pro. sent mall security
Narrative: Mall security states same checks OK.

17-20604 1559 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL POLE 19 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: WHI 2016 SUBA FOREST Reg: PC MA 4DC519 VIN: JF2SJAKC8GH452181
Narrative: Caller reports Ma Reg 4DC519 has a small puppy in the vehicle that seems like it's panting. CP states the vehicle has been unoccupied for about an hour and a half.
Narrative: OWNER OF THE MV AND K9 ARRIVED ON SCENE, K9 CHECKS OK.

17-20607 1732 Phone - FIRE No report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2210] THE TREMONT APARTMENTS - 32 SECOND AVE
Narrative: Caller reports smoke detectors going off on the second floor. BFD notified. BFD also stated the received an alert coming from the third floor.
Narrative: BFD reported same was set off by a tenant cooking. BFD handled same.

17-20610 1818 911 - FIRE Logged
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 156] BURLINGTON ANIMAL CLINIC - 259 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: Caller reported seeing smoke coming from behind the building. BFD notified.
Narrative: Smoke from covered fire pit, not from residence. Fire department handled same.

17-20611 1842 Phone - MV Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: Caller reported three vehicles racing on the highway. Same got off on Cambridge St. heading northbound towards
Narrative:

Officer checked the area, vehicles in question were G.O.A.

17-20613 1912 Phone - DISTURBANCE Report Due

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: MANHATTAN DR @ MORRISON RD
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Vehicle: RED 2014 HOND GROM  Reg: MC MA 1V3303  VIN: MLHJC6110E5000609
Narrative:
Caller reports a white male wearing an orange shirt assaulted a female wearing a black shirt and black shorts. Same were on foot on Manhattan Drive heading towards Morrison Rd.

Narrative:
See officers report.

17-20614 1943 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #235
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller reports a female was unconscious for approximately five minutes. Same was coming to consciousness during the call. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

17-20615 2031 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 39 BEDFORD ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller reports she arrived home with her husband and found two asian parties in their driveway. CP stated they appeared lost but due to a strong language barrier, they could not ascertain what they were trying to say. Units dispatched.

Narrative:
Elderly couple, visiting from China, out for a walk and got disoriented. Same reunited with son.

17-20616 2034 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2194] ANTHROPOLOGIE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a front door motion alarm. Mall security notified.

Narrative:
Same checks OK per mall security.

17-20617 2054 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 27 BROOKSIDE LN
Caller reports there was a stolen van in her cul de sac. Same has been parked there for about an hour.

K9 starts track with 121.

Negative results on the track.

AT&T notified.

Same was located at 2135. NIC #V799568775.

Vehicle removed by AT&T.

17-20618 2139 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ARTHURWOODS AVE
Vehicle: BLU 2013 MITS UT OUTSPO Reg: PC MA 476BP4 VIN: 4A4AR4AU0DE011701
Narrative: Citation issued.

17-20619 2144 Phone - NOTIFICATION Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 7 ST MARY RD
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative: Billerica PD requests we make notification to the owner of the vehicle from 17-20617.

Notification made.

17-20623 2300 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 23 UNIVERSITY AVE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Caller reports his elderly female mother fell and needs assistance. BFD notified.

For Date: 09/11/2017 - Monday

17-20624 0005 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 26 GREENWOOD RD
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative: Caller reports that the house had its front doors wide open with all of the lights on with a silver four door car on the front lawn.

Narrative:
Made contact with homeowners. Same stated they were assisting their daughter with moving out.

17-20649 0228 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 320 CAMBRIDGE ST @ SKILTON LN
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: RED 1998 HOND CRV Reg: PC MA 1ZV645 VIN: JHLRD1843WC088223
Narrative: Citation issued.

17-20651 0413 911 - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY Apt. #340
Narrative: 911 call, RP states she is confused and does not know where she is. Stonebridge staff contacted and able to check on RP's well being. Same checks OK and does not require medical attention.

17-20652 0538 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: CHENES COMPANY - 78 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: WHI 2008 FORD VN ECONOLIN Reg: PC NH 3654582 VIN: 1FTNE14W68DA55651
Narrative: Back office side door and back/front office motion alarms.
Narrative: Custom Electric and Communications are in the building working.

17-20657 0739 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 1012 ARBORETUM WAY
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Ambulance request. BFD notified.
Narrative: FD handled same.

17-20658 0758 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1055] STARBUCKS - 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Fire Department reports a minor MVC with no injuries. Officer requested to assisted with paper exchange.
Narrative: Parties left the area prior to our arrival.

17-20659 0919 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 795] HERB CHAMBERS KIA OF BURLINGTON - 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Box removed from the roadway.

17-20660 0921 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
17-20661 1008 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 14 LOWELL ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Written warning issued.

17-20661 1008 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 14 LOWELL ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Resident taken to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.

17-20663 1046 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 3 MEADOWCROFT RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Cesar motion alarm. No responder at this time.

17-20665 1107 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 18 HOLLY ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Home health care requests an ambulance. Fire Dept notified.

17-20666 1114 Phone - WARRANT ARREST Report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2201] ICE - 1000 DISTRICT AVE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: ICE agent reports they are releasing an inmate who has a MA criminal warrant. Docket # 1048CR001401.

Narrative: Warrant located in CJIS Open Fox Ref #WR733768TC.

Narrative: Party transported to WDC. See officers report.

Refer To Arrest: 17-20666-AR
Arrest: BASABES, MARCO A
Address: 18 FLETCHER ST NASHUA, NH
Age: 38
**17-20667**  
**1139** Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due  
**Charges:** WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST  
**ID:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
**Narrative:**  
Report of a minor mv crash with no injury.  

**Narrative:**  
Very minor accident between Ma. 9782Y7 and Ma. 5555NX. No P.I. Owners exchange papers.

**17-20668**  
**1216** Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Location/Address:** 222 FARMS DR  
**ID:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  

**17-20669**  
**1233** Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged  
**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Primary Id:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD  
**ID:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
**ID:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Narrative:**  
Assist Lahey security with the removal of a male party from the building.  

**Narrative:**  
Party removed.  

**Narrative:**  
Female Patient discharged from hospital and trespassed from Lahey property. Male who was visiting patient also trespassed from property.

**17-20670**  
**1255** Phone - ALARM False Alarm  
**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
**Location/Address:** 46 CHANDLER RD  
**ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  

**Narrative:**  
Entry doors.  

**Narrative:**  
Spoke with homewner via doorbell security camera. Accidental by family member. False alarm.

**17-20672**  
**1339** Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged  
**Call Taker:** JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
**Location/Address:** 1 KINNEY AVE  

**Narrative:**  
RP reports being the real estate agent for the address, which is for sale. The House had been vacant since December of 2016. The trash and recycling toters for the house are not on the property. Unknown if the toters were stolen or taken from the trash company. RP requesting the incident be logged so he can get new ones from the town.

**17-20671**  
**1344** Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
**Location/Address:** 4 GLORIA CIR  
**ID:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  

**Narrative:**  
Ambulance request.
Narrative:

Resident taken to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.

17-20673  1353  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:

Party reports a man has collapsed.  BFD on scene.

Narrative:

Lexington Fire Dept transported same.

17-20674  1424  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  356 CAMBRIDGE ST @ GREAT PINES AVE
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 SUBA SE IMPREZ WRXLIM  Reg: PC MA USG970  VIN: JF1GV7E60CG012530
Vehicle:  GRY 2003 MERC 4D SABLE  Reg: PC MA 1YWD20  VIN: 1MEHM5S33G634122
Narrative:

Caller reports a minor MVC with no injuries.

Narrative:

AT&T notified.

Narrative:

See arrest report.

Refer To Arrest:  17-20674-AR
Arrest:  QUEEN, MICHAEL J
Address:  10 HILLCREST RD   BURLINGTON, MA
Age:  65
Charges:  OUI LIQUOR
LICENSE NOT IN POSSESSION

17-20676  1436  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative:

911 from resident.  Atria notified.  Same checks okay.

17-20677  1501  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  8 AZALEA DR
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:

Ambulance request.  Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:

Party transported by BFD to Lahey Clinic.

17-20678  1510  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:

Loss Prevention reports detaining a female shoplifter.

Narrative:

Female shoplifter detained for concealing and attempting to leave the store with 489.50 in merchandise. Macys to summons. Suspect trespassed, See report.
17-20679        1537     Phone - ATV/ Dirtbikes/ Scooters  Services Rendered
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:    TOWN LINE RD
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Resident reports dirtbikes speeding and going into the conservation land.

17-20680        1605     Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    1 WINN ST @ WYMAN ST
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Vehicle:    GRY 2017 NISS 4D MAXIMA  Reg: PC TX HVN3657  VIN: 1N4AL3AP2HC183054
Narrative:
PARTIES WERE SEPARATED AND BOTH GOT RIDES HOME. NO CRIME OCCURRED.

17-20681        1617     Phone - Harrassment Services Rendered
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    9 WHEATLAND ST
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Female party was upset about a neighbor who would repeatedly have his dog sit in front of her house, causing both of her dog’s to bark.
Narrative:
Spoke with male party. Same said he was trying to train his dog while other dogs barked. Same stated he will not walk his dog past her home.

17-20682        1636     Phone - Identity Fraud Services Rendered
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    44 CHANDLER RD
Narrative:
RP REPORTS HER INFORMATION WAS POTENTIALLY STOLEN IN THE EQUIFAX DATA BREECH ON 07/29/17. RP ADVISED TO FOLLOW ONLINE EQUIFAX BREECH WEB PAGE. RP PROVIDED ID THEFT PACKET.

17-20683        1640     Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:    [BUR 1008] BESITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:    GRN 2007 FORD SE 500  Reg: PC MA 629ZC4  VIN: 1FAHP24137G128267
Narrative:
CP reports female party having difficulty standing - Same in the area of Lord & Taylor - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
OFFICER REPORTS FEMALE PARTY PICKED UP BY A FRIEND WHO WILL BE STAYING WITH HER FOR THE EVENING.

17-20684        1648     911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:    [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
ID:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
CP requests ambulance for female party that has fallen - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
treated and transported to lahey by rescue

17-20685
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: SUITE 101 WEST - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST Apt. #101
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
CP requests ambulance for male party in distress - Disp.unit to area. Fire notified

17-20686
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 83 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: RED 2013 FORD Reg: PC MA 2PWD30
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-20687
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 228] LEADER BANK - 50 MALL RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
motion alarm in bank
Narrative:
All doors appear secure.

17-20689
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: BLK 1999 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 1575SG  VIN: 2HGEJ6671XH552804
Narrative:
DPH INVESTIGATOR REQUESTS WELL BEING CHECK ON 2 PARTIES IN A VEHICLE.
Narrative:
Party checks ok. He is waiting for his grandmother who is inside shopping.

17-20690
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 59 CENTER ST
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: GRY 2009 NISS HB VERSA  Reg: PC MA 762DP7  VIN: 3N1BC13E69L496325
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued to operator.

17-20691
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 11 BARON PARK LN Apt. #9
Narrative:
RP REPORTS HER INFORMATION WAS POTENTIALLY STOLEN IN THE EQUIFAX DATA BREECH ON 07/29/17. RP ADVISED TO FOLLOW ONLINE EQUIFAX BREECH WEB PAGE. RP PROVIDED ID THEFT PACKET.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-20692</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker:</td>
<td>PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 252] CENTURY BANK &amp; TRUST CO - 134 CAMBRIDGE ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle:</td>
<td>WHI 2012 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 45ZK37 VIN: 1G1ZC5E07CF237423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Written warning issued to operator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 17-20693| 2001     | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued                                                                                                               |
|         |          | Call Taker:      | PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons                                                                                                       |
|         |          | Primary Id:      | PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons                                                                                                       |
|         |          | Location/Address: | 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD                                                                                                             |
|         |          | ID:              | PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons                                                                                                       |
|         |          | Narrative:       | Written warning issued to operator.                                                                                                  |

| 17-20694| 2012     | Phone - Disabled MV | Vehicle Towed                                                                                                                          |
|         |          | Call Taker:      | WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan                                                                                                     |
|         |          | Primary Id:      | AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels                                                                                                       |
|         |          | Location/Address: | 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD                                                                                                       |
|         |          | ID:              | AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels                                                                                                       |
|         |          | Vehicle:         | RED 2017 CHEV SE BOLT Reg: PC MA EV6157 VIN: 1G1FW6S06H4164973                                                                       |
|         |          | Narrative:       | Written warning issued to operator.                                                                                                  |

| 17-20695| 2028     | Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER | Unfounded                                                                                                                                   |
|         |          | Call Taker:      | WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan                                                                                                      |
|         |          | Location/Address: | [BUR 37] AIR PURCHASES INC - 24 BLANCHARD RD                                                                                              |
|         |          | ID:              | PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons                                                                                                        |
|         |          | Narrative:       | RP REPORTS DMV IN ROADWAY.                                                                                                              |

| 17-20696| 2115     | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued                                                                                                               |
|         |          | Call Taker:      | DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge                                                                                                    |
|         |          | Primary Id:      | DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge                                                                                                   |
|         |          | Location/Address: | MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST                                                                                                            |
|         |          | ID:              | DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge                                                                                                   |
|         |          | Narrative:       | Citation issued for defective brake light.                                                                                             |

| 17-20697| 2127     | Phone - Ambulance Request | Report Due                                                                                                                                  |
|         |          | Call Taker:      | WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan                                                                                                      |
|         |          | Primary Id:      | RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr                                                                                                      |
|         |          | Location/Address: | 4 FOWLER TER                                                                                                                             |
|         |          | ID:              | RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr                                                                                                      |
|         |          | ID:              | DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge                                                                                                     |
|         |          | ID:              | PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons                                                                                                        |
|         |          | ID:              | PJG077 - Patrol Paul J Glejzer                                                                                                          |
|         |          | ID:              | PMC098 - Detective Paul M Callahan                                                                                                     |
|         |          | Narrative:       | FIRE NOTIFIED.                                                                                                                         |
Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey

17-20698       2139 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    GSR046 - Detective Gary S Redfern
Location/Address:    [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:    GSR046 - Detective Gary S Redfern
Narrative:    SEE OFFICER REPORT.

17-20699       2150 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:    [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:    RP REPORTS MBTA BUS WITH CALL POLICE SIGN TURNED INTO THE MALL FROM MALL ROAD.
Narrative:    MBTA POLICE NOTIFIED.
Narrative:    Unable to locate.

17-20701       2353 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT No report Due
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:    9 KIMBALL CT Apt. #813
ID:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:    Caller reports his neighbor is blasting his subwoofer. Same is an ongoing issue.
Narrative:    No loud music heard coming from the apartment. Tenant was advised.

For Date: 09/12/2017 - Tuesday

17-20735       0311 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    19 HILLCREST RD
ID:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:    Elderly female fell. Same is conscious and alert at this time. BFD notified.
Narrative:    Fire Dept to handle

17-20737       0431 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:    [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:    Alarm company reports a right entry door alarm.
Narrative:    All doors and windows appear secure.
17-20738        0530  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Unfounded
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BIR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
   Caller reports a black backpack on the sidewalk.

Narrative:
   Unable to locate.

17-20739        0550  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI No report Due
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  WINN ST @ 1 MILL ST
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
   128 reports being out with a male party with a black backpack.

Narrative:
   Party speaks very little english. Appears to check OK at this time.

17-20741        0622  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Report Due
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  20 GEDICK RD
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
   Caller reports there is an unknown party sleeping in her vehicle.

Narrative:
   Located that party. Same was sleeping outside and used vehicle for shelter. Vehicle owner does not want to file charges. See officer's report.

17-20745        0743  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 2267] UNO CHICAGO BAR & GRILL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
   Alarm company reports a right rear door motion alarm. Mall security notified.

Narrative:
   Mall security reports checks ok.

Narrative:
   Alarm company called back and stated false alarm.

17-20748        0928  Initiated - MV STOP  Report Due
Call Taker:  TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Primary Id:  TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Location/Address:  19 JULIA CONNORS DR
ID:  TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Narrative:
   A&F Bus Driver reported that on 9/11/2017 at approximately 12:55pm she was verbally confronted by a kindergarten parent who was demanding that she drive her bus into the cul de sac on Julia Connors Drive and drop off his child. Sgt. Doherty notified and see Det. Fournier's report.

17-20749        0951  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
17-20750 1000 Phone - Ambulance Request Transformed to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 2278] PYARA SPA AND SALON - 101 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 10] AAA TRAVEL AGENCY - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: DOUGLAS AVE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller reports a branch may have come down on some power lines. Unit dispatched.

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: JAIN SANGH OF NEW ENGLAND - 223 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Well being check on a 911 caller.

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ WAYSIDE RD
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Dispatch Log  From: 09/01/2017  Thru: 09/30/2017     0000 - 2359    Printed: 01/11/2018

Narrative:
state police request units go to corner of Cambridge St and Wayside Rd and check on single MVA. State in route

Narrative:
MSP to handle.

17-20758 1339 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller is requesting a well-being check on her friend. Contacted the female via phone. Same said she is at her home in Westford. Westford PD contacted to conduct well-being check.

17-20759 1348 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 AUDI Q5  Reg: PC MA 3XA521  VIN: WA1L2AFP6GA087421
Narrative:
Citation issued for U-Turn violation.

17-20760 1359 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Unfounded
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 2127] WAYSIDE COMMONS - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Report of a mv crash with no injury.

Narrative:
Unable to locate, dispatch advises R/P not answering return calls.

Narrative:
Bystander called back and stated vehicle is in the upper lot. Unit dispatched back to location.

17-20761 1402 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1834] OLD NAVY STORE - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports a male was following him and his friend in a vehicle trying to fight them. Same believes that party is still in the parking lot. Unit dispatched to area.

Narrative:
Made contact with complainant, other party left area. No Reg. given. Verbal only.

17-20762 1417 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  6 WAYSIDE RD
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:  BRO 2015 SE MODELS  Reg: PC MA EV1141  VIN: 5YJSA1E23FF110220
Vehicle:  WHI 2015 AUDI Q7  Reg: PC MA 393N2  VIN: WA1WMAFE9FD022291
Narrative:
Report of mv crash with no injury. See Incident #20760 for first entry.
Narrative:
MA EV1141 left scene w/o identifying himself prior to my arrival. Same to be summoned. See reports.

Refer To Summons: 17-20762-AR
Summons: FERGUSON, FRANK E
Address: 26 HARVEST CIR LINCOLN, MA
Age: 91
Charges: LEAVE SCENE OF PROPERTY DAMAGE

17-20763  1631 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Multi-car accident in high speed lane right by mall with injuries.

Narrative:
State police notified and fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
State Police to handle.

17-20764  1639 Initiated - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJUR Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 S
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: Reg: CO NC MM867
Vehicle: BLK 2015 KIA UT SORENT Reg: PC MA 6PF585 VIN: 5XYKTC646FG60764
Towed: For: Accident By: WINN ST SERVICE
Narrative:
Ofc reports multi-vehicle.

Narrative:
Essex Regional Dispatch reports a mv crash involving a SUV and tractor trailer. MASP / Danvers advised. Winn St. Towing requested and en route at 16:45 hrs.

Narrative:
#122 reports mv crash with NC MM8867 and TT TN U565016. Second mv MA reg. 6PF585 (Kia Sorrento.) V#2 was towed by Winn St. Towing Co.

Narrative:
Neds towed one of the vehicles. See report.

17-20765  1716 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: EASY ACCESS DIST - 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 MEADOW RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: 2004 VOLV LL XC90 Reg: PC MA 649BH5
Vehicle: WHI 2010 LINC LL MKX Reg: PC MA JAIMEE
Narrative:
Caller reports two car MVA, no injuries.

Narrative:
See crash report.

17-20766  1721 Walk-In - REPOSSESSION Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1166] BURLINGTON CITGO - 161 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: GRY 2010 AUDI SE Q5 Reg: PC MA 3PS869 VIN: WA1LKAPP2AA046842
Narrative:
17-20768 1736 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 103 TERRACE HALL AVE
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

17-20769 1751 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: BLK 2008 CADI SE STS Reg: PC MA 50444 VIN: 1G6DD67VX80195789
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND FAIL TO NOTIFY RMV OF ADDRESS CHANGE.

17-20771 1816 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 MEADOW RD
Vehicle: BLK 2012 INFI SE G37 Reg: PC MA 7HAH90 VIN: JN1CV64AR4CM975499
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

17-20773 1832 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 121 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND BROKEN BRAKE LIGHT.

17-20774 1832 Phone - Well Being Check Report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST
Narrative:
The above party called re: her grandson. Same stated she accidentally called him, then texted him that she made the call accidentally and asked that he not call her. Grandson then made statements that concerned her. Same is living out of his car around the public buildings lots.
Units located the male, same reported his statements were misunderstood. He checks ok, see report.

17-20775 1840 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OBSTRUCTED PLATE VIOLATION (MULTIPLE
REGISTRATION STICKERS COVERING THE LAST NUMBER OF THE LICENSE PLATE).

17-20777          1905  Walk-In - CIVIL COMPLAINT                Logged
Call Taker:        DMN097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
ID:               DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:        Caller reports during a child exchange her 13 month old seemed exhausted.
                    Baby was sleeping in carseat, no signs of any issues

17-20780          2026  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES           Report Due
Call Taker:        EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:        AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  [BUR 900] CAMBRIDGE ST @ WAYSIDE RD
ID:               LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
                   AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle:          GRY 2017 TOYT RAV4HY Reg: PC MA 8DTW50 VIN: JTMJJREV6HD077003
                   GRY 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 1MG879 VIN: 4T4BF1FK5ER44725
Narrative:        Caller reports two car MVC, no injuries.

17-20782          2115  911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES               Report Due
Call Taker:        EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:        LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 1055] STARBUCKS - 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:               LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
                   WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:          BLK 2014 TOYT LL VENZA Reg: PC MA 2FW174
                   WHI 2015 NISS 4D LEAF Reg: PC MA 168YV7
Narrative:        Caller reports two car MVC, wife hit her head. Fire dept. notified and enroute.
                    Two parties were transported to the hospital, see report.

17-20786          2309  Phone - MV Theft/Past                          Services Rendered
Call Taker:        EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  POLE #28 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:               AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle:          GRY 2017 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 8DM131 VIN: JTMJRRV1HD094052
Narrative:        Caller reports her wallet was stolen out of her locked vehicle.

For Date: 09/13/2017 - Wednesday

17-20799          0122  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI      Logged
Call Taker:        BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:        NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1104] RAHANIS PARK - 70 MILL ST
ID:               NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:          GRY 2005 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 582HY4 VIN: 3FAFP37NX5R135170
Narrative:        Ofc reports female party found her wallet in the vehicle.
17-20807        0143   Phone - RECOVERED STOLEN MV   Logged
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address:    [LOW] 466 BEACON ST
Vehicle:    BLK 2017 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 7XL841  VIN: 2T1BURHEXC932208
Narrative:
Lowell PD recovered stolen vehicle from our town. Removed MV from NCIC. Lowell to contact owner.

17-20810        0159   Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES   Services Rendered
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 S @ ROUTE 3 N
ID:    DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
ID:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
assisted state police same to handle..male operator transported to lahey by fire dept

17-20811        0204   Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI   Services Rendered
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:    MOUNTAIN RD @ MANOR AVE
ID:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Checking on a male pedestrian.
Same checks OK and transported to 30 Douglas Ave.

17-20815        0338   911 - Assault Progress   Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:    [WOB 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 4 KIMBALL CT
ID:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Dispatcher for Burlington Taxi reports that one of her drivers reports a man assaulting a woman.

17-20817        0405   Phone - ALARM   Logged
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:    [BUR 625] NORDSTROM RACK - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Audible hanging stock motion alarm. No responders at this time.

17-20818        0514   911 - Ambulance Request   Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    9 EASTERN AVE
ID:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Female party having chest pain. BFD notified.

Fire to handle.

17-20820 0620 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: 2nd floor escalator motion alarm. Mall security notified.

17-20822 0630 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 1715] THE GRANITE PLACE - 374 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Front door alarm

Accidental activation by employee. Checks OK.

17-20823 0648 Phone - Well Being Check No report Due
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Caller reports an elderly female walking hunched over coming from Sunrise Assisted Living towards the Marriott on Mall Rd. Requests a well being check.

Same checks ok. No resident of Sunrise, and doesn't want to stay. Staff is with the party and is keeping her at the senior living.

17-20824 0652 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative: Caller reports a patient has fallen down. BFD notified.

Lift assist. BFD to handle.

17-20825 0725 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ 376 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: BRO 2007 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 29Z6Y2 VIN: 1HGCM56407A081001
Vehicle: WHI 2002 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 6NIT70 VIN: 1FTRX18L52NA49840
Narrative: Two car MVC. No injuries.

Assisted same with paper work exchange.

17-20826 0802 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
17-20827
0848 Phone - Ambulance Request
Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
Narrative: Care taker reports an elderly female keep walking off the property stating she wants to do harm to herself. FD notified and en route.
Narrative: Party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-20829
0935 Phone - Ambulance Request
Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 3 COOK RD
Narrative: Male party with back pain.
Narrative: Female resident taken to Winchester Hosp. by Burlington Fire Dept.

17-20830
0951 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1928] NORDBLOM - 71 THIRD AVE Apt. #FLR 2
Narrative: Wilmington PD reports receiving a 9-1-1 mis-dial.
Narrative: Checks OK.

17-20831
0952 Initiated - PARKING
Logged
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: [BUR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: BLU 2010 CHEV UT AVALAN Reg: CO MA 3365 VIN: 3GNVKGE03AG134085
Narrative: Spoke with operator parked along roadway in clearly marked "no parking" zone. Operator advised he would no longer park there.

17-20832
1000 Phone - Ambulance Request
Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 484] HARVARD VANGUARD MEDICAL ASSOC - 20 WALL ST
Narrative: Ambulance request.
Narrative: Fire Department handled same
17-20835 1049 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 18 SANDY BROOK RD
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Detail officer reports a resident requesting assistance finding her elderly mother.

17-20838 1125 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 55 NETWORK DR
Narrative:
911 misdial, checks ok by phone.

17-20840 1159 Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: MALL RD @ MEADOW RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: BLU 2013 HYUN SE ELANTR  Reg: PC MA 216NG8 VIN: 5NPDH4AE0DH182450
Vehicle: RED 2011 TOYT TACOMA 4  Reg: NH 38H35 VIN: 3TML44EN6BM075511
Narrative:
Reports m/v crash
Narrative:
See crash report.

17-20841 1248 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1748] MASS LABORERS - 1400 DISTRICT AVE
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Reports being denied benefits
Narrative:
Party was advised to speak with Social Security Office to fill out paperwork needed to receive benefits. Party left area without issue.

17-20842 1300 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 2203] TOURNEAU - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
9-1-1 misdial. Checks OK by phone.
Narrative:
Mall security checked same. Checks OK.

17-20843 1342 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 38 GLEN AVE
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
LR motion alarm.
Narrative:
no answer at home appears secure ma/RT33PP in driveway.

17-20845 1359 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 S
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: MVC with injuries, ambulance disp.
Narrative: SP to handle.

17-20846 1429 Phone - REPOSSESSION Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 2 WELLESLEY AVE
Narrative: Repo of MA 5GCR10. RP states he already had possession of vehicle. Paperwork placed in repo file.

17-20847 1537 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: 38 GLEN AVE
ID: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: LR motion.
Narrative: checks secure

17-20848 1623 Phone - Theft In Progress Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 2078] HOLLISTER - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Reports past theft
Narrative: ARREST MADE.
Refer To Arrest: 17-20848-AR
Arrest: SERRANO, ANGEL
Address: 83 ALLSTON ST LAWRENCE, MA
Age: 32
Charges: SHOPLIFTING BY ASPORTATION

17-20849 1701 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 11 SUNSET DR
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Caller reports she is feeling faint and has stomach issues. Fire dept. notified and enroute.
Narrative: fire transported

17-20850 1726 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 308] CVS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: 911 Abandoned call. No emergencies upon call back. Checks ok by phone.

17-20852 1806 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 1 LT LITCHFIELD WAY
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Reports a branch hanging over roadway

Unable to locate any hazard, resident at the address was unaware of the call.

17-20853 1009 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 38 GLEN AVE
Narrative:
Alarm Co advised we would not respond until they can locate a responder. We have received several alarms today.

17-20854 1036 Radio - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 795] HERB CHAMBERS KIA OF BURLINGTON - 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2011 DODG PK RAM Reg: CO MA S73864 VIN: 3D73M4CLXBG546243
Vehicle: BLK 2016 TR KAUFM UTILIT Reg: TL MA C91552 VIN: 5VGFW502XGL004087
Narrative:
CAR CARRIER IN ROADWAY DROPPING OFF A VEHICLE AT KIA.
DRIVER ADVISED.

17-20855 1041 Radio - MV STOP Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 S
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:
Towed: For: Hazard By: Automotive Tech & Trans To: Automotive Tech & Trans
Vehicle: BLK 2011 DODG PK RAM Reg: CO MA S73864 VIN: 3D73M4CLXBG546243
Vehicle: BLK 2016 TR KAUFM UTILIT Reg: TL MA C91552 VIN: 5VGFW502XGL004087
Towed: For: Hazard By: Automotive Tech & Trans To: Automotive Tech & Trans
Narrative:
ARREST MADE.

Refer To Arrest: 17-20855-AR
Arrest: MORAES-FACHI, CLEBER
Address: 10 CORK ST Apt. #6 LOWELL, MA
Age: 33
Charges:
IDENTITY FRAUD
REGISTRATION SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH
REGISTRATION SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH
UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE
UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE
UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE
UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV
RMV DOCUMENT, POSSESS/USE FALSE/STOLEN
IDENTIFY SELF, MV OPERATOR REFUSE
CREDIT CARD, FALSE STATEMENT TO OBTAIN
CREDIT CARD, FALSE STATEMENT TO OBTAIN
UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE
WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

17-20856 1056 Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: 47 LANTERN LN
ID: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Ex boyfriend called and stated that female party is intoxicated and left his residence. Same entered 39 Lantern Lane and RP is concerned about her well being.
Narrative:
Delta 75 reports speaking with the female party involved and
the resident of 47 Lantern Lane. Same appears ok at this
time. Female will be staying at 47 Lantern Lane and reports
being evicted by the ex-boyfriend from 7 County Lane.

17-20857 1910 Initiated - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 10 IRENE ST
ID: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr

17-20858 1940 911 - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ SECOND AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1998AD VIN: 1HGCR3F98HA006307
Narrative:
Caller reports he was rear ended and other party fled the
scene in a black PU truck, partial plate 4XG.

17-20859 1949 911 - BURGLARY / B & E IN PROGRESS Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 7 FERNGLADE RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: GSR046 - Detective Gary S Redfern
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:
Report of an active B&E in progress. House was searched and
all appears in order, no sign of forced entry. See initial
report. Delta 46 and delta 77 on scene with resident.

17-20860 2009 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 2300] ISLAND CREEK OYSTER BAR - 300 DISTRICT AVE
Narrative:
Caller reports female party semi conc. feeling faint. Fire
dpt. notified and enroute.

17-20862 2104 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 1098] FOX HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 252 FOX HILL RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Alarm
Narrative:
Custodian arrived on scene, walk thru appeared normal.

17-20863 2127 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT AVE
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative: Caller reports there is a band practicing in a garage behind the electrical company.

Narrative: Members of band agreed to shut windows. Music was not that loud.

**17-20864**  2133  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: TOWN MARKET - 120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative: Front door alarm

Narrative: All doors and windows check secure.

**17-20865**  2134  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 309] CVS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Alarm: Front motion.

Narrative: Mall Security investigated the alarm and reports the building and front access are secure.

**17-20866**  2153  911 - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 23 ROCKY HILL RD
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative: Caller reports elderly male having difficulty taking pills. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative: FD to handle.

**17-20867**  2208  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  Logged
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 4 LITTLES BROOK CT
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative: Reports unknown person ringing the doorbell

Narrative: Checked each floor, all is quiet at this time.

**17-20868**  2245  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 232 ARBORETUM WAY
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative: Caller reports female party having chest pains, not feeling well. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative: Party transported to Winchester by FD.

**17-20869**  2256  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
**17-20870** | 2310 | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: MEADOW RD @ MALL RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 3SH271 VIN: 2HGFA1E6XAH537855
Narrative: Checks OK.
Refer To Summons: 17-20870-AR
Summons: KEUNG, RANDY
Address: 41 OSGOOD ST LOWELL, MA
Age: 24
Charges: OPERATING M/V AFTER REVOCATION OF REGISTRATION INSPECTION/STICKER, NO UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE
For Date: 09/14/2017 - Thursday

**17-20880** | 0057 | Phone - ALARM | False Alarm
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 1462] FIS FINANCIAL - 3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: GRY 2009 MAZD MAZDA5 Reg: PC MA 7KAR70 VIN: JM1CR29L590356128
Vehicle: BLU 2009 LEXS SE IS250 Reg: PC MA 744SE2 VIN: JTHCK262X92031610
Towed: For: Hazard By: A A A service To: owners own request
Narrative: #128 reports a DMV.

**17-20892** | 0222 | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: 248 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT @ 151 BEDFORD ST
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: BLU 2007 CONVEN Reg: CO MA T12012 VIN: 1NPFLUEX97N657142
Vehicle: BLU 2007 CONVEN Reg: CO MA T12012 VIN: 1NPFLUEX97N657142
Narrative: defective equipment,,

**17-20894** | 0241 | Radio - Disabled MV | Services Rendered
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saladas
Location/Address: EXIT 34 - ROUTE 128 N
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saladas
Vehicle: GRY 2009 MAZD MAZDA5 Reg: PC MA 7KAR70 VIN: JM1CR29L590356128
Vehicle: BLU 2009 LEXS SE IS250 Reg: PC MA 744SE2 VIN: JTHCK262X92031610
Towed: For: Hazard By: A A A service To: owners own request
Narrative: AAA arrived on scene to assist.
MA 744SE2 towed by AAA to owner's residence.

17-20905        0935 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC. - 43 WINN ST
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    Assist in funeral at Sullivans - Unit disp. to location

17-20908        0935 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:    [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:    BRO 2008 TOYT SE PRIUS  Reg: PC MA 5FJR70  VIN: JTDKB20U783347918
Narrative:    Parking ticket #235067 issued for improper angle parking.
Citation issued for expired inspection.

17-20909        0941 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:    112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle:    RED 2001 NISS SE MAXIMA  Reg: PC MA 28HX68  VIN: JN1CA31A41T308200
Narrative:    Written warning issued to operator.

17-20912        0957 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    6 MCCAFFERTY WAY
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    Operator 1081 reports rear sliding door residential alarm.

17-20915        1017 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 843] EAVES BY AVALON - 1 FARMS DR
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    CP requests ambulance for male party - Disp.unit to area

17-20916        1023 911 - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:    4 PATRIOT RD
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:    CP requests ambulance for male party not feeling well - Disp.unit to area

Fire Dept transported

Fire Dept handled same.
17-20917 1046 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: CP requests ambulance for elderly female to be transported to Lahey Emergency - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Party transported by BFD.

17-20918 1050 Walk-In - Identity Fraud Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 44 CHANDLER RD
Narrative: RP reporting that his information has been compromised through Equifax - Same has informed his credit cards companies of breech and given an Identity Theft Packet to file. Same logged

17-20921 1127 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 10 MANHATTAN DR
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Operator URN reports kitchen motion detector residential alarm.
Narrative: Appears secure.

17-20922 1222 Walk-In - Identity Fraud Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 37 LOCUST ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: See Officers report.

17-20923 1302 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 99 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRN 2003 LL DISCOVER Reg: PC NH 3350249 VIN: SALTW14443A775133
Narrative: Citation issued for improper electronic device use.

17-20924 1309 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 102 MULLER RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: 911 Hang up.
Narrative: Call originated in India. Checks ok.

17-20925 1319 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 83 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
17-20926  1358 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1666] LORD BARON - 8 BARON PARK LN Apt. #30
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Officer ID #113 reports pole 5/47 is leaning towards the street. Verizon notified and to handle.

17-20927  1429 Phone - MV Hit & Run Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 183] BURLINGTON MARRIOTT - 1 MALL RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2016 NISS 4D ALTINA Reg: PC MD 2CJ9948 VIN: 1N4AL3AP9GC229266
Narrative:
Caller reports his vehicle was scratched while parked in the parking lot.
Narrative:
Party reports fresh damage with black paint transfer. Damage minor in nature. Log number given to RP.

17-20928  1436 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 14 PAUL ST
ID: GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
Caller reports there is a dead animal in her backyard.

17-20929  1439 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 18 HOLLY ST
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative:
Female party transported to hospital.

17-20930  1441 Alarm Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 12 REDCOAT LN
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Dac134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2002 CHEV UT BLAZER Reg: PC MA 112ZTW VIN: 1GNDT13W22K221063
Narrative:
Operator 1051 reports hall motion residential alarm.
Narrative:
Responder on scene. Search residence at the request of the responder, all clear.

17-20931  1448 Phone - MV Crash Unknown Injuries Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2012 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 98KP28 VIN: 5TDDK3EH6CS094284
Vehicle: GRY 1998 ULX Reg: PC RI CM337 VIN: 1HGCG5641WA213611
Narrative:


2 car accident RI Reg CM337 and Ma reg 98KP28 one person transported to Lahey, see officers report.

Narrative:

AT&T notified.

17-20932
1457 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 666] COOPERATIVE FOR HUMANS SERVICES - 16 LIBERTY AVE
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:

Essex Regional transferred 911 for 16 Liberty Ave unknown issue - Disp.unit to area

17-20933
1516 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: GRY 2012 ACUR SE TL Reg: PC MA 24GR53 VIN: 19UUA8F51CA013176
Narrative:

Citation issued for fail to stop, red light.

17-20934
1536 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 4 NEWBRIDGE AVE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:

Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

17-20936
1626 Phone - Theft Past Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:

CP reports her husbands wallet was taken or misplaced while he was admitted to Lahey Clinic sometime on sunday 9/10. CP reported same to Lahey Security and has heard nothing from them. CP will contact this Police Dept sometime tomorrow when she visits her husband.

17-20937
1651 911 - Gas Leaks / Odor of Gas Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 235 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:

CP reports strong odor of gas coming from the second floor - Disp.unit to area. Fire notified
Narrative:
Fire checked the building, one of the apartments left the
gas stove on causing the odor. Windows and doors were
opened to ventilate the apartment. Checks OK.

17-20938 1711 Phone - FIRE Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1153] RESERVOIR WATER TREATMENT - 70 WINTER ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
CP reports possible camp fire up at the Reservoir -
Disp.unit to area.

Narrative:
No fire located, but two adult subject spoken to and
advised.

17-20939 1713 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 240 WINN ST
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Caller reports front door and rear door alarm.

Narrative:
Checks ok, and canceled by alarm co.

Narrative:
ADT called to cancel alarm. Dog sitter entered the wrong
code.

17-20940 1717 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: RED 2017 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 7NVS80 VIN: JTMBFREV4HJ114833
Narrative:
Citation issued for HP Placard Misuse. HP ticket issued.

Narrative:
See Officer's report.

17-20941 1734 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2015 SUBA SW IMPREZ Reg: PC MA VTR596 VIN: JF1VA1D61F9805300
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE
AND INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

17-20942 1748 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 1 MAUREEN DR
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Caller reports 78 yo male has fallen and cannot get up. Fire
departmented notified and enroute.
17-20944  1756  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Report Due
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  CROWLEY RD @ I CORCORAN RD
ID:  DOH113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  CP reports some type of disturbance at the corner of Crowley and Cororan - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:  Argument between step father and son. Son was given a ride to stay with his father in Nashua, NH for the night. See report.

17-20946  1811  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BRO 2007 FORD UT EXPLOR  Reg: PC MA G795  VIN: 1FMEU73E47UA88608
Narrative:  CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION, FAIL TO DISPLAY 2 PLATES (RED), AND NO REAR VIEW MIRRORS ATTACHED.

17-20947  1838  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BRO 2009 HOND UT PILOT  Reg: PC MA 43VA85  VIN: 5FNYF48569B008076
Narrative:  CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION AND BROKEN BRAKE LIGHT.

17-20948  1840  Initiated - PARKING  Logged
Call Taker:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  80 ALGONQUIN DR @ TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:  Response to citizen complaint regarding vehicles parked near intersection.
Narrative:  Vehicles parked legally on Algonquin. Spoke with complainant and explained parking laws.

17-20949  1851  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  GRN 2008 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 943PG3  VIN: 1N4AL21E88N485509
Narrative:  CITATION ISSUED FOR NO RIGHT TURN SIGN VIOLATION, INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND SEAT BELT VIOLATION.

17-20951  1932  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  BOSTON BOULION - 101 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:  GRY 2007 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 4XB162  VIN: 1N4CL21E77C194843
Vehicle:  BRO 2017 HYUN SE ELANTR  Reg: PC MA 870FDI  VIN: 5NPJ84LF7HH071860
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 car MVC, no injuries.

Narrative:
See crash report.

17-20952 2015 Phone - TRESPASSING Logged
Call Taker: E0W516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 9 SHEA CIR
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller requesting to file a report regarding a trespasser on his property earlier.

Narrative:
The backyard of the home backs up to the basketball court at the Baron Park Lane apartments. Homeowner reports that basket balls keep ending up in their yard and people climb the fence to retrieve the balls.

Narrative:
Homeowner was advised to contact the property manager of Baron Park to see if they can install a larger fence or a net to prevent the basket balls from ending up in their yard.

17-20953 2019 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: BURLINGTON POST OFFICE - 5 BEDFORD ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Postal Inspection Alarm reports alarm sounding at the Burlington Post Office zone 2 - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Exterior doors and windows secure, no signs of entry. Checked lobby interior, no signs of suspicious activity. Dispatch advises no responder.

17-20954 2027 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: J GAULT STAFFING - 77 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Narrative:
Alarm Central reports alarm sounding at J Gault Staffing 77 So Bedford St - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Alarm Company cancelled Samea

17-20955 2034 Other - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Alarm sounding in the building - Fire Dept notified

Narrative:
Fire Dept reset same

17-20956 2132 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: E0W516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 2 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Caller reports female party walking 2 dogs keeps falling
down.

Narrative:
Fire dept. enroute.

Party transported to Lahey by FD

17-20958    2205     Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    5 VISCO RD
ID:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Caller reports hearing noises outside residence. Same states vehicle has been vandalized recently. Requests officer check area.

17-20960    2229     Phone - REPOSSESSION Logged
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:    24 CATHY RD
Narrative:
J MaC Recovery reports taking possession of ma.reg.46BS46 2009 Infiniti G37 - Owner signed over same.

17-20963    2305     Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:    [BUR 753] TAVERN IN THE SQUARE - 100 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #108
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID:    DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
ID:    DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 wm 30 yo yelling and threatening each other.

17-20965    2329     Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:    [BUR 2200] QSA GLOBAL - 40 NORTH AVE
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Alarm: Lower level 360 motion alarm.

17-20967    2356     Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    [BUR 1008] BESITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a 'bar motion' alarm. Mall security notified.
Narrative:
Mall security reports the building is secure. Checks ok.

For Date: 09/15/2017 - Friday

17-20969  0038  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 7 MOLINE RD
Narrative: Caller reports signs may be missing from his garage. Homeowner will be checking his home surveillance systems and for any signs of forced entry.

17-20971  0105  911 - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 9 BARON PARK LN Apt. #21
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: 911 caller reports that her neighbors are fighting and believes it is coming from apartment #21 above her. Units responded. Two brothers disputing. Officers settled same. See report for further information.

17-20972  0121  911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative: Caller reports a resident has fallen down. BFD to handle.

17-20977  0212  911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 28 MOHAWK RD
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: Caller reports husband is having abdominal pain and trouble standing. BFD notified.

Narrative: Party transported to Lahey by the BFD.

17-20980  0313  911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 5 VISCO RD
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: Female party complaining of chest/abdominal pain. BFD notified.

Narrative: Party transported to Brigham and Women's by Armstrong.

17-20981  0322  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 1217] ST MAGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: WHI 2003 CADI SE DEVILL Reg: PC MA 6HXR90
Narrative: Party was in back lot facing the cross to say a quick prayer. Same checks OK, and left the area shortly after.
17-20982 0645 Phone - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 1 MILL ST @ WINN ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative: Anonymous caller reports a silver Ford Escape is 'all over the road' on Mill St. headed towards Winn St.
Narrative: Unable to locate.

17-20984 0827 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 7 FERNGLADE RD
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Reporting party received a text message saying his ex girlfriend committed suicide, same would like police to do a well being check.
Narrative: Female party checks ok.

17-20990 1100 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD Apt. #6W18
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Caller reports her husbands wallet was stolen while in the Emergency Room at Lahey Hospital on Sunday 9/10/17.
Narrative: Wallet possibly lost in linen while patient was being admitted to the hospital. No evidence to support a theft. Patient refered to advocacy staff within the hospital.

17-20992 1122 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 651] MARSHALLS #355 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: ambulance request, fire notified

17-20993 1123 Phone - Lockout No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1603] ROCHE BROTHERS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Officer assisted same.

17-20994 1134 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Caller reports five people stuck on the parking garage elevator second floor east elevator #1. Lahey Security notified.
Narrative:
Burlington PD Media log Page: 106

Dispatch Log From: 09/01/2017 Thru: 09/30/2017 0000 - 2359 Printed: 01/11/2018

Fire Dept handled same.

17-20995  1157  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Report Due
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  507 FARMS DR
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID:  RTK060 - Lieutenant Robert T Kirchner, R
Narrative:  Female party reports a disturbance.

17-20996  1246  Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address:  29 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WALL ST
ID:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle:  WHI 2012 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 3CRW70  VIN: 1HGCP3F80CA037525
Towed:  For: Accident By: Automotive Tech & Trans To: Automotive Tech & Trans
Vehicle:  GRY 2005 VOLV V50  Reg: PC MA 53961  VIN: YV1MJ682052055562
Narrative:  Caller reports mv crash with injury.  Fire Dept notified.

17-20997  1301  Phone - WARRANT ARREST  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  507 FARMS DR
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID:  TPB086 - Lieutenant Thomas P Browne
Narrative:  Warrant of apprehension. Docket number 1753MH000179

17-20998  1320  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  163 WINN ST
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:  Alarm

17-20999  1327  Phone - BOMB THREAT  No report Due
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
17-21000 1401 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 25 MALL RD
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
911 hangup, no answer on call back

17-21001 1405 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 165 BEDFORD ST
Narrative:
911 abandoned call. Spoke with employee who states he is in India. Call made by accident.

17-21006 1507 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 S
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Report of female on the center island looks like she may pass out.

17-21008 1551 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: CS CR TOURS - 35 WINN ST
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
CP requests ambulance same reports having breathing problems - Disp.unit to area

17-21009 1559 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 5 VISCO RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Party requesting transport to the hospital.

Narrative:
Party transported by the BFD to Lahey hospital.
17-21011  1623  Phone - MV Complaint  Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 1 PEACH ORCHARD RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: RED 2014 Q1500  Reg: PC MA 254XJ3  VIN: 1C6RR7FT6ES387731
Narrative: Operator advised of the complaint, same stated the other vehicle was clearly unfamiliar with the merge.

17-21026  1630  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION.

17-21012  1631  Initiated - PARKING  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: RED 2014 NISS UT PATHFI  Reg: PC MA 7EH284  VIN: 5N1AR2MM6EC733531
Narrative: 1 HP ticket issued.

17-21013  1640  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: PML26 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 219] CAFE ESCRADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: PML26 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: RED 2014 SUBA SE OUTBAC  Reg: PC MA 4RZ581  VIN: 4S4BRBLC6E3316116
Vehicle: BLU 2017 LINC SE MKZ  Reg: PC MA 256EL4  VIN: 3LN6L5FC5HR643192
Vehicle: BLU 2005 VOLV SE S80  Reg: PC MA 1MM612  VIN: YY1TS592551402424
Narrative: Party reports an MVC hit and run.
Narrative: See officer's report.

17-21016  1727  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 28 ARLINGTON RD
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BLK 2002 ACUR UT MDX  Reg: PC MA 6D2127  VIN: 2HNYD18832H547361
Narrative: Citation issued for red light violation and failed inspection.

17-21027  1730  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: WHI 2015 JEEP UT GRAND  Reg: PC MA 3SJ259  VIN: 1C4RJFAG9FC122342
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

17-21017  1738  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location/Address: 347 CAMBRIDGE ST</th>
<th>ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: BLU 2013 SUBA IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 897TG1 VIN: JF1GR7E65DG881999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: BLU 2006 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 2255VP VIN: 2HGFA16526H517158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: WHI 2012 KIA VN SEDONA Reg: PC MA RT31RB VIN: KNDMG4C76C6504955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: GRN 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 6AGF80 VIN: 4T1BG22K1YU980160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: WHI 2012 KIA UT SPORTA Reg: PC MA 5SE690 VIN: KNDBCA21C7293767</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Narrative:**

- MVC.
- Assisted in minor MVC with exchange information, info has been back filled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17-21018</th>
<th>1749</th>
<th>Initiated - MV STOP</th>
<th>Citation/Warning Issued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND FAILURE TO DISPLAY 2 PLATES (RED).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17-21020</th>
<th>1806</th>
<th>Phone - ALARM</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 767] SISTER THRIFT - 374 CAMBRIDGE ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Central Alarm reports alarm sounding - Disp.unit to area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Exterior checks secure, employees next door stated the owners had just closed the store 5 minutes prior. Checks ok.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17-21028</th>
<th>1825</th>
<th>Initiated - MV STOP</th>
<th>Citation/Warning Issued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: WHI 2012 KIA VN SEDONA Reg: PC MA RT31RB VIN: KNDMG4C76C6504955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17-21023</th>
<th>2047</th>
<th>Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES</th>
<th>Report Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: GRN 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 6AGF80 VIN: 4T1BG22K1YU980160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: WHI 2012 KIA UT SPORTA Reg: PC MA 5SE690 VIN: KNDBCA21C7293767</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Two car MVC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: No injuries, see report.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17-21024</th>
<th>2107</th>
<th>911 - Ambulance Request</th>
<th>Transported to Hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: 75 MOUNTAIN RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: CP requests ambulance for transportation to hospital due to not feeling well - Disp.unit to area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Party transported by Fire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17-21025  2116  Phone - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  111 LEXINGTON ST
ID:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Patient refusal. Fire assisted same.

17-21030  2303  Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND  Logged
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 448] AMC THEATERS - 20 SOUTH AVE
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Party reports finding a woman's wallet. Wallet logged into property.

Narrative:
Owner notified.

For Date: 09/16/2017  -  Saturday

17-21039  0043  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD Apt. #144
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative:
Front desk reports multiple guests (25-30) keep entering room #144 through side doors after being notified to limit guests to 8 maximum.

Narrative:
Manager asked for all occupants to be removed from room due to multiple violations. Same left without incident.

17-21041  0113  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:  [BUR 234] GOLF GALAXY - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
ID:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
ID:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative:
Interior sales motion alarm received four times in the past minute.

Narrative:
All doors and windows check secure.

17-21044  0316  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  32 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #104
ID:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Caller reports male party unable to get up and has pain in his leg. BFD notified.

17-21045  0416  911 - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
17-21046  0420  911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address:    94 WILMINGTON RD
ID:    MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:         Reg:  PC MA 298YR2
Narrative: Home health nurse requests assistance with client pick up.

17-21047  0638  Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    [BUR 1967] AMRI - 99 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID:    MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:         Reg:  PC MA 298YR2
Narrative: Suite 2 front door motion alarm.

17-21049  0722  911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:    8 FORBES AVE
ID:    SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: Male party has fallen down and requesting an ambulance. BFD notified.

17-21050  0730  Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    [BUR 1967] AMRI - 20 BLANCHARD RD
Narrative: Received a second call for AMRI front entry alarm. Notified alarm company that it was recently checked and deemed secure.

17-21051  0807  Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Ambulance request.

17-21052  0846  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:    14 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #14
ID:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Caller requests a well being check for a male party wandering around the area. Same appears to be lost and possibly under the influence.

Narrative: Party refused medical treatment by BFD. Grandfather arrived on scene to transport to Lahey Clinic per their request. See officers report.

17-21053 0852 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ARTHURWOODS AVE
Narrative: Female reports she lost her driver's license while walking this morning.

17-21054 0923 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 3 MORRISON RD
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Caller reports her son lost his Apple watch which they pinged in Billerica, Billerica Police advised her to call Burlington Police to report same.

Narrative: Lost apple watch.

17-21056 1211 Initiated - Harrassment Services Rendered
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: LAhey security reports a father has repeatedly called and entered the hospital harassing staff members.

17-21057 1250 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 12 HAMPDEN AVE
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2003 FORD UT ESCAPE  Reg: PC MA 8EG285  VIN: 1FMYU93163KB58931
Narrative: MSP reports MA REG #8EG-285 traveling south on 128 with a male party in the passenger seat that may be having a medical emergency.

Vehicle not at house and mother indicated the vehicle is in Danvers with her daughter. No emergencies or service needed at the time.

17-21058 1308 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N @ CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: BLK 2013 MAZD SE 3 Reg: PC MA 215TA7 VIN: JM1BL1TG6D1834840
Vehicle: RED 2004 BUIC UT RAINIE Reg: PC MA 7WTL30 VIN: 5GADT13S842372435
Narrative: MVC, Fire disp.
Narrative:
See crash.

17-21060 1333 Phone - TRESPASSING Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 1 COLBURN ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Female party requests to have speak with an officer regarding a trespass order.

Narrative:
Incident involving a lawn maint. co. no longer contracted to service property. No crime, same civil. Advised resident.

17-21059 1334 Phone - PARKING Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 245 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller reports a black m/v parked in the fire lane at the condo's.

Narrative:
ck ok

17-21061 1411 Phone - Disabled MV Unfounded
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller reports a DMV in the roadway.

Narrative:
GOA

17-21062 1428 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports an elderly female flagged her down to ask for directions. Same appears to be lost and confused.

Narrative:
Elderly party transported to the police station to be picked up by her son. Son advised of mothers behavior and a plan is in place. No medical attention required at this time.

17-21063 1547 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 ABBOTT PARK
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: WHI 2013 FORD ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 6BMV80 VIN: 1FMCU9H92DUA32572
Vehicle: BLK 2016 VOLV XC90 Reg: PC MA 4AS768 VIN: YV4A22PK4G1033490
Narrative:
MVC with injuries. FD en route.

Narrative:
See Officer's report.

17-21064 1550 Radio - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1197] BED BATH AND BEYOND - 3 ABBOTT PARK
Narrative: MVC, Fire disp.

17-21065 1615 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1422] CIGARS & MORE - 64 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: Reg: PC ME 383AEQ
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 6YS631
Narrative: ME REG 383AEQ REAR ENDED MA REG 6YS631. VERY MINOR DAMAGE, ASSISTED BOTH PARTIES WITH A PAPER EXCHANGE.

17-21066 1617 911 - WIRES / POLES DOWN Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 1 MULLER RD
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: Cable line was down prior to my arrival. Same was moved off roadway.

17-21067 1657 Phone - Ambulance Request Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE Apt. #302
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative: Party transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD. See Officer's report.

17-21068 1711 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1771]MITRE FIELD - 250 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Resident complaining of noise and vulgar language coming from the field along with alcohol - Disp.unit to area

Narrative: Multiple families are enjoying a game of cricket; No alcohol is present and the noise is at a minimum.

17-21069 1753 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: WHI 2007 FORD MUSTAN Reg: PC MA 171EA8 VIN: 1ZVFT80N975307219
17-21070 1817  Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
Vehicle: GRY 2011 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 2MZ137  VIN: 4T4BF3EKXR212727
Vehicle: RED 2010 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 4SV376  VIN: 2T1BU4EE2AC290919
Narrative: Detail Officer reports minor MVC in the parking lot of H-Mart involving Ma.Reg.2MZ137 and 4SV376 owners exchanged papers.

Narrative: Assisted same

17-21071 1902  Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1838] GOLDFISH SWIM SCHOOL - 10 B ST
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: ADT Alarm reports alarm sounding at 10 B Street - Disp.unit to area

Narrative: All exterior doors and windows appear secure.

17-21073 1955  Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 0 CRESTHAVEN DR
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative: Ambulance request.

17-21074 2001  Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative: caller reports a female was asked to leave the ER at Lahey. was informed she has a large amount of fentenal with her and requests we check her.

Narrative: Female made arrangements to be picked up by a relative.

17-21075 2020  Phone - Well Being Check Logged

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: LONG ST
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: BLU 2013 CHRY 200  Reg: PC MA 4DP280  VIN: 1C3BCBFG5DN504671
Narrative: Caller reports a male in the street.

Narrative: party checks ok

17-21076 2027  911 - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 2 GIBSON ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: CP reports a group of youths out in his area - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Checks okay
Narrative: youths from the neighborhood hanging out. moved from the area.

17-21077 2051 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 214 ARBORETUM WAY
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Ambulance request.
Narrative: fire transported

17-21078 2101 Phone - Youth Complaint Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 2 GIBSON ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: CP reports youths back running around and ringing his doorbell - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Checked the area, unable to locate. RP stated the youths left in a vehicle prior to my arrival. Same was advised to call back if they return.

17-21082 2324 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 1 MILL ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Vehicle: WHI 1997 LINC SE TOWCAR Reg: PC MA 62SX30 VIN: 1LNLM82W4VY634997
Narrative: Woburn Police report towing a motor vehicle that has heavy damage - operator of same stated he hit a large rock somewhere on Mill St - Disp.units to check area
Narrative: vehicle struck a rock in dead end of drake rd. causing some minor damage to the grass and shrubbery to 79 drake rd.
Narrative: Officer reports appears motor vehicle struck large rock in the area of 79 Drake Rd - Woburn Police notified

17-21083 2327 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: CP reports white male walking in the middle of the roadway - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Multiple units checked the area, unable to locate male party.

For Date: 09/17/2017 - Sunday

17-21085 0027 Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1110] TOWN COMMON - 2 BEDFORD ST
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Units checking on a truck that is running.
Narrative:
Truck is a reefer truck, only the reefer unit is running.
Same checks ok.

17-21088 0044 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 235 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #108
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
Caller reports her 93 y/o husband is not feeling well. BFD notified.
Narrative:
Cleared for 17-21089

17-21090 0048 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 953] HYATT HOUSE - 2 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Front desk clerk requesting police assistance with subjects in room 308 who are having a dispute. Male in room adamant that he wants female in the room to leave. Units responded.
Narrative:
Assisted front desk clerk getting room charges secured. Female party rented room and stayed, male left.

17-21091 0051 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #323
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
Caller reports a resident needs to be transported due to abnormal readings.
Narrative:
Patient transported by BFD.

17-21092 0053 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 11 TERRACE HALL AVE
Narrative:
Caller reports abdominal pains. No units available to dispatch.

17-21112 0715 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a cash link motion alarm. Same stated there was a party named Gary on scene with the proper passcode however he took too long to enter the code. Mall Security notified.

Narrative:
Same checks ok per mall security.

17-21113  0726  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 50 GREENLEAF RD Apt. #337
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Same checks ok per mall security.

17-21114  0802  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 299] CRATE & BARREL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:

Narrative:
Mall Security reports alarm checks OK.

17-21116  1010  Phone - ALARM SMOKE  Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 36 SKILTON LN
Narrative:
911 caller reports smoke alarm sounding. Fire Dept to handle.

17-21117  1045  Phone - ALARM  No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Operator 7590 reports express service exterior overhead one.

Narrative:
Cancelled.

17-21118  1055  Phone - ALARM  No report Due
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Additional general burglary and express service interior overhead alarms. Spoke with the owner who stated no one should be on the premises at this time.

Narrative:
Officers report locating an open roll up door.

Narrative:
Multiple roll up doors found unsecure, a walk through was conducted all appears in order.
17-21119  1058  Initiated - PARKING  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:  BLK 2014 MAZD SE 3  Reg: PC MA 1KT391  VIN: JM1BM1U75E1139844
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 AUDI SQ5  Reg: PC MA 24946  VIN: WA1CGAFP8FA042707
Narrative:
Parking ticket 235068 and 235069 issued for restricted parking violation

17-21120  1133  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 628] BIRCHCREST ARMS SENIOR HOUSING - 15 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #312
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative:
Female transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

17-21121  1205  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Express service interior overhead alarm.
Narrative:
Cancelled per alarm company.

17-21122  1244  Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND  Logged
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1349] POST OFFICE - 5 BEDFORD ST
Narrative:
Walk in reports losing her purse in the area of the Post Office. Black purse containing her ID, credit cards, and $25 cash.

17-21123  1253  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 2091] RECREATION DEPARTMENT - 61 CENTER ST
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:  BRO 2011 BUIC UT ENCLAV  Reg: PC MA 4VV960  VIN: 5GAKVBE7BJ249735
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued for do not enter violation.

17-21124  1306  Phone - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Caller reports a dog in a vehicle by Pole 9 behind Crate and Barrel.
Narrative:
Owner is with the vehicle. Checks ok.

17-21125  1329  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Report Due
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:

Store to handle see report.

17-21126  1358  Phone - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 2178] NSTAR ELECTRIC SUBSTATION - 64 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:

Party reports a dog in the fenced in area.

Narrative:

Dog not inside the property but was on the perimeter of the fence. Dog belongs to owner of the Vet office.

17-21128  1628  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  RED 2012 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 6EE993  VIN: 2HGFB2F54CH606034
Narrative:

Caller reports female party fled the store with $125 worth of merchandise.

Narrative:

Loss prevention was able to obtain the suspects license plate and rewards card information. Will be following up with the involved party. See officers report.

Refer To Summons:  17-21128-AR
Summons:  CHASE, TRACY
Address:  611 LOWELL ST  LAWRENCE, MA
Age:  33
Charges:  SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE

17-21129  1702  Phone - Animal Complaint  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  7 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:

Caller reports she was attacked by a neighbor's dog. She wants to file a report. She refused medical assistance.

Narrative:

No injuries reported. ACO to be notified, see officers report.

17-21130  1724  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 2287] ONTHANK - 13 COLLEGE RD
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:

Party reports 87 yo male having chest pains. Fire dept. enroute. Fire dept enroute.

Narrative:

Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

17-21131  1739  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Loss Prevention reports two juvenile shoplifters detained.
Merchandise taken in excess of $250.

Narrative:

Refer To Arrest: 17-21131-A-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 16
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY - $250
WITNESS, INTIMIDATE

Refer To Arrest: 17-21131-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 16
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250
WITNESS, INTIMIDATE

17-21132 1801 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 122 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 THIRD AVE
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2009 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 145DZ3 VIN: 5FNYF48929B047136
Narrative:
Citation issued.

17-21133 1827 Phone - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Location/Address: [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Vehicle: BLU 2002 GMC ENVOY Reg: PC MA 816TS1 VIN: 1GKDT13S822494700
Narrative:
reported fight between two men in lot
Disturbance reported by management involving two groups in parking lot. 1 group left the area prior to police arrival. Second group denied any knowledge of an altercation. Denied police or medical assistance. Refused to make themselves known. Same sent on their way. 2 MA plates recorded.

17-21134 1852 Phone - MV Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: STONY BROOK RD @ MILDRED RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
rp states a kid from mildred racing his motor cycle up and down sandy brook rd
Officer spoke to the party in question. Same was advised to not ride his dirt bike up and down the street.

17-21136 2104 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
ID: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Narrative:
Det. reports he was given found property: a wallet, for a female party. He will log items upon arriving at the station tomorrow morning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/01/2017</td>
<td>2220</td>
<td>Phone - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>Caller reports male party having difficulty breathing. Fire dept. enroute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59 yr old male transported by rescue to lahey with difficulty breathing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/01/2017</td>
<td>2235</td>
<td>911 - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>CP requests ambulance for male party not feeling well - Disp.unit to area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/18/2017</td>
<td>0054</td>
<td>Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged</td>
<td>128 reports checking on a MV. Parties sent on their way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/18/2017</td>
<td>0057</td>
<td>Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due</td>
<td>Murray's towing reports a car into the woods. Same concerned about the well being of the operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>128 reports damage to the fence needing repairs. Recreation department to be notified in the morning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operator issued citation for unregistered MV, expired inspection sticker, and uninsured operation of a MV. Vehicle towed to owner's residence. See crash report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/18/2017</td>
<td>0412</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM False Alarm</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Narrative:
Operator 414 reports a front area motion alarm. No responders at this time.

Narrative:
Mall security states same checks OK.

17-21160 0436 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #13
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Caller reports an elderly female fell and hit her head on the wall in the Life Guidance section. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party checks okay, no injuries. Party refused transport by BFD, and was assisted back to bed.

17-21161 0444 Radio - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 S Apt. #35
Narrative:
128 reports being flagged down by a motorist who stated there was an unidentified object that struck her vehicle and ripped up the undercarriage of her vehicle. 128 reports nothing showing from exit 35-34. State Danvers was notified.

17-21164 0529 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #340
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Caller reports an elderly female is complaining of a numb right arm. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Female party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21165 0538 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 1172] AMERICAN LEGION - 162 WINN ST
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle: GRY 2009 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 4HT776 VIN: 1G1ZG57B894162626
Narrative:
Citation issued for failed inspection sticker.

17-21166 0551 Initiated - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: EXIT 33 - ROUTE 128 S
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle: GRY 2003 VOLV SE S80 Reg: PC MA 991ZT2 VIN: YV1TS92DX31308250
Narrative:
MA 991ZT2 ran out of fuel.

Narrative:
Assisted same.

17-21167 0553 Initiated - ESCORT Services Rendered
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 1110] TOWN COMMON - 2 BEDFORD ST
ID: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  
Narrative: Escorted piece of heavy equipment back to its business.

17-21172  0704  Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Transported to Hospital  
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ PROUTY RD  
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas  
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
ID: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  
Narrative: Passerby reports a motorcyclist down after being hit. BFD notified.  
Narrative: Single vehicle MVC. Operator transported by BFD.

17-21173  0730  Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured  
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio  
Location/Address: [BUR 2087] TECHEX INC - 1 A ST  
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio  
Narrative: Alarm company reports a front and side motion alarm. No responders at this time.  
Narrative: All doors and windows locked with no sign of damage. One light on in front right corner of building, no parties on scene. All appears secure at this time.

17-21174  0754  911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital  
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
Location/Address: 91 DRAKE RD  
Narrative: Male party fell and is requesting an ambulance. BFD notified.  
Narrative: Transferred to Lahey by BFD.

17-21175  0850  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Location/Address: [BUR 252] CENTURY BANK & TRUST CO - 134 CAMBRIDGE ST  
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Vehicle: GRY 2003 HOND ODYSSE Reg: FC MA 402XFC VIN: 2HKRL18623H500441  
Narrative: MV stop.  
Narrative: WW issued to owner of MA reg. 402XFC (gry Honda Van) for 89/4a.

17-21176  0851  Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital  
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
Location/Address: [BUR 673] TOWARD INDIVIDUAL LIVING/LEARNING - 3 SANDY BROOK RD Apt. #A  
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.  
Narrative: PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.
17-21177 0905 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 24 SEVEN SPRINGS LN
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: BLU 2000 JEEP LL GRACHE Reg: PC MA 5788SB VIN: 1J4GW48SXJC26115
Narrative:
Caller reports MA Reg 5788SB has been parked in the lot since July and currently has the door open with the keys inside. Unit dispatched to check conditions.

Narrative:
Spoke with the owner via telephone. Same stated her daughter is on her way home and will check on the vehicle.

Narrative:
All doors to the vehicle were closed, vehicle checks secure.

17-21179 0940 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: JAMES ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports a male party in white shorts and a white tshirt has been walking around the neighborhood on his phone. Same would like a unit to check conditions.

Narrative:
Same a landscaping service looking for a resident that contracted same.

17-21180 0942 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 26 SKILTON LN
Narrative:
911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back.

17-21185 1121 Other - Assist P D / L E Agency Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 46 PEACH ORCHARD RD
ID: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Narrative:
Assisting MSP with investigation.

17-21186 1148 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 283] NORDBLOM - 65 NETWORK DR
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a male party who fell. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Burlington Fire Dept. assisted same.

17-21187 1153 911 - Animal Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 132 BEDFORD ST @ FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Narrative:
Caller reports brown dog walking around in the area. ACO notified.

Narrative:
ACO unable to locate.
17-21188 1206 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 128 BEDFORD ST @ HAVEN TER
ID: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Complainant via email reports difficulty exiting Haven Terrace onto Bedford Street. Safety Officer will bring the complaint to the next meeting of the Traffic Committee.

17-21189 1232 911 - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: BROOKFIELD RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Spoke to both I.P. settled same for now.

17-21190 1250 Walk-In - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVI Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 4 BAXTER CIR
Narrative:
rp states he was called by a scammer attempting to scam money from him by saying his granddaughter was arrested in suffolk county and needed 2 thousand dollars for bail. money was to be transferred to New York. He did call his granddaughter who was attending school at Middlesex Community College. He was advised of the scam and did not send money.

17-21191 1257 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 484] HARVARD VANGUARD MEDICAL ASSOC - 20 WALL ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Ambulance request. BFD notified.
Narrative:
PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

17-21193 1323 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 6 MCCAFFERTY WAY
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Operator 723 reports front and garage door residential alarm.
Narrative:
Set off by accident, resident home.

17-21195 1405 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 6 MCCAFFERTY WAY
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Front/garage motion alarm.
Narrative:
set off by owner checks ok

17-21197 1408 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
17-21198 1451 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2008 CHEV COBALT Reg: PC MA 681RP5 VIN: 1G1AL18F387218455
Narrative: Lahey security reports MVC on 3rd floor of the garage.

17-21199 1507 Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: MALL RD @ MEADOW RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller reports a male wearing a plaid shirt, jacket and jeans walking in and out of cars appears unsteady on his feet.

17-21200 1532 Phone - Missing Person No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 669] ELIOT COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES - 4 A ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative: Male party located prior to our arrival.

17-21201 1550 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1448] MOUNT HOPE CHRISTIAN - 3 MCGINNIS DR
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. No answer on call back. Called main number.

17-21202 1648 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BED] STONEBRIDGE - 50 GREENLEAF WAY Apt. #312
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds

Employee reports found property in the parking lot.

A small bag with $2,450 in cash and Firearm License paperwork found in the parking lot on Friday (9/15/2017) afternoon at approximately 1:00pm. The owner was tracked down, and the property was returned to the owner's daughter.

Property control Form # 8275.

Male party located prior to our arrival.

Party confirmed 911 caused by child playing with the phone. Checks ok by phone.
Narrative:
Caller reports female party fell and hit her head. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Ofc reports patient transported via BFD.

Fire Dept to handle.

17-21203  1656  911 - Ambulance Request  Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: SUITE 400 - 800 DISTRICT AVE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Caller reports female party with severe abdominal pains. Fire dept. enroute.

Ofc reports patient transported via BFD.

17-21204  1701  Walk-In - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVI Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 8 LAING CIR
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:
Party received strange letters through the mail from an unknown male party

17-21208  1756  Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: SIMONDS PARK - CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 1GE229
Narrative:
Verbal warning.

17-21217  2041  Phone - Theft In Progress Report Due
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 2335] ASA JEWELLERS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
caller reports his stolen credit card is being used at the Burlington Mall

See officer's report.

17-21216  2042  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 50 MALL RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HONDA ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1BX417
Narrative:
Citation was issued.

17-21218  2100  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 100 DISTRICT AVE @ 80 MALL RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: WHI 2012 BMW 328 Reg: PC MA 4WB229
Narrative:
Citation was issued.

17-21227  2301  Initiated - MV STOP  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: 2004 CHRY SEB Reg: OR CA66756 VIN: 1C3EL55R64N263253
Narrative:
Citation was issued.

Refer To Arrest: 17-21227-AR
Arrest: DELGRECO, DANIEL A
Address: 1303 HIGHCREST DR Apt. #6/204 MEDFORD, OR
Age: 52
Charges: OUI LIQUOR, 3RD OFFENSE
UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV LIGHTS VIOLATION, MV NEGLIGENCE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE

17-21230  2324  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BLK 2013 MITS UT OUTLAN Reg: PC MA RS62BK VIN: 4A4AR5AUXDE016541
Narrative:
Warning issued for failed inspection.

17-21232  2353  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: YEL 2007 NISS UT MURANO Reg: PC MA 5LD524 VIN: JN8AZ08W27W637695
Narrative:
Zone 19 kitchen alarm. No responder at this time.
Narrative:
set off by the cleaning crew

17-21233  2355  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 2210] THE TREMONT APARTMENTS - 32 SECOND AVE Apt. #219
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Male party having difficulty breathing. BFD notified.
Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey by BFD.

For Date: 09/19/2017 - Tuesday

17-21260  0236  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle: BLK 2017 HOND ACCORD  Reg: PC MA WK3338  VIN: 1HGCR2F17HA120139
Narrative:
Citation issued for U-turn sign violation.

17-21264 0259 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: 11 COLLEGE RD
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Female party having stomach pain. BFD notified.
Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21267 0429 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #15
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Female party not feeling well. BFD notified.
Narrative:
Female party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21269 0619 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 760] ATHLETA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Zone 3 front motion alarm. Mall security notified.
Narrative:
Mall security reports all is secure. Checks ok.

17-21273 0831 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 47 FAIRFAX ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Caller reports a sick skunk in her driveway.
Narrative:
Woburn ACO to assit with skunk.
Narrative:
ACO not available contacted Woburn Police Dept. same to send their ACO to assist.

17-21276 0839 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 5 ALGONQUIN DR
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
RP requests ambulance for elderly female not feeling well - Disp. unit to area
Narrative:
Resident taken to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.

17-21277 0924 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 99 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: BLU 2009 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 3LC160  VIN: 1N4AL21E69N419705

Written warning issued.

17-21279 1014 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: 187 FOX HILL RD
ID: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
Instant Alarm reports alarm sounding at 187 Foxhil rd - Disp.unit to area

17-21283 1133 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 2168] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 misdial, checks ok by phone.

17-21287 1318 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 11 MILL ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Mis dial, checks ok by phone, his cable is out and he misdialed.

17-21289 1338 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 2341] COSMAN MEDICAL - 22 TERRY AVE
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Female party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21290 1350 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 hang up. spoke to Security who reports misdial.

17-21292 1418 Other - WIRES / POLES DOWN No report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 20 ALGONQUIN DR
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Fire Dept reports tree down on the power line - Disp.unit to area

FD contacted the power company. Same is not a road hazard at this time.

17-21293 1424 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 757] TOWNE MARKET - 120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:

Front motion, no responder.

Narrative:

Ofc reports building checks ok.

17-21294 1448 Phone - Well Being Check Logged

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:

Caller request well being check on female pan handler in the median strip falling asleep.

Narrative:

same

17-21295 1452 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:

Ambulance request.

Narrative:

Female party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21296 1606 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 823] MARY P C CUMMINGS ESTATE - 25 BLANCHARD RD
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:

Caller reports a young female at the park alone. RP stated that MA Reg 3KE911 was parked in the lot and she thought it was suspicious.

Narrative:

Unit reports vehicle GOA and unable to locate female party.

17-21297 1615 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 24 GLORIA CIR
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:

Party came in to the lobby to request assistance with retrieving property. No R.O. involved.

Narrative:

assisted w/o incident.

17-21298 1656 911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1120] BURLINGTON LIBRARY - 22 SEARS ST
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: WHI 2014 FORD Reg: PC MA 8DP981
Towed:    For: Accident By: Murrays Towing
Narrative: Caller reports car crashed into pole.
Narrative: Fire Dept. enroute.
Narrative: Murray's towing enroute.
Narrative: Driver was transported to the hospital. Murrays towed the M/V. Verizon and Eversource are on location. See report.

17-21299    1701  Walk-In   - PROPERTY   - LOST OR FOUND   Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: (BUR 1443) PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH - 335 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: Party came in to the lobby to report his laptop cable that went missing from his car on 9/8/17.

Narrative: RP called to inform us he has found the missing cable.

17-21300    1802  Phone   - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER   Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: SAMSUNG PAY - 3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
Narrative: Party came in to the lobby and requested to have an officer present while retrieving a cell phone that was lost in Cambridge. Unit dispatched.

Narrative: phone returned back to owner

17-21301    1837  Phone   - Theft In Progress   Summoned
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
Vehicle: 
Narrative: summons for larceny, see report
Refer To Summons: 17-21301-AR
Summons: DUBOIS, JAVIER
Address: 200 SWANTON ST Apt. #T10 WINCHESTER, MA
Age: 40
Charges: LARCENY UNDER $250

17-21302    1839  Phone   - MV Hit & Run   Report Due
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND Reg: PC NY HAU1605
Narrative: NY Reg HAU1605 parked in center of parking lot. Rear driver's side damage. See officer's report.

17-21304    2102  Initiated   - MV STOP   Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 S
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2016 HOND UT CRV  Reg: PC MA 4RE134  VIN: 5J6RM4H7XGL074128
Narrative:
Warning issued for marked lane violation and failure to display headlights.

For Date: 09/20/2017 - Wednesday

17-21336 0157 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolos A Saledas
Location/Address: 10 THEODORE CIR
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolos A Saledas
Narrative:
home owner reports alarm system was activated. American alarm reports basement motion
Narrative:
Conducted walk through, checks OK.

17-21337 0229 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 132 BEDFORD ST @ FRANCIS WYMAN RD
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: BRO 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 352PB5  VIN: 4T1BG22K8YU685573
Narrative:
Warning Issued - Marked Lanes

17-21338 0254 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 2087] TECHEX INC - 1 A ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
front side motion, no responder
Narrative:
Building appears secure.

17-21340 0423 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 2065] CITGO BURLINGTON - 161 BEDFORD ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
tree in the road
Narrative:
DPW notified
Narrative:
DPW cleared roadway.

17-21341 0533 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
ambulance request, fire notified
Narrative:
Fire assisted same
17-21342    0617    Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 2164] DUNKIN DONUTS - 10 WALL ST
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:  GRY 2008 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 2DY959  VIN: 2HGFA16818H312217
Towed:  For: Accident By: A A A service To: owners own request
Narrative:
car into a light pole
Narrative:
Vehicle to be towed by AAA to owner's request. See crash report.

17-21344    0649    Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  7 LEXINGTON ST
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Living room motion, no responder
Narrative:
Accidental by homeowner

17-21346    0710    Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  6 PORTER AVE
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
entry door, no responder
Narrative:
Located open rear door. Walk through checks OK. Door secured.

17-21347    0725    Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
2 CAR CRASH, no injuries reported

17-21348    0741    Phone - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  99 TERRACE HALL AVE @ 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Car was moved off the road and is waiting for AAA in the parking lot.

17-21349    0759    Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Caller reports the traffic lights at Middlesex Turnpike by the entrance to the mall are not cycling properly. Same request and officer checks them.
Narrative:
Right rear door alarm for Uno's, Mall Security to check.

17-21350    0813    Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Gone on Arrival
17-21351 0844 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Caller reports a animal carcus in the roadway. Same req. the ACO respond.

17-21352 0846 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 691] MARSHALL SIMMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - WINN ST
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Caller reports a brown lab running through the yards at 119 Francis Wyman Road. Same request an officer check the area.

17-21353 0855 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 207 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 209 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Sign at intersection may be unhooked.

17-21354 0942 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2006 NISS UT PATHFI Reg: PC MA HKEMOM VIN: 5N1AR18WX6C669582
Vehicle: Reg: PC NS 130GLC
Narrative: MVC

17-21355 0948 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #229
Narrative: 911 misdial. Staff of Atria Longmeadow to check.

17-21356 0951 Other - Harrassment Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Primary Id: AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Location/Address: 47 CRESTHAVEN DR
ID: AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Narrative:
Additional charge filed after investigation. See Det. Browne's report.

Refer To Summons: 17-21356-AR
Summons: COCHRANE, ROBERT E
Address: 9 WEATHERBEE LN DEDHAM, MA
Age: 58
Charges: HARASSMENT, CRIMINAL

17-21357 0958 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 21 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #B
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: ONG 2004 CHEV CAL Reg: PC MA 9328TE VIN: 1GCDT136848194654
Narrative:
Front door motion.

Narrative:
Alarm set off by delivery person, checks OK.

17-21358 1005 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ 132 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: BLK 2003 MITS UT MONTER Reg: PC MA 4FS256 VIN: JA4MT21H73J020490
Vehicle: WHI 2015 CHEV EXPRES Reg: CO MA S86786 VIN: 1GB3G2CF5F1281370
Narrative:
Two car MVC.

Narrative:
MA REG 4FS256 rear ended MA REG 4FS256, minor damage. Assisted both parties with a paper exchange.

17-21364 1059 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: 20 EVELYN ST
Narrative:
Party needs assistance being picked up. BFD dispatched.

Party assisted.

17-21367 1157 911 - Lockout Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1162] JO-ANN FABRICS + CRAFTS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: BLK 2017 SUBA OUTBAC Reg: PC MA 451YE6 VIN: 4S4BSACCXH3285391
Narrative:
Lockout.

Narrative:
MV UNLOCKED.

17-21368 1223 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 827] KEURIG GREEN MOUNTAIN - 53 SOUTH AVE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Male party having a possible allergic reaction, BFD
17-21369  1254  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  WINN ST
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Caller reports a female exited MA REG #4ER223 while stopped in traffic and slamming the door.

Narrative:  Assisted BFD.

17-21370  1351  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:  Mall Security reports male is requesting Police for assistance.

Narrative:  Male party reports threatening text messages from an unknown number. Advised RP to contact the PD when further information is gathered; strong language barrier.

17-21372  1430  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  101 DRAKE RD
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Caller reports a suspicious male came to his front door advertising his roofing company. The male did not identify himself. The homeowner found this suspicious and req. an officer check the area.

Narrative:  Male party checks ok. Same is a properly registered solicitor.

Narrative:  Male party identified as a registered solicitor in town.

17-21373  1530  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 1005] MICROSOFT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  911 hang up, checks ok by phone, Mall Security to check.

Narrative:  Checks ok.

17-21374  1533  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Unfounded
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  1 WHEELER RD @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:  MVC.

Narrative:  Unfounded. No vehicles in the area or people requesting
17-21375 1558 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Summoned
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of: SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: BLK 2005 NISS UT Xterra Reg: PC MA 5TJ347 VIN: 5N1AN08W45C653589
Vehicle: BLK 2006 BMW UT X5 Reg: PC MA 2J7 VIN: 5UXFA13576LY48404
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 car crash.
Operator of 5TJ347 summonsed for unlicensed operation of a motor vehicle. See Crash report.
Refer To Summons: 17-21375-AR
Summons: GALICIA-CRUZ, RUDY MISAEL
Address: 22 MAIN ST WOBURN, MA
Age: 19
Charges: UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV

17-21378 1715 911 - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: BUILDING C #3 - 14 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #C3
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
CP requests check of elderly party she has not from in a couple of days - Disp.unit to area
Same has been admitted to the hospital

17-21379 1719 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative:
Caller reports she was trying to get an outside line, dialed in error. Checks ok by phone.

17-21380 1728 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Party returned two found credit cards.

17-21381 1838 Phone - K-9 Activity Report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [STO] 21 TAMAROCK TER
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Assisted Stoneham PD with search warrant service for narcotics. Residence and two vehicles searched. See report.

17-21382 1838 911 - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 738] THE REAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC - 56 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: WHI 2004 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 2YB730 VIN: 5TDZA23C14S037356
Narrative:
CP requests assistance for lockout - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Entry gained.

17-21383 1846 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 5NN486 VIN: 19XFC2F59HE226797
Narrative:
Warning issued for red light violation.

17-21385 1940 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 1303] DIANGELLOS - MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: BLK 2012 MAZD 2D MIATA MX Reg: PC NH SUZCRUZ VIN: JM1NC2JP1C0226077
Narrative:
Written warning issued to the operator.

17-21386 2005 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: 112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: GRY 2007 BMW SE 328XI Reg: PC MA 2XX917 VIN: WBAVC73517KP33246
Narrative:
Written warning issued to operator for texting and driving.

17-21389 2013 Walk-In - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVI Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 5 FROTHINGHAM RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Party stated someone in a clown costume attempted to tie a balloon to the door at his residence but fled when seen.

Narrative:
Officer's checked the area, party was GOA.

17-21388 2014 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: 146 LEXINGTON ST @ MALL RD
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: BLK 2015 CHEV SILVER Reg: PC MA 619VK9 VIN: 1GC2KWE80FZ104402
Narrative:
Written warning issued to operator.

17-21390 2020 911 - FIRE Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #8E
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Caller reports CO detector going off. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
BFD checked the area, no CO present.

17-21391 2021 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
Narrative:
R/P reports dead cat just in from main road on the grass. A1
17-21394 2119 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 60 MILL ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Transfer from Essex Regional - CP requests ambulance for 1 month old having difficulty breathing. Disp.unit to area

17-21395 2124 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: MXD048 - Sergeant Michael DeBye
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: GRY 2015 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 1NR781
Narrative: Verbal warning issued.

For Date: 09/21/2017 - Thursday
17-21414 0203 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikola S A Saleas
Location/Address: [BUR 448] AMC THEATERS - 20 SOUTH AVE
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikola S A Saleas
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameex Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2016 NISS 4D SENTRA S Reg: PC CT AC99174 VIN: 3N1AB7AP1GL650541
Narrative: Located CT AC99174 with two occupants in the lot of a closed business. Same check OK and sent on their way.

17-21419 0241 Phone - DISTURBANCE Report Due
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikola S A Saleas
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikola S A Saleas
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameex Gandevia
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative: Lahey security reports a beligerant female in the waiting area refusing to leave.

Narrative: Party was pick up by staff member from her group home. See officer's report.

17-21420 0327 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 760] ATHLETA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Front motion alarm. Mall security notified.

Narrative: Mall security reports all secure. Checks ok.

17-21421 0448 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Building Checked/Secured
Vehicle was backed up to the doors. Same was a manager on site. Checks OK.

Narrative:

17-21422 0459 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 762] OLDE TOWNE LIQUOR STORE, INC. - 286 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2013 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA JF4326 VIN: 5FNYF4H58DB047275

17-21425 0608 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: ON RAMP TO I95S - ROUTE 3 S @ ROUTE 128 S
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas

17-21426 0624 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: 44 WESTWOOD ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia

17-21429 0645 911 - DISTURBANCE Report Due

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 58 HARRIETT AVE
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary

Narrative:

Female party states her son's father is smashing her phone and refusing to leave the residence. Officers responded. Officers made contact with subject on Winn St. Officers handled same. See report for further information.

Narrative:

See Officer's report.
17-21431 0732 Other - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: [BUR 1189] PAPA GINOS - 179 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle: BLU 2013 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 7PA164 VIN: 19XFB2F51DE070848
Vehicle: BLK/WHI 2017 FORD LL Reg: LF MA MP9W VIN: 1FM5K8AR3HGA36663
Narrative:
Unit 49 involved in MV crash. Sierra 99 notified. See crash report.

17-21432 0816 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1341] CANDLEWOOD SUITES - 130 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

17-21433 0833 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports injured goose in parking lot.

17-21434 0919 Phone - Lockout No report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 131 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: BRO HYUN Reg: PC ME 384ALW
Narrative:
Assisted same.

17-21437 1024 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative:
Female party called twice. Stated it was accidental. Facility notified.

17-21441 1100 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 858] FAA - 1200 DISTRICT AVE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports employee with breathing trouble and high blood pressure. BFD notified.

17-21442 1115 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
**Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
**Location:** KOHLS  
**ID:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
**Narrative:**  
Ambulance request.

Narrative:  
Party transported by BFD.

17-21443  
**1122 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Logged**  
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Primary Id:** JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**Location/Address:** WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 N  
**ID:** JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**ID:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
**ID:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Vehicle:** Reg: PC MA 1BD112  
**Narrative:**  
Ambulance request.

17-21444  
**1123 911 - Ambulance Request**  
**Logged**  
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Location/Address:** 15 UNIVERSITY AVE  
**Narrative:**  
Party transported by BFD.

17-21445  
**1124 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Citation/Warning Issued**  
**Call Taker:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
**Primary Id:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
**Location/Address:** WINN ST  
**ID:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
**ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
**Narrative:**  
MV stop - MA reg. 1BD112 (purple Ford Escape.)

17-21446  
**1220 Phone - Theft Past**  
**Report Due**  
**Call Taker:** AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
**Primary Id:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
**Location/Address:** FIS - 3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR  
**ID:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
**Narrative:**  
Caller reports her cell phone was stolen. Unit dispatched.

17-21448  
**1249 Phone - Ambulance Request**  
**Transported to Hospital**  
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Primary Id:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
**Location/Address:** 10 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #I  
**ID:** VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
**Narrative:**  
Caller reports his 84 year old mother fell, BFD dispatched.

17-21449  
**1314 Phone - ALARM**  
**False Alarm**  
**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
**Primary Id:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Location/Address:** 6 MCCAFFERTY WAY
17-21450  1317 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: BRO 2006 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 2WHS40 VIN: 5TDZA23C26S513102
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Verbal warning issued for fail to stop, red light.

17-21451  1343 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 97] BANK OF AMERICA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: At 13:45 hrs. reports the bank is testing the alarm system. #45 will check the bank.

17-21452  1343 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 97] BANK OF AMERICA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Silent alarm.

17-21453  1354 Walk-In - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Party reports multiple credit cards stolen while dining. See officers report.

17-21454  1358 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 3 BARON PARK LN Apt. #20
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Party choking. BFD dispatched.

17-21455  1426 Phone - Lockout No report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 7 THOMAS ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller is requesting assistance with lockout.

**17-21456**  
**1431** Phone - Youth Complaint  
Services Rendered

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST  
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno

**Narrative:**  
Group gathering outside of the school. Faculty member requesting presence.

**Narrative:**  
A group of Arlington and Burlington HS student were on the verge of fighting. Situation was stopped by BHS admin. staff prior to our arrival. Det Fournier to be advised. Mall Sec. to be advised as a precaution.

**17-21457**  
**1443** Phone - Theft Past  
Logged

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Location/Address: [BUR 2282] BURBERRY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V

**Narrative:**  
Party reports $1500 worth of items stolen on 9/20/17. See officers report.

**17-21460**  
**1523** Phone - Well Being Check  
No report Due

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Location/Address: 5 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #9  
ID: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne  
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes

**Narrative:**  
RP requesting well-being check.

**Narrative:**  
Party not at home.

**17-21461**  
**1607** 911 - Ambulance Request  
Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Location/Address: 5 SOUTH BEDFORD ST  
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons

**Narrative:**  
Ambulance request.

**17-21463**  
**1625** Phone - Well Being Check  
Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM  
Location/Address: 20 MALLARD WAY  
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons  
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM

**Narrative:**  
Dr. Dickason reports female called his office and stated she does not feel safe in her house.

**Narrative:**  
Spoke with all parties including health care proxy. It was determined by the HC proxy that B. Hayes be transported to the hospital. Dr. Dickerson agreed and called Lahey and filed a section 12. FD transported.

**17-21464**  
**1710** Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  
Services Rendered
17-21465 1718 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: SOUTH BEDFORD ST @ 82 MALL RD
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Caller reports DMV in the area of Mall Rd and So.Bedford Street - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Assisted same.

17-21466 1757 Walk-In - FORGERY/UTTERING/COUNTER Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 67 PEACH ORCHARD RD
ID: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Narrative: Someone used her ATM number to purchase over $300.00 in food at Whole foods.

17-21467 1800 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: POLE#41 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: BLK 2012 HYUN ACCENT Reg: PC MA 3EX974 VIN: KMHCT5AE2CU047390
Narrative: Citation issued for no rear number plate attached and no registration in possession.

17-21468 1850 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Waitress seeking assistance with out of state ID's
Narrative: No indication that identification is fake.

17-21469 1853 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: RED 2016 TOYT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 5FW885 VIN: 2T3BFREV4GW500636
Narrative: Citation issued for HP Placard Misuse. HP ticket issued.
17-21470        1941 Initiated - MV STOP          Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:    47 FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ MANNING ST
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle:    WHI 2007 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 4GE946  VIN: 4T1BE46K07U609517
Narrative:
Written warning issued to operator.

17-21474        2025 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:    247 FOX HILL RD
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Male party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21475        2035 Other - WARRANT ARREST Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:    222 ARBORETUM WAY
ID:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
ID:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID:    DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Officer assisted with transport to Lexington PD.
Narrative:
See officer's report.

17-21476        2102 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:    [BUR 2246] ELEMENTS THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE - 101 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Central Alarm reports alarm sounding at 101 Cambridge St - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Employee stated there was issues locking the door. Manager responded and was able to secure the door. Checks OK.

For Date: 09/22/2017 - Friday
17-21486        0054 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    [BUR 2201] ICE - 1000 DISTRICT AVE
ID:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Employee stair door and hall entry alarms.
Narrative:
Checks OK.

17-21495        0125 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia

Narrative:
Citation issued for 90/7 violation.

17-21499  0221  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1967] AMRI - 99 SOUTH BEDFORD ST Apt. #2+3
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Front door, office, and kitchen motion alarms.

17-21500  0228  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1726] PRIMROSE SCHOOL - 10 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Gallery 4 door alarm.

17-21502  0315  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1726] PRIMROSE SCHOOL - 10 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Alarm company reports a second activation of the same alarm from an hour earlier. Gallery 4 door.

17-21503  0337  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 35 ARBORWOOD DR
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
911 hangup came in to Essex Regional twice within 5 minutes. Checked ok on callback. Essex Regional request we verify in person.

17-21506  0427  Phone - K-9 Activity  Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [LOW] LOWELL - 307 MAMMOTH RD
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Lowell k-9 call out. Approved by S#112.

Narrative:
NEMLEC SWAT/K9 callout for warrant service, see deployment.
17-21507
0532 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: 207 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 209 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Vehicle: BLU 2007 FORD UT FREEST Reg: PC MA 7WCX30 VIN: 1FMDK02177GA19658
Narrative: Citation issued for 90/18.

17-21508
0534 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 146 LEXINGTON ST @ MALL RD
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2015 VOLK SE JETTA Reg: PC MA 2XD452 VIN: 3VWD17AJXF243803
Narrative: Citation issued for marked lanes violation.

17-21510
0615 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 83 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: WHI 2015 JEEP UT COMPAS Reg: PC MA 846FW2 VIN: 1C4NJDB6FX4240408
Narrative: Written warning issued for speeding.

17-21515
0821 Phone - BURGLARY / B & E PAST Report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 3 EUGENE RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Caller reports past B&E into a new construction home.

17-21518
0902 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1029] VICTORIAS SECRET - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Caller reports a past shoplifting from last night at approximately 8:30pm.

17-21520
0935 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 800 DISTRICT AVE
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Male party not feeling well.
Burlington Fire Dept. assisted same.

17-21521  1004  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1437] NUANCE - 1 WAYSIDE RD
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
9-1-1 abandoned call. No answer on call back.

Narrative:
Dialled by accident. Checks O.K.

17-21525  1306  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  200 SUMMIT DR
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
911 hangup.

Narrative:
Checks O.K.

17-21526  1331  Phone - Theft Past
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports her credit card was stolen and fraudulently used numerous times while in the Burlington Mall.

Narrative:
Victim unsure where her wallet stolen, however her bank notified her of fraudulent use at Burlington Mall Food Court. Eastern Bank Debit Card used in the amount of 25.32. Debit card closed. R.P. directed to report the incident.

17-21528  1355  Phone - Animal Complaint
Call Taker:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 2176] MINUTEMAN SPORTS CLUB - 56 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Party reports a coyote struck by a vehicle is injured in the roadway. Animal Control not available at this time.

Narrative:
Same expired, directly in front of #55 Francis Wyman Rd. D.P.W. notified.

17-21529  1454  Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:  BLU 2013 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 827VG9  VIN: 2T1BU4EE7DC978158
Narrative:
Pedestrian struck by a vehicle.

Narrative:
See crash report.
17-21533  1632  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 2203] TOURNEAU - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:  mall security relayed to us of a possible credit card scam being used in tourneau.

17-21535  1640  Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Vehicle:  WHI 2012 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC NH 3926318  VIN: 4T1BK1FK4CU505954
Narrative:  rp states being involved in a minor crash

17-21536  1647  Initiated - MV STOP Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA SN9509
Refer To Arrest:  17-21536-AR
Arrest:  ALDERMAN, KAREN D
Address:  74 BEACH ST Apt. #2/9  WOBURN, MA
Age:  54
Charges:  WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

17-21538  1718  Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJUR Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 2267] UNO CHICAGO BAR & GRILL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  GRY 2006 TOYT SIENNA  Reg: PC MA 11CB36  VIN: 5TDZA23C65S506650
Vehicle:  WHI 2012 BU AERO  Reg: BU MA BU21022  VIN: 1FDCE4FSXCD09313
Narrative:  MA BU21022 side swiped MA 11CB36. Minor damage observed to driver's side rear bumper of 11CB36. No damage observed to BU21022.

17-21540  1756  911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:  Party fell and is requesting an ambulance. BFD notified.

17-21541  1757  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 TOYT UT RAV4  Reg: PC MA 3K2127  VIN: 2T3BFREV9FW363658
Narrative:  CITATION ISSUED FOR UNSAFE LANE CHANGE AND FAIL TO PULL RIGHT AND STOP (POLICE).
17-21542 1803 Phone - MV Complaint  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1195] DUNKIN DONUTS - 28 WINN ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT Reg: PC MA 7VCS90
Narrative:
Caller reports child in MA Reg 7VSC90 not properly secured. Unit dispatched to area.

17-21543 1811 Initiated - PARKING  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2004 MERC 4D SABLE Reg: PC NH 4161404 VIN: 1MEFM55S04G603001
Vehicle: BLK 2016 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 5GV943 VIN: 5TDDK3DC1GS131950
Narrative:
5 parking tickets issued.

17-21544 1813 911 - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Lahey security is requesting assistance with a patient who left the area. Units dispatched.

17-21547 1844 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 S
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 2015 MNNI UT COOPSA Reg: PC MA 5812R1 VIN: WMWZC5C53FWP43581
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

17-21548 1847 Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJUR  Logged
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-21549</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>Phone - Animal Complaint</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>WFT118</td>
<td>Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>2014 KIA UT SOUL Reg: PC MA 1WZ357 VIN: KNDJP9A51E7705366</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLK 2016 HOND CP CIVIC Reg: PC MA 6PP477 VIN: 2HGFC4B01GH308601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>MINOR MVC, NO INJURIES. NO APPARENT DAMAGE TO EITHER VEHICLE. PARTIES AGREED NOT TO EXCHANGE INFORMATION.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-21550</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJUR Report Due</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>AMD127</td>
<td>Patrol Ashley M Daniels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>1 WINNMERE AVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLK 2002 CHEV UT BLAZER Reg: PC MA 6YJ151 VIN: 1GNCT18W62K188492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLU 2015 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 3DV435 VIN: JF1GJAA64FH016772</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLK 2017 DODG AP GRA Reg: PC NJ A19JCP VIN: 2C4RDGEG6HR858309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Officer reports three car MVC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-21551</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>RJH049</td>
<td>Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>SOUTH BEDFORD ST @ 82 MALL RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLK 2002 CHEV UT BLAZER Reg: PC MA 6YJ151 VIN: 1GNCT18W62K188492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLU 2015 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 3DV435 VIN: JF1GJAA64FH016772</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>BLK 2017 DODG AP GRA Reg: PC NJ A19JCP VIN: 2C4RDGEG6HR858309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Citation issued for speeding.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-21552</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM False Alarm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>TMC104</td>
<td>Detective Thomas M Carlson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>[BUR 1328] KAY PEE JEWELERS - 85 WILMINGTON RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Fapsedero</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Caller reports telephone communication failure alarm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-21553</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Phone - Lockout Services Rendered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>TMC104</td>
<td>Detective Thomas M Carlson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Location/Address: 700 DISTRICT AVE
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:

AAA driver locked out of vehicle.

Narrative:
Unlocked vehicle.

17-21554 2023 Walk-In - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 2045] DOG POUND - 1 MEADOW RD
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:

Dog from 17-21549 returned to its owner.

Narrative:
ACO Pound locked up.

17-21555 2051 Initiated - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:

Assisted party with changing a tire.

17-21556 2125 Phone - Youth Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: 10 GARDNER WAY
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:

Caller reports group of youth in her back yard.

Narrative:
Spoke with youths and advised them to stay off of people's property.

17-21557 2149 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 1 LUTHER RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsadero
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:

Caller reports loud banging on the front door.

Narrative:
UNABLE TO LOCATE ANYONE IN THE AREA.

17-21561 2235 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 27 PAULSON DR
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:

lexington alarm report residential alarm lower level family room

Narrative:
All windows and doors appear secure.

17-21562 2247 Cellular - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Caller reports dump truck operating erratically on Mall Rd.

Narrative:
Units checked the area. Unable to locate.

17-21566  2305  Phone - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 S
Vehicle:    RED 2015 FORD 2D  Reg: PC FL HZCY71  VIN: 1FA6P8TH4F5325435
Narrative:
caller reports a DMV on off ramp by winn st.

Narrative:
Party ran out of gas. Assisted same.

17-21568  2358  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:    129 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #3
ID:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller is requesting a check of her residence. Unit dispatched. BFD notified of audible alarm.

Narrative:
Alarm is sounding. Fire advised. Homeowner advised of the loud alarm.

For Date: 09/23/2017 - Saturday

17-21578  0034  911 - MV Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    2 CORBETT DR
Vehicle:    GRY 2002 TOYT TACOMA  Reg: PC MA 57HL92  VIN: 5TEHN72N62Z074029
Narrative:
Caller reports vehicle is parked in a bad spot. Unit dispatched to check conditions.

Narrative:
Vehicle was parked a safe distance, no hazard.

17-21584  0115  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    365 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle:    GRY 2011 CHEV CAMARO  Reg: PC MA 878GM4  VIN: 2G1FC1ED3B9103529
Narrative:
Citation issued for speed.

17-21585  0122  Initiated - FIRE  Logged
Call Taker:    AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:    MMPM03 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:    [BUR 604] CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL - 110 MALL RD
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge

Narrative:
Small brush fire near dumpster. BFD notified.

Narrative:
BFD handled same.

17-21586 0128 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: RED 2011 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 6GG537 VIN: 5FNYF4H98BB012543
Narrative:
Citation issued for defective tail light and no inspection sticker.

17-21592 0310 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: 5 RUSSELL CIR
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Ambulance request. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party was feeling better and checked out okay. Refused medical transport.

17-21593 0331 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 0 MARGARET ST
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Ambulance request. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey Hospital by the BFD.

17-21594 0358 911 - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 896] SEARS AUTOMOTIVE CENTER #1163 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Fire alarm activated. BFD notified.

Narrative:
False alarm. Home is safe, faulty detector.

17-21597 0444 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 896] SEARS AUTOMOTIVE CENTER #1163 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Overhead motion alarm.

Narrative:
Audible interior alarm sounding however all exterior doors and windows appear secure.
17-21600 0707 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 15 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #216
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: Ambulance request. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey Hospital by the fire department.

17-21601 0723 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #312
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: Ambulance request. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey Hospital by the Fire Department.

17-21607 0730 Phone - ALARM Logged

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 760] ATHLETA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Alarm Company reports alarm sounding. Mall Security notified and reports checks okay.

17-21604 0855 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1779] HANSCOM FEDERAL CREDIT UNION - 47 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Operator 55 reports safe alarm.

Narrative:
Bank open for business.

17-21606 0919 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Operator Ashley reports back room door alarm.

Narrative:
ID #119 reports checks okay.

17-21605 0920 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 5 AZALEA DR
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Panic alarm.

Narrative:
FALSE ALARM, RESIDENT ACCIDENTALLY SET OFF HER ALARM.

17-21608 1038 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 6 NEVADA RD
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

17-21609  1131  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Elderly female fell in the parking lot. Same transported to Lahey.

17-21610  1134  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  No report Due
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  17 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Lynnfield PD request we notify the homeowner to move his vehicle from private property in their city.

Narrative:
no one at home

17-21611  1203  Phone - Animal Complaint  Unfounded
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  LOWELL ST
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Animal complaint in the middle of Lowell St. Caller states people are in the middle of the road with the animal.

Narrative:
Unfounded call. Could not locate an animal and spoke with DPW worker who did not see anything in the area.

17-21612  1206  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Motion alarm.

Narrative:
ck ok.

17-21613  1227  Phone - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  6 AUSTIN ST
ID:  KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Boston University Police request a well being check on a male party.

Narrative:
Party checks okay, no further police involvement needed at
this time. Party and parents informed of solutions if help is needed in the future. Parents to help with the return of calling party’s property that remains at the residence.

17-21614        1303        Phone - MV Hit & Run              Logged
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:    [BUR 1341] CANDLEWOOD SUITES - 130 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: MALE PARTY REPORTS HIS MV (NH REG 4278855) WAS STRUCK SOME TIME THIS MORNING WHILE PARKED AT 130 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE; MINOR DAMAGE TO MV. NO OTHER INFORMATION IS KNOWN ON THE OTHER INVOLVED MV.

17-21615        1333        Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    1 HOLLY ST
Narrative: RESIDENT REPORTS A MALE PARTY WALKING AROUND THE AREA WEARING A ORANGE SHIRT, GLASSES AND HOLDING A HAMMER. UNIT DISPATCHED.

Narrative: Male party is a self-employed surveyor with proper documentation. Checks okay.

17-21616        1411        Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  No report Due
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:    [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:    GRY 2005 NISS TITA  Reg: CO MA R21467  VIN: 1N6AA06B75N552256
Narrative: Macy’s loss prevention called and advised they have a juvenile detained for shoplifting. Req. an officer respond.

Narrative: JUVENILE WAS TRESPASSED AND ESCORTED OFF THE PROPERTY WITH HIS MOTHER; MACYS WILL BE SEEKING A CIVIL DEMAND.

17-21617        1433        Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES    Report Due
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    29 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WALL ST
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle:    GRY 2005 NISS TITA  Reg: CO MA R21467  VIN: 1N6AA06B75N552256

Narrative: Two car MVC. No medical transports, both cars towed by Murray’s Towing. See officer’s report.

Refer To Summons:  17-21617-AR
Summons:    BARBOSA DE SOUZA, SONIVALDO
Address:    72 WALNUT ST   LOWELL, MA
Age:    37
Charges:    UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV

17-21618        1442        Phone - Lockout        Services Rendered
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:    [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
17-21619  1445  Phone - Disabled MV  No report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  29 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WALL ST
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle:  WHI 2012 SUBA UT OUTBAC  Reg: PC MA 15WF78  VIN: 4S4BRBCC1C3209004
Narrative:  Officer #45 reports disabled mv.  Murray's notified.
Narrative:  Ma reg 15WF78 DMV Cambridge and Wall St. Murrays towed same.

17-21620  1535  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  23 STONEYBROOK RD
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:  BFD TRANSPORTED TO LAHEY HOSPITAL.

17-21621  1601  Phone - Well Being Check  No report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vicinity of:  [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle:  GRY 2010 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 89ZL21  VIN: 2HGFA1F5XAH545119
Narrative:  Caller reports elderly male walking slow and possibly frothing at the mouth. Party is wearing a lt blue shirt and shorts.
Narrative:  Same was transported back to nursing home.  Staff was notified.

17-21622  1625  Phone - Water Leaks  Logged
Call Taker:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:  [BUR 1106] REGAN PARK - 10 SUMPTER RD
Narrative:  water break leaking in the field. notified Paul Bieren

17-21624  1641  Phone - Harrassment  Report Due
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  45 CENTER ST
Narrative:  Male party walked into the front lobby to report his sister has been harassing him at his home and work place. See officer's report.
Narrative:  Refer To Summons:  17-21624-AR
Summons:  SYLVIA, JULIANNE
Address:  2114 KIRBRIDE DR  DANVERS, MA
Age:  41
Charges:  HARASSMENT, CRIMINAL
17-21626 1739 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 2 MOONEY CIR
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Caller reports she is not feeling well, requested an ambulance. Fire dept. notified and enroute.
Narrative:
Fire dept. to transport.

17-21627 1820 Phone - Well Being Check No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: 118 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:
Mother requested a well being check on her 10 year old son. Same has been texting her throughout the day saying he wants to leave his father's home and threatened to run away. Mother has been unable to get in contact with her ex-husband.
Narrative:
Spoke with both child and father. Child appears to be fine and states same. Father states mother is attempting to cause custody problems as he has custody.

17-21628 1829 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 2143] WILDWOOD PARK - 116 BEDFORD ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
BFD reported an intrusion alarm coming from the yellow box in the parking lot.
Narrative:
Same checks ok. Box is secure.

17-21629 1843 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: WAYSIDE RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: WHI 2017 NISS UT MURANO Reg: PC MA 1JD917 VIN: 5N1AZ22MHXH160757
Narrative:
Citation issued for improper cell use.

17-21630 1843 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: 127 LEXINGTON ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Living room motion alarm. No answer at the residence.
Narrative:
Exterior checks secure.

17-21632 2000 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE Apt. #136
Front desk needing assistance with removal of guest.

Female party has left the premises.

Caller reports she is locked out of her vehicle. MA reg E3768.

Caller gained Entry.

Citation issued for speeding, unsafe lane change, and failure to display lights.

Citation issued.

Verbal warning issued.

Caller reports female party possibly having a stroke. Fire dept. enroute.

Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

Transfer from Essex Regional. Caller reports odor of gas inside/outside residence. Fire dept. to handle.

Logged
caller reports a dmv on meadow rd on tough corner

Narrative:
Assisted same in getting off the roadway. Party was awaiting AAA.

17-21643
2214 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI No report Due
Call Taker: ENK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 491] HERB CHAMBERS HONDA OF BURLINGTON - 33 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Male party walking in parking lot looking into cars.

Narrative:
Same checks ok. Male party sent on his way without further incident.

17-21647
2311 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: ENK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 953] HYATT HOUSE - 2 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Involved male party allegedly intoxicated was asked to leave the hotel room by the girlfriend. Male party complied and left prior to officers arrival. Argument only occurred. See officers report.

17-21648
2318 911 - Harrassment Logged
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: WHI 2010 NISS SE SENTRA Reg: PC MA 2HL288 VIN: 3N1AB6AP2AL603245
Narrative:
Attendant reports a customer caller her a derogatory name. He has since left. Rear seat passenger in a vehicle.

Narrative:
Vehicle left when she called.

For Date: 09/24/2017 - Sunday

17-21649
0026 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: 121 BEDFORD ST
ID: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Elderly male experiencing abdominal pain. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Male party transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-21663
0207 Phone - K-9 Activity Report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location: 151 MYSTIC STREET ARLINGTON
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Assist Arlington PD for a missing female.

17-21664
0208 Phone - K-9 Activity Logged
Call Taker: MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Duplicate entry.

17-21665 0515 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports traffic cones and rope blocking the road. Same stated she did not observe any construction crew in the area.

Narrative:
Signs and cones taken from the Marriott used to block roadway in apparent prank. Area checked and no persons located.

17-21666 0632 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Logged

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1118] FIRE STATION - 21 CENTER ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Fire Department requests assistance properly discarding bottle rockets.

Narrative:
Used fireworks discarded.

17-21668 0656 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered

Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative:
Female caller transferred from Essex Regional with no location information. She reported initially that she was being held hostage. She provided her son's phone number. He lives in town and said she is at Longmeadow. Staff from Atria confirmed the well being of the calling party.

Narrative:
Property control form completed for return by dayshift.

17-21669 0708 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged

Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
Narrative:
Came into lobby with a Massachusetts Drivers license that he found on the ground by St. Margaret's church.

Narrative:
Property control form completed for return by dayshift.

17-21670 0748 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 110 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:
Patient at a group home fell down. Staff is requesting transport to the hospital. BFD notified.

Narrative:
BFD handled same.

17-21671 1043 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Female party reported having a possible stroke. BFD notified.

PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

17-21672 1056 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative: PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

17-21673 1100 Phone - Theft Past Summoned
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Loss prevention requested to file a report for a previous theft.
Narrative: (SU) was stopped and detained at the Fitchburg Kohls on 09/23/2017 and identified by Fitchburg Police for a separate incident. Summons to be issued by #80, see officers report.

Refer To Summons: 17-21673-AR
Summons: BENJAMIN, MICHAEL D
Address: 94 MARSHALL RD FITCHBURG, MA
Age: 31
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250

17-21674 1107 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Female party in the lobby experiencing numbness. BFD notified.
Narrative: Patient transported to Lahey by LFD.

17-21675 1131 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1447] PINEWOOD LUTHERAN CHURCH - 24 WILMINGTON RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative: PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

17-21676 1203 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
17-21677 1314 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 26 ARLINGTON RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLU 1975 FORD F250  Reg: CO MA S94456  VIN: F26YRW43064
Narrative: Officer ID #80 reports dmv Ma Co S94456. Ned's notified.

17-21678 1338 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLU 1975 FORD F250  Reg: CO MA S94456  VIN: F26YRW43064
Narrative: DMV - MA con. S94456 (blue Ford PU).

17-21679 1342 Initiated - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLU 1975 FORD F250  Reg: CO MA S94456  VIN: F26YRW43064
Towed: For: DISABLED MV By: Neds Towing To: WALEX IN WALTHAM MA
Narrative: Neds Towing removed this mv at 14:16 hrs.

17-21680 1631 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1798] REDSTONE AMERICAN GRILL - 20 THIRD AVE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Caller reports female party is on the patio floor outside of building. Party is conc. and alert. Fire dept enroute.

17-21682 1733 Phone - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 19 STONEYBROOK RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: Caller reports male party is speeding up and down the street on his motorcycle.

17-21683 1643 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1798] REDSTONE AMERICAN GRILL - 20 THIRD AVE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Caller reports male party is speeding up and down the street on his motorcycle.

All quiet at this time.
17-21698  1800  Other - Assist P D / L E Agency  Logged
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address:  BEVERLY PD - 45 CENTER ST
ID:  DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
   Assist Beverly Police. SWAT Callout.

17-21683  1829  911 - MV Hit & Run  No report Due
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle:  BLK 2002 JEEP  Reg: PC MA 2ZH393
Vehicle:  BLU 2017 MAZD  Reg: PC MA 6SR637
Narrative:
   Damage to front left fender. Owner of vehicle does not wish to pursue anything further.
   Owner came into the station today with photographs of possible second car involved. Same req. we attempt to make contact with owner of second car.

17-21684  1857  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 1734] DUFFY BROTHERS MANAGEMENT CO - 78 Blanchard RD
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
   American Alarm reports alarm sounding at Duffy Properties front lobby area - Disp.unit to area
   Unable to gain entry into the building to check offices. No responder

17-21685  2010  911 - SUICIDE ATTEMPTS OR THREATEN  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address:  17 HAMPDEN AVE
ID:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
   Tranfer from Essex Regional. Caller reports male party is passive suicidal.
   Fire dept. enroute for voluntary transport.
   Patient transported to Lahey via BFD.

17-21691  2107  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 252] CENTURY BANK & TRUST CO - 134 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  GRY 2006 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 55XG11  VIN: 2T1BR32E36C667068
Narrative:
   Citation issued.

17-21701  2259  Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Alarm: Motion studio 121. Keyholder is responding. Mall Security to investigate and call us with status.

Narrative:
Mall Security reports everything checks secure.

17-21704   2313   Phone - ALARM   Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1008] BESITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Avico Alarm reports alarm sounding at Besito Restaurant - Disp. Mall Security notified

Narrative:
Mall Security reports Besito all secure.

For Date: 09/25/2017 - Monday

17-21710   0036   Phone - ALARM   False Alarm
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 675] CHATEAU RESTAURANT - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Alarm company reports multiple motion and door alarms.

Narrative:
Cancelled per alarm company.

17-21724   0225   Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT   Unfounded
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: 29 FAIRFAX ST
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Resident reports loud metal banging noises coming from down the street for the past 10 minutes.

Narrative:
Unfounded. Monitored the area and all checks okay. No noise heard upon my arrival.

17-21729   0519   Phone - ALARM   False Alarm
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 228] LEADER BANK - 50 MALL RD
Narrative:
Front motion alarm.

Narrative:
Cancelled per alarm company.

17-21730   0547   Phone - ALARM   Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 234] GOLF GALAXY - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Sales motion alarm.

Narrative:
Building appears secure.

17-21732   0609   911 - Ambulance Request   Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
17-21737  0704  911 - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:    0 EDGEMONT AVE
Narrative:
Caller stated her 8 y/o child fell down the stairs. Caller feels she will be able to drive her child to Winchester Hospital on her own. Caller refused BFD assistance.

17-21738  0726  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #108
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Party in room #108 has fallen down. BFD notified.

17-21739  0749  Initiated - MV STOP  Services Rendered
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:    CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST
ID:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle:         Reg: PC MA 6CH278
Narrative:
Caller reports erratic operator, car crossed the center line twice on Wilmington Rd.

17-21740  0834  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:    80 BLANCHARD RD
Narrative:
Lobby door alarm.

17-21741  0852  Other - FORGERY/UTTERING/COUNTERFE Report Due
Call Taker:    JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id:    JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Location/Address:    [BUR 614] BROOKLINE BANK - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
North Reading PD forwarded information regarding forged checks/larceny that occurred on 8/15/17. Under investigation by Det. Tigges.

Refer To Summons:      17-21741-AR
Summons:    CAVIC, ROBERT
Address:    402 MASS AVE , CAMBRIDGE, MA
Age:    57
Charges:    LARCENY OVER $250
            FORGERY OF CHECK
            UTTER FALSE CHECK

17-21743  0913  Phone - Animal Complaint  Logged
Caller reports deceased cat in front of the school.

Narrative:
Woburn PD ACO notified and responding.

17-21744  0948  Walk-In - Theft Past  Logged
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:  3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Walk in reports his phone was stolen from his work. Same just request the incident logged for insurance purposes.

17-21748  1105  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BIL] LAHEY CLINIC - 267 BOSTON RD
Narrative:
Abandoned 911 call. No answer upon call back. Called location direct. Spoke with Donna who confirmed the phone number is in fact a fax machine. No emergencies. Checks ok by phone.

17-21753  1206  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  4 PAIGE RD
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports a tree fell at the end of his street and it is in the roadway.

Narrative:
Tree at very end of street, not a hazard, not interfering with any utility wires. D.P.W. notified.

17-21754  1216  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Patient transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

17-21755  1252  Phone - MV Hit & Run  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  SPF080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
MV hit and run.

Narrative:
Independent witness observed Ma. 984TD5 pull into a parking space and hit a parked / unattended vehicle. Both owners on scene and agreed to exchange paperwork. Very minor, operator of Ma. 984TD5 at fault.

17-21756  1306  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1172] AMERICAN LEGION - 162 WINN ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Party reports male party on a skate board riding down the middle of the road towards Woburn.

Narrative:
Checked area, G.O.A.

17-21758  1319 911 - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 8 DERRYFIELD AVE
Narrative:
Caller reports 91 yo female fell. She is conc. and alert. Fire dept. notified and enroute.

Narrative:
BFD transported party to Lahey.

17-21759  1331 Phone - MV Complaint  Report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 2164] 10 WALL ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2006 BUIC SE LUCERN  Reg: PC MA PH9960  VIN: 1G4HR57Y56U231894
Narrative:
elderly driver hit a barricade in the lot

Narrative:
Owner of MA VT reg. 9960 (gry Buick Lasabre) slightly collided with a pillar by this restaurant. #80 escorted the driver home and will take action with the RMV.

17-21761  1415 911 - Lockout  Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: 14 WHEATLAND ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Lockout.

Narrative:
Homeowner called back and advised she was able to gain access into her MV.

17-21764  1605 Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 2228] SERVIZIO CAFE - 1 WALL ST
ID:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
ID:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato

Narrative:
Active alarm from front side door, no responder

Narrative:
Responder arrived and secured the entrance. Interior checked ok.

17-21765  1709 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  [BUR 711] BRESTYAN'S AMERICAN GYMNASTICS - 13 RAY AVE
ID:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Transfer from Essex Regional. Caller reports 14 yo female having an allergic reaction.

Narrative:
Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Female party transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

Narrative:
BFD transported one.

17-21766  1713 Phone - DISTURBANCE Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Caller reports Mall Security fighting with an individual in front of Macy's.

Narrative:
See officers report.

Refer To Arrest:  17-21766-AR
Arrest:  RICARD, RYAN
Address:  51 WILLOWDALE AVE  TYNGSBORO, MA
Age:  29
Charges:  LARCENY OVER $250
          A&B
          DISORDERLY CONDUCT
          A&B

17-21767  1723 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  [BUR 1042] VISIONWORKS - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Checks ok by phone, employee dialing for an outside line via fax.

17-21770  1849 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  13 OXBOW LN
ID:    GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
Rp reports having two stray dogs in her car. A-1 notified and responding.

17-21771  1918 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Female caller feels as though she wants to harm herself.

Narrative: Fire dept. enroute.

Female party transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

17-21772  
1921  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  6 MAPLE RIDGE RD
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:  Entry slider door alarm.

17-21773  
1928  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  WILMINGTON RD @ 99 PINE GLEN WAY
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 YAMA FZ09  Reg: MC ME 271KR  VIN: JYARN33E0GA011615
Narrative:  Citation Issued - Speed

17-21774  
1935  Phone - Disabled MV  Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  BOTTOM OF RAMP - 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  GRN 2002 NISS SE MAXIMA  Reg: PC MA 3HAF10  VIN: JN1DA31A02T303100
Narrative:  Caller reports a DVM at the bottom of the ramp.

17-21775  
1949  Initiated - Disabled MV  Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  EXIT 33B AT THE TOP OF RAMP - ROUTE 128 S
Vehicle:  RED 2014 MERZ SE C300W4  Reg: PC MA 7GVX10  VIN: WDDGF8AB7ER313423
Narrative:  Ofc reports another DMV at the top of the ramp.

Narrative:  MASS DOT notified the tire is now on the side of the road.

Narrative:  AAA towed the M/V.
17-21776 2026 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EWKS16 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 115] EILEEN FISHER - 6 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #C1
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Caller reports 38 yo female fell. She is alert and conc.

Narrative:
Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Patient refusal

17-21779 2129 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: DM0097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 113 FARMS DR Apt. #113
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
Caller reports a male causing a disturbance on the second floor.

Narrative:
Calling party reported a disturbance on the floor above her. Complaint was unfounded after checking the entire building.

17-21788 2317 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 452 CAMBRIDGE ST @ EDSEL DR
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: WHI 2006 HOND CIVIC Reg: PC MA 3663PP VIN: 2HGFG12836H504448
Narrative:
Warning issued for no inspection.

For Date: 09/26/2017 - Tuesday

17-21797 0148 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1098] FOX HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 252 FOX HILL RD
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Room 15 motion alarm. Responder en route.

Narrative:
Lights and overhead fans turned off in Room 15. Building searched and secured. Responder reset alarms and locked up building behind us.

17-21808 0653 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 2014] ENTEGEE INC - 70 BLANCHARD RD
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Front entry and hall motion.

Narrative:
Checks OK. set off by employee who forgot the code.

17-21809 0717 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Resident reports a skunk walking around in circles in her driveway.

ACO to handle.

Two car MVC.

No injuries and no tow needed. Helped with paperwork exchange. See officer's report.

Caller reports 12 yo female has a hip injury on the football field. Fire dept. enroute.

Fire dept transported.

Party reports someone dumped trash in his dumpster. Address of suspected party located within the dumpster.

Sometime during the week someone placed various items into his trash dumpster that he rented for house demo. Possible suspect identified, #80 to follow up.

(IP) states her relator took several items on 09/25/17 in preparation for selling the house on 5 Daniel Dr. Consequently the same relator is selling the house on 1 Sparhawk Dr. and utilized this dumpster or so it seems. (R/P) to be advised to speak with the realtor about this matter.

Caller reports a very confused female wandered into the business. Requesting a well-being check.
Narrative:
Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

17-21818  1028  911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Unfounded
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 21 UPLAND RD
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLK 2010 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 5GV293  VIN: 2HGFA1F9XAH564689
Narrative: Caller reports a black honda has driven up and down the street twice very slowly looking left and right.

Narrative:
Unable to locate at this time.

17-21821  1057  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Unfounded
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 88 MILL ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRN 2008 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 3PZ594  VIN: 4T4BE46K08R021771
Narrative: #80 observed a suspicious female walking around this property.

Narrative:
This person checks ok at this time. She has been contracted by the home owner for asbestos inspection. #80 spoke with the home owner and verified this story.

17-21824  1126  Radio - REPOSSESSION  Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 1600 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #200
Vehicle: GRY 2014 HYUN SE ELANTR  Reg: PC MA 593ZT6  VIN: 5NPDH4AE2EH510100
Narrative: MA reg 593ZT6 was repossessed from the above location.

17-21823  1128  Phone - Well Being Check  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 20 ELLEN RD
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Party reports his girlfriend is made threats to hang herself.

Narrative:
MSP contacted as party is currently in her vehicle on her way back to Burlington from Maine. Female party driving a blue Ford Focus with unknown ME registration.

Narrative:
PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

Narrative:
20 year old female voluntarily transported by ambulance to Lahey fro treatment.

17-21825  1140  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 5 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #9
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Caller reports 74 yo male is dizzy. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Male party transported to the Lahey by BFD.

17-21829
1333 911 - MV Theft/Past
No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: GRY 2017 MERZ SE E300W4 Reg: PC MA 5MB239 VIN: WDDZF4KB5HA069001
Narrative:
Vehicle was located.

17-21830
1340 911 - Ambulance Request
Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: KUMON NORTH AMERICA - 20 MALL RD
Narrative:
Caller reports 60 yo female having a seizure. Fire dept. notified and enroute.

Narrative:
BFD transported one patient to Lahey.

17-21832
1543 Phone - MV Complaint
No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: EXIT 26 - ROUTE 3 S
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Caller reports erratic driver reported taking exit 26, unknown direction. Vehicle was a white van.

Narrative:
Unable to locate.

17-21834
1638 Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2010 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 2JSH90
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SIGN VIOLATION (NO STRAIGHT TRAVEL THROUGH INTERSECTION).

17-21835
1640 Initiated - PARKING
Logged
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
No violations observed.

17-21838
1736 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES
Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [DAN] TUSCAN KITCHEN - MALL RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle: GRY 2017 JEEP UT GRAND Reg: PC MA 5EX366 VIN: 1C4RJF767HC694441
Vehicle: BLK 2012 FOC Reg: PC RI 696262 VIN: 1FAHP3F2XCL149145
Narrative:
Caller reports 2 car MVC, no injuries.

Narrative:
Ofc assisted with paperwork exchange.

17-21840
1741 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1856] ISLAMIC CENTER - 130 LEXINGTON ST
Vehicle: GRN 2014 FORD PK F150 Reg: PC MA 616MR7 VIN: 1FTX1ET3EFA53794
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

17-21841
1755 911 - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1095] FRANCIS WYMAN SCHOOL - 41 TERRACE HALL AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2003 OLDS SE AURORA Reg: PC MA 7WRW30 VIN: 1G3GS64C934164201
Narrative:
Caller reports her hybrid bicycle was stolen. The bike was locked to a tree.

17-21842
1759 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 122 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 THIRD AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2017 PORS 911 Reg: PC MA 6RY321 VIN: WP0AA2A91HS107682
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND BROKEN BRAKE LIGHT.

17-21843
1804 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Unfounded
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Vehicle: WHI 2003 OLDS SE AURORA Reg: PC MA 7WRW30 VIN: 1G3GS64C934164201
Narrative:
RP reports MVC, no injuries on Rt 3a southbound passed the Mercedes dealership.

17-21844
1825 Phone - THREATS PAST / PROGRESS Report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 102R WINN ST
Narrative:
CP reports her son is being threatened in school - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Det. Fournier notified, and has made arrangements with BHS administration. See report.

17-21845
1832 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Vehicle: WHI 2017 FORS 911 Reg: PC MA 6RY321 VIN: WP0AA2A91HS107682
Narrative:
Citation issued for speeding (50/35) and no front number plate.

17-21846 1900 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 606] LIBERTY TRAVEL - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
ID: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
CP requests ambulance for male party not feeling well - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Fire transported male party to Lahey Clinic ER.

17-21847 1914 911 - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: FOODLAND - 120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: WHI 2015 NISS VN NV200 Reg: PC NH TAJMHAL VIN: 3N6CM0KN8FK723474
Narrative:
Caller reports vehicle parked in the handicapped spot with no placard.

Narrative:
TAJMHAL/NH was issued a parking ticket.

17-21848 1937 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: MILLIPORE SIGMA - 400 SUMMIT DR
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Caller reports 50 yo male fell and hit his head. Alert and conc. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Fire Dept to handle.

17-21849 2000 Radio - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: GRY 2014 CHRY LL TOWNAN Reg: PC MA 15ER22 VIN: 2C4RC1BG3ER336639
Narrative:
Citation was issued

17-21850 2003 Phone - NOTIFICATION Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 26 BEACON VILLAGE Apt. #11C
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 6842Z1 VIN: 2HKRM4H54FH622213
Narrative:
DA's office requested we notify resident of defendant's release from Billerica House of Correction.

Narrative:
No answer at door, apartment appears in darkness.

Narrative:
Middlesex DA's office notified of status of attempted in-person notification.
17-21851  2033  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BUR 1005] MICROSOFT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 Abandoned call. Made contact upon call back. Party dialed 911 when attempting to get an outside line. Checks ok by phone.

17-21854  2253  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  Logged
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:  16 MARJORIE RD
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
CP reports neighbor working on his car and is keeping them awake - Disp.unit to area

17-21859  2359  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle:  YEL 2007 NISS UT MURANO  Reg: PC MA 5LD524  VIN: JN8AZ08W27W637695
Narrative:
Right door alarm.
Checks ok, cleaners at location. Doors/windows secure.

For Date: 09/27/2017  -  Wednesday

17-21866  0144  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 1465] SALEM FIVE BANK - 36 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  BLK 2017 JEEP UT GRAND  Reg: PC MA 6XH724  VIN: 1C4RJFAG6HC892011
Narrative:
Citation issued for failure to display headlights.

17-21868  0200  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Motion alarm by facility office.
Cancelled per alarm company.

17-21876  0222  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 1195] DUNKIN DONUTS - 28 WINN ST
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  GRY 2015 TOYT TUNDRA  Reg: PC MA 4DS785  VIN: 5TFUY5F18FX488220
Narrative:
#130 reports checking on a vehicle in drive thru of Dunkin Donuts.
Vehicle was unoccupied. All exterior doors and windows appear secure to the business.
17-21883 0343 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Unfounded
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: 56 SEVEN SPRINGS LN
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: YEL 2005 DODG CARAVA Reg: PC MA 610EPP VIN: 2D4GP44L05R394704
Narrative:
Caller report a vehicle parked in front of 57 Seven Springs Lane playing loud music for the past half hour.

17-21886 0648 Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 14 PRINCETON RD
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: BLK 2007 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 983PS1 VIN: 1N4AL21E87C139602
Vehicle: GRY 2015 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 1PL462 VIN: 4T1BF1FK4FU485651
Narrative:
Party reports his vehicle was struck some time over night.

17-21887 0801 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

17-21888 0832 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1603] ROCHE BROTHERS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Party reports she lost her iPhone 7 (Rose Gold). Info logged in the event it is found.

17-21889 0904 Phone - MV Theft/Past Report Due
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1650] LEXINGTON SIGNS - 29 ADAMS ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Party reports her 1995 Ford F250 was stolen. Officer Dispatched.

17-21890 0912 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 234] GOLF GALAXY - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Operator 1132 reports entry motion left alarm.
**17-21891** 0924 Phone - Psychological Transported to Hospital

| Call Taker: | VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V |
| Primary Id: | RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes |
| Location/Address: | [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST |
| ID: | EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey |
| ID: | SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno |
| ID: | PS0041 - Lieutenant Paul S O'Meara |
| ID: | GAM072 - Lieutenant Glen A Mills |

**Narrative:**

Employees working in the area. Checks ok.

Det. Fournier advised, PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

**17-21895** 1000 Phone - K-9 Activity Report Due

| Call Taker: | VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V |
| Primary Id: | JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero |
| Location/Address: | [CON] MAIN ST |

**Narrative:**

K9 Call out to Concord, MA per Sgt. Hanafin.

**17-21898** 1022 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due

| Call Taker: | JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly |
| Primary Id: | SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos |
| Location/Address: | BEACON ST @ GEORGIA DR |

**Narrative:**

Transferred call from Essex Regional reporting mv crash with no injury.


**17-21899** 1024 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

| Call Taker: | JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly |
| Primary Id: | SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno |
| Location/Address: | 69 BEDFORD ST |

**Vehicle:**

WHI 2016 JEEP UT GRAND  Reg: PC MA 5DW997  VIN: 1C4RJFBG9GC474636

**Narrative:**

WW issued to opr. of MA reg. 5DW997 (wte Jeep Grand Cherokee) for 90/18.

**17-21900** 1037 Initiated - ESCORT Services Rendered

| Call Taker: | SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno |
| Primary Id: | SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno |
| Location/Address: | 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST |

**Vehicle:**

GRY 2004 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA CL1272 VIN: 1HGCM56624A118532

**Narrative:**

#80 to escrt MA CL1272 (blu Toyota Camry) to 67 S. Bedford St.
17-21901        1123  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:     VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:     SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:             SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
  Party requesting an ambulance.

17-21902        1150  Phone - WARRANT ARREST  No report Due
Call Taker:     VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:     RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE
ID:             RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:             SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
  Warrant of Apprehension, Docket #1753MH000189, out of Woburn District Court. Party is believed to be working at the construction site across from the mall.

17-21903        1249  Phone - WARRANT OF APPEHENSION  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:     JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:     RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE
ID:             RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:             SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
  Warrant of Apprehension, Docket #1753MH000189 out of Woburn District Court.
  (IP) transported to WDC by #107.

17-21904        1253  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:     VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
  Ambulance request
  Fire Department handled same. No Units available at this time

17-21906        1325  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:     VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 1120] BURLINGTON LIBRARY - 22 SEARS ST
ID:             VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:        RED/GRY 1993 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 31JB62  VIN: 2T1AE00E5PC040172
Narrative:
  Minor Damage observed. Parties exchanged paperwork.

17-21907        1325  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:     SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id:     SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address:  244 CAMBRIDGE ST @ OLYMPIAN WAY
ID:             SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
17-21908 1327 Initiates - MV STOP

Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 244 CAMBRIDGE ST @ OLYMPIAN WAY
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND 4H CIVIC Reg: PC MA 78RW47

Narrative: WW issued to owner of MA reg. 78RW47 (gry Honda Civic) for 90/18.

17-21910 1331 Phone - ALARM

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 19 ARBORWOOD DR

Narrative: Garage door Alarm

17-21912 1408 Phone - ALARM

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1534] BANK OF AMERICA - 11 CENTER ST

Narrative: Operator ICQUINCY reports silence hold up coming from office one.

17-21915 1508 Phone - Ambulance Request

Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 3 WOODCREST AVE

Narrative: Party requesting an ambulance ride to the hospital. BFD dispatched.

17-21917 1557 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER

Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: 41 MOUNTAIN RD

Narrative: Rp states her 11yr old is refusing to go to school.

Narrative: RP was referred to the school resource officer.

Narrative: Youth service officer reports going to meet with RP and child in morning.

17-21920 1656 Phone - MV Complaint

Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vicinity of:  [BUR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  GRY 2014 JEEP UT GRANDC  Reg: PC MA 7AR164  VIN: 1C4RJFBT5EC183836
Vehicle:  WHI 2017 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 3XL487  VIN: 1HGCR2F81HA013357
Narrative:  RP reports a road rage incident.

Road Rage Incident. Both parties left the area without incident.

17-21923  1747 Initiated - Disabled MV  Logged
Call Taker:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 2215] QUINT ESSENTIALS - 125 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 3VJM90
Narrative:  3VJM90/MA was towed by Neds.

17-21924  1812 911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  [BUR 1042] VISIONWORKS - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:  Caller reports party fell and possibly broke nose. FD en route
Narrative:  BFD transported one.

17-21926  1853 Phone - MV Crash Without Injuries  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  GRY 2009 VOLV 4D S60  Reg: PC MA 3DX829
Narrative:  Caller reports 2 car MVC no injuries.
Narrative:  Parties exchanged paperwork prior to my arrival.

17-21928  1909 Phone - Susp Person; MVs; Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vicinity of:  [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  RED 2007 CHEV PK COLORA  Reg: PC MA 7298AX
Narrative:  RP states a suspicious red pick up has been parked by the school for a couple hours occupied by one person.
Narrative:  The Temple located at 85 Wilmington Rd has permission from the town and Pine Glen to use the parking lot for overflow due to their festival. They will be keeping a person at the school parking lot from 7pm to 10pm Wednesday to Saturday.

17-21929  1936 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  10 GIVEN DR
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Rp states 94 year old fell and hurt hip.
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

17-21931 2005 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 121 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: BLU 2007 CHEV VN UPLAND Reg: PC MA 67YA66 VIN: 1GNDV23167D151423
Narrative:

MV Stop

Narrative:

Citation was issued.

17-21932 2007 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 9 KIMBALL CT
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: WHI 2017 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 81BN94 VIN: 19XFC1F95HE209816
Narrative:

Lockout.

Narrative:

Assisted same

17-21933 2028 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vicinity of: 209 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: BLU 2012 FORD PK F150 Reg: PC MA 994EB4
Narrative:

MV Stop

Narrative:

Citation was issued.

17-21935 2055 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BLU 2016 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 3KL457 VIN: 5NPDH4AE4GH749943
Narrative:

Warning issued for equipment violation and no license in possession.

17-21936 2058 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BRO 2004 JEEP GRACHE Reg: PC MA 315KA7 VIN: 1J4GX48S04C301275
Vehicle: WHI 2002 LEXS SE ES300 Reg: PC MA 317KA7 VIN: JTHBF30G320022159
Narrative:

Warning issued for turn violation.

17-21939 2148 Phone - Identity Fraud Report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: GSR046 - Detective Gary S Redfern
Location/Address: 28 FAIRFAX ST
ID: GSR046 - Detective Gary S Redfern
17-21942        2155        Phone - ALARM        Logged
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    [BUR 761] URBAN OUTFITTERS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:    Roll up gate alarm.
Narrative:    Mall security notified
Narrative:    Mall security reports all is secure.
Narrative:    checks secure

17-21943        2205        Phone - DISTURBANCE        No report Due
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:    1 BARON PARK LN
ID:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID:    LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:    CP reports past assault occurred at the Lord Baron - Disp.units to area
Narrative:    Spoke with R/P, advised same. No report due.

17-21945        2256        Initiated - MV STOP        Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:    122 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 THIRD AVE
ID:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:    WHI 2013 ACUR SE ILX  Reg: PC MA 2MW427  VIN: 19VDE1F55DE016762
Narrative:    Warning issued for failure to display headlights.

For Date: 09/28/2017 - Thursday

17-21954        0204        Phone - ALARM        Logged
Call Taker:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:    DKK067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:    [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    DKK067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle:    GRY 2007 ACUR SE TSX  Reg: PC MA 967ZS7  VIN: JH4CL96973C014173
Vehicle:    BLU 2017 CHEV SILVER  Reg: PC MA 6Z2481  VIN: 1GCVKREC3HZ200658
Narrative:    North entry motion alarm. Mall security notified.
Narrative:    Responder enroute. 15 min ETA.
Narrative:    #67 reports interior cages are down but exterior door is unsecure.
Narrative:    Found exterior north doors unsecured. Interior cage was down and secured. Responder on scene to secure them. Same was a oversite.
17-21956
0205
Phone - Well Being Check
Logged

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Caller reports that she gave a female a ride to the Shell on the Turnpike and she appeared slightly intoxicated & stated she was kicked out of her house. Caller just wanted us aware of the situation.

Narrative:
Sierra #99 reports he made contact with the female at the Shell gas station and she checks ok.

17-21962
0509
911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY
Logged

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 2079] ARBORPOINT AT SEVEN SPRINGS - 1 SEVEN SPRINGS LN
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
ID: MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Caller reports a man with a sword is doing martial arts movements at the entrance of Seven Springs.

Narrative:
Male resident practicing ti chi with replica swords same advised to discontinue in public area.

17-21963
0529
Initiated - Disabled MV
Logged

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N @ CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
#129 reports possible two car MVC.

Narrative:
Vehicles were just pulled over to figure out directions.

17-21964
0719
911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES
Report Due

Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1440] ST MALACHY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH - 99 BEDFORD ST
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: GRY 2009 HOND CIVIC Reg: PC MA BC46AG VIN: 2HGFG12649H511721
Vehicle: GRN 2003 SUBA UF FOREST Reg: PC MA 6RM687 VIN: JF1SG63623H726462
Narrative:
Caller reports a MVC in front of St. Malachy's

Narrative:
Ned's Towing notified.

Narrative:
See Officer's crash report.

17-21965
0814
Phone - ALARM
Logged

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 13 WING TER
Narrative:
Residential alarm.

Narrative:
Cancelled per alarm company. Accidental by homeowner.
17-21967 0821 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: MACON RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: WHI 2003 FORD ECOVAN Reg: CO MA T30902 VIN: 1FTNE24W03HB60998
Narrative: Party reports a white work van with two males sitting on the street. Van left when approached by another neighbor and is no longer in the area.

17-21968 0847 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Unresponsive party in the dining room area.

17-21969 0856 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1189] PAPA GINOS - 179 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Operator Jerry reports rear door alarm.

17-21970 0912 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 99 PINE GLEN WAY
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Caller reports signs on the side of the road creating a hazard.

17-21972 0931 Phone - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 58 MICHELE DR @ STONY BROOK RD
Vehicle: GRY 2000 LEXS SE ES300 Reg: PC MA 4AKG40 VIN: JT8BF28G0Y5103324
Narrative: Citation issued.

17-21975 1056 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 1 MAUREEN DR
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative: Unresponsive Male. FD enroute.

Narrative: Same a 44 Y.O. male transported to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.
17-21976        1056  Phone - Theft Past  Report Due
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:    INGENUITY - 3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Property Manager report cell phone stolen.
Narrative:
Potential suspect identified and spoken with. Property management requested party be escorted off property after interview. Phone not located. Incident under investigation.
See Officers report.

17-21977        1107  Phone - ALARM  No report Due
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    58 BEDFORD ST
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Operator 8S7 reports garage carport door residential alarm.
Narrative:
Appears secure.

17-21978        1127  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:    109 R BEDFORD ST
Narrative:
Caller reports her son's wallet was stolen at a party in Andover, with his License to Carry inside. Caller requested the incident be logged so her son could file for a new FID card. Caller was advised to contact Andover PD to report the incident.

17-21979        1133  Radio - MV Complaint  Report Due
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    KINNEY AVE C @ CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID:    KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
ID #107 reports road rage incident.
Narrative:
Verbal argument between two female parties, no crime committed see report

17-21982        1207  Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:    20 SARAH ST
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
ID:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative:
Resident slipped on a rug, assisted up by BFD.
Narrative:
BFD handled same.
17-21981        1208 Phone - Ambulance Request Transportation to Hospital
Call Taker:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:    [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
ID:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Elderly male with a low oxygen count.

Narrative:
Burlington Fire Dept. transported same.

17-21983        1215 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 136] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 20 WALL ST
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:
fire dept handled

17-21984        1225 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:    290 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WINN ST
ID:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle:    GRY 2011 FORD TRANSI Reg: PC MA 5362V1 VIN: NM0LS6BN9BT056519
Narrative:
Red light and safety belt violations.

17-21985        1332 Initiated - PARKING Logged
Call Taker:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:    [BUR 1451] MIDDLESEX COMMONS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Elderly disabled resident reports cars parking in the fire lane on the weekends making it a hazard to negotiate.

Narrative:
She spoke with Safety Officer and requested additional signage. Officer advised all proper signage is in place and provided contact information for the property owner. Extra checks requested.

17-21986        1415 Phone - Ambulance Request Transportation to Hospital
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 606] LIBERTY TRAVEL - 91 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Party requesting an ambulance.

Narrative:
Fire dept transported

17-21987        1422 Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    263 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT @ 15 CROWLEY RD
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Caller reports a large dog chasing vehicles in the roadway.

Narrative:
The dog was returned to one Crowley RD.
17-21988 1519 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Elderly female fell and hit her head.
Female transported to the Lahey by BFD.

17-21989 1537 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1788] SPEEDWAY - 110 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller reports his wallet was stolen while he was in the gas station.
Customer of speedway gas station reports he set his wallet down on the counter and unidentified person stole it. Officer spoke with Speedway employee and will have manager review video. Victim advised to cancel his Visa and master card. Officer will contact manager on 9-29-17 when he returns to work for assistance. See report.

17-21990 1540 Phone - ROAD HAZARD No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 326 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Caller reports three cement trucks blocking one lane on Cambridge St while working construction on one of the houses.

17-21991 1611 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2009 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 965XC8 VIN: 2HGFA16529H367573
Vehicle: GRY 2014 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 2BG485 VIN: 2HGF82F51EH511563
Vehicle: RED 2016 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 1GE589 VIN: 5NPDH4AE7GH727578
Vehicle: WHI 2001 TOYT 4D COROLLA Reg: PC NH 3653131 VIN: 1NXBR12E212440546
Narrative:
Caller reports a motor vehicle into the cement wall on the second floor of the garage. FD notified and responding.
Female operator transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD. One vehicle towed by Ned's. See officers crash report.

17-21992 1651 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1098] FOX HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 252 FOX HILL RD
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:
Caller reports female sitting in a chair in the parking lot. Concerned due to children in the after school program.
17-21993  1653  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:  [BUR 1539] CARLI CONVENIENCE PLUS - 324 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Caller reports a gas truck protruding from the property into the roadway, causing an obstruction.
Narrative:
same was slightly in road not causing a problem

17-21994  1659  911 - FIRE  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  15 HAMPDEN AVE
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
CP reports her dryer on fire - Disp.unit to area. Fire notified
Narrative:
Fire handled same.

17-21995  1751  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 2186] J CREW - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller reports two past shoplifters in the store.
Refer To Arrest:  17-21995-A-AR
Arrest:  PENA TORRES, LEYDA C
Address:  1504 COLLEGE PONT Apt. #2R  COLLEGE POINT, NY
Age:  28
Charges:  SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE
Refer To Arrest:  17-21995-AR
Arrest:  CHARRIS-LONDONO, JOHN J
Address:  1504 COLLEGE PONT Apt. #2R  COLLEGE POINT, NY
Age:  41
Charges:  SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE

17-21996  1751  Phone - ALARM  Unfounded
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  50 MALL RD Apt. #110
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
American Alarm reports alarm sounding at 50 Mall Rd suite 101 - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Leader Federal Bank secure, no signs of entry. Dispatch advises no responder.

17-21997  1818  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  57 SKILTON LN
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:  GRN 2013 NISS ROGUE  Reg: PC MA 75AX58  VIN: JN8AS5MV3DW657982
Narrative:
reports a minor crash in his driveway with his personal vehicle and his work vehicle
17-21998  1843  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:    2 ARBORETUM WAY
ID:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:    CP reports two females inside the building going door to door. CP reports they are not supposed to be there.
Disp.unit to area
Narrative:    GOA, solicitors selling electricity

17-22000  1935  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:    PINE GLEN WAY
ID:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:    RED 2007 CHEV COLORADO Reg: PC MA 7298AX VIN: 1GCDT13E778222455
Narrative:    Caller reports red pickup truck parked on Pine Glen Way for the second consecutive night.
Narrative:    Spoke with vehicle operator, same is parking attendant for temple event. Temple has permission to use school lot for overflow parking.

17-22001  1945  Phone - Psychological  No report Due
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:    Caller requests assistance in the Lahey ER.
Narrative:    Party checked himself in to Lahey Clinic for a voluntary mental health evaluation.

17-22003  2102  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:    [BUR 1539] CARLI CONVENIENCE PLUS - 324 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:    BLK 2009 FORD FOCUS Reg: PC MA 287DX6 VIN: 1FAHP33N89W135184
Narrative:    Caller requests assistance for female in DMV. Same states she feels unsafe.
Narrative:    AAA on scene

17-22004  2103  911 - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:    64 BLANCHARD RD
ID:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:    WHI 2005 CHEV EXP VANK Reg: CO MA T20389 VIN: 1GCGG25U951139501
Narrative:    CP reports hearing possible car crash in the area of 64 Blanchard Road - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:  
17-22005  2118  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: TMC104 - Detective Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: 111 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:
Caller requests ambulance, no units available for dispatch.

For Date: 09/29/2017 - Friday

17-22006  0006  911 - ALARM  No report Due
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 71 VILLAGE WOOD DR
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
Fire alarm activation. BFD notified.

17-22007  0010  911 - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: [BUR 1071] CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK - 140 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ THIRD AVE
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Disabled motor vehicle.

17-22031  0739  911 - Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 Hangup. Spoke to manager Kevin on callback, appears accidental and checks ok.

17-22033  0832  Initiated - Assault Past  Report Due
Call Taker: TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Primary Id: TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Narrative:
Det. Fournier investigating past threats made at school. See report.

Refer To Summons:  17-22033-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 16
Charges:
ASSAULT W/DANGEROUS WEAPON
ASSAULT W/DANGEROUS WEAPON
THREAT TO COMMIT CRIME
DANGEROUS WEAPON ON SCHOOL GROUNDS,CARRY
DANGEROUS WEAPON ON SCHOOL GROUNDS,CARRY
THREAT TO COMMIT CRIME

17-22034  0937  Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI  Report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 17] ACCURATE AUTOMOTIVE - 15 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: GRY 2008 CHRY TOWN Reg: PC MA 1828BD VIN: 2A8HR54PX8R655984
Narrative:
Caller states she believes her tires were slashed by co-workers overnight.

Narrative:
See officers report.

17-22037
1029 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2000 NISS SE MAXIMA Reg: PC MA 1675WB VIN: JN1CA31A3YT205084
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued for improper cell use.

17-22038
1046 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 228 WINN ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: BLK 1999 CHEV UT K1500 Reg: PC MA 4EV793 VIN: 3GNFK16R5XG228508
Narrative:
Vehicle stopped for possible warrant hit.
Operator not owner. Party sent on his way.

17-22039
1104 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang UpLogged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 200 SUMMIT DR
Narrative:
911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back.

17-22040
1111 Phone - Assault Past Report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: BUR 2358 RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Walk in reports a past assault by a co-worker while working on a construction site. Same occurred on 09/26/17. See Officer's report.

17-22041
1132 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: BUR 638 MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:
Party transported by BFD.

17-22042
1155 Phone - OPEN DOOR / WINDOW No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 8 MOHAWK RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports open front door.

Narrative:
Checked home, appears secure.
17-22043  1231  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 19 CAREY AVE
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller reports a suspicious male on the property.

Narrative: Same outside of home, never entered. Advised to stay off property and neighborhood.

17-22044  1303  Phone - Animal Complaint  Logged

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Caller reports two dogs left in a vehicle in the parking lot. Same has been there for over two hours.

Narrative: Vehicle left the property.

17-22045  1319  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Logged

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 20 BEACON VILLAGE Apt. #A
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative: Caller reports a disturbance between two residents of the apartment.

Narrative: Verbal only dispute between resident and residents sons' girlfriend. Both parties advised, calling party left apartment with her daughter. Settled same. Sgt. Doherty on scene.

17-22046  1327  Phone - Disabled MV  Services Rendered

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Vehicle in the roadway.

Narrative: AAA towed Ma reg 729VK7 Chevy truck

17-22047  1336  Phone - Gas Leaks / Odor of Gas  Services Rendered

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 48 MALL RD @ STONY BROOK RD
Narrative: Detective reports the strong odor of gas near the park.

National Grid contacted and dispatched to check the area.

17-22048  1350  Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES  No report Due

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 S @ ROUTE 3 N
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
17-22049 1352 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 3 HILLCREST RD
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Caller reports hearing a lot of yelling from her neighbors house.
Narrative: 25 year old female with disabilities having a mental episode. No medical services requested at this time. Mother advised to contact the Police for immediate services or refer to her primary care for additional services.

17-22052 1525 Initiated - Harrassment Report Due
Call Taker: TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Primary Id: TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Location/Address: [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
ID: TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Narrative: Mother reported to school principal that she found handwritten cards in her mailbox that contained harassing messages. Det. Fournier to handle.

17-22053 1537 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2278] PYARA SPA AND SALON - 101 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2017 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 4ZR927 VIN: 4T1BF1FK0HU620613
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 3FA265 VIN: 19XFB2F5XFE271795
Narrative: Caller reports mv crash with no p.i.
Narrative: Vehicle is a blue Honda 4ZR927.
Narrative: No injuries reported. See crash report.

17-22054 1602 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 19 BEDFORD ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: CP reports noticing damage to his garage windows - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: See officers report.

17-22055 1617 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Caller requested transport for her father, foot pain.

Fire dept. to handle

Caller reports group home resident is having behavioral issues and fled on foot from the transport van.

Assisted the caregiver in getting the male party back into the vehicle. Parties were sent on their way without further incident.

CP wires pulled out from the house - Disp.unit to area

Resident called back, Verizon is enroute to their property to resolve their cabling issues.

Alarm: Motion detector #5

All doors and windows appear secure. No one observed inside the bank.

Alarm: Burglar- Front door.

Security on location. Checks ok.

Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

17-22062 | 1813 | Initiated - MV STOP | Logged
--- | --- | --- | ---
Call Taker: | WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: | WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: | [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: | BLU 2013 CHEV UT EQUINO Reg: PC MA 42K441 VIN: 2GNALBEK7D6254083
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

17-22064 | 1826 | Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency | Unfounded
--- | --- | --- | ---
Call Taker: | RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: | AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: | MACYS PARKING LOT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: | WHI 2004 HOND Reg: PC MA 4CSC60
Vehicle: | WHI 2016 NISS Reg: PC FL CHUU22
Narrative:

Unable to locate vehicle.

17-22065 | 1900 | Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES | Services Rendered
--- | --- | --- | ---
Call Taker: | CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: | BY EXIT 32 - 1 ROUTE 128 N
Vehicle: | WHI 2004 HOND Reg: PC MA 4CSC60
Vehicle: | WHI 2016 NISS Reg: PC FL CHUU22
Narrative:

State Police requests assistance for MVC route 128 north at exit 32 - Disp.unit to area

Assisted with paper exchange.

17-22066 | 1931 | Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL | Summoned
--- | --- | --- | ---
Call Taker: | CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: | [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Vehicle: | WHI 2004 HOND Reg: PC MA 4CSC60
Vehicle: | WHI 2016 NISS Reg: PC FL CHUU22
Narrative:

loss prevention at ll bean reports detaining a shoplifter requesting police assistance.

See officer's report.

Refer To Summons: 17-22066-AR

Summons: JOHNSON, ELIZABETH
Address: 2 VAN DE GRAAFF DR Apt. #317 BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 41
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250

17-22068 | 2020 | Phone - ALARM | Logged
--- | --- | --- | ---
Call Taker: | EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: | CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: | [BUR 1068] UNIVERSAL TECHNOLOGY - 22 A ST
Vehicle: | GRN 2002 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 1CY451 VIN: 2HGES16542H516659
Narrative:

Alarm: Burglar, front door motion.
Cleaning company was on scene. Same put in the wrong pass code. Checks ok.

17-22069 2029 911 - Ambulance Request Report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Location/Address: 346 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: RJO049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative: CP reports reports her 31 yr old brother has overdosed on heroin - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: SEE OFFICER REPORT.

17-22070 2120 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 6 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: CP requests ambulance for male party not feeling well - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Patient transported by BFD.

17-22071 2121 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SPF080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Caller reports 4 juvenile males harassing customers outside the restaurant.

17-22072 2122 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #57B
Narrative: CP requests ambulance for female party not feeling well - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: No units to send - Fire Dept.handled same

17-22073 2130 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 7 BARON PARK LN Apt. #3
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID: TPB086 - Lieutenant Thomas P Browne
Narrative: Female caller requesting assistance to get her boyfriend to leave the apartment.
Narrative: Male party was escorted out of the residence without incident.

17-22074 2139 Phone - Youth Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: MILIPORE - 400 SUMMIT DR
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: TFB086 - Lieutenant Thomas F Browne
ID: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2013 FORD EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 420 WTM VIN: 1FM5K8GT3DGCC7184
Vehicle: RED 2007 BUIC SE LACROS Reg: PC MA 6GM636 VIN: 2G4WC582X71190341
Narrative:
Caller reports a large group of youths partying in the business parking lot.

Narrative:
Youths fled area. Same who remained cleaned area and got rides home. No criminal charges to be filed.

17-22076 2247 Walk-In - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: SOPHS - 3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: BLK 2013 FORD EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 420 WTM VIN: 1FM5K8GT3DGCC7184
Vehicle: RED 2007 BUIC SE LACROS Reg: PC MA 6GM636 VIN: 2G4WC582X71190341
Narrative:
American Alarm reports alarm sounding at 3 Van De Graaff Dr - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Checks OK.

17-22077 2302 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2357] NETZSCH INSTRUMENTS - 129 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 2016 CHRY SE 200 Reg: PC MA 7CPN80 VIN: 1C3CCCBB4GN120907
Narrative:
Alarm sounding at 129 TP = Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
NETZSCH Instru

Narrative:
SECURED EMPLOYEE ONLY OPEN DOOR. ALL OTHER WINDOWS AND DOORS APPEAR SECURE.

17-22078 2320 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 209 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: WHI 2003 FORD VN E250 Reg: PC FL DIUY43 VIN: 1FTNE24273HA04499
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR WINDOW OBSTRUCTED BY SIGN OR POSTER. POSTERS WERE REMOVED FROM REAR WINDOW.

For Date: 09/30/2017 - Saturday

17-22080 0103 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vicinity of: SUMPTER RD
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Resident reports a loud party going on in the area.
Small group advised of noise. Same agreed to keep it down.

17-22086 0138 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address: 44 WESTWOOD ST
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative: Ambulance request, BFD notified.
Narrative: Female party transport to Lahey by BFD.

17-22093 0322 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Services Rendered
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD Apt. #447
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
ID: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative: Loud noise coming from room 447.
Narrative: Small gathering, same were leaving upon our arrival. All left without incident.

17-22096 0531 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1967] AMRI - 99 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: Suite 3 front door and kitchen area alarms. Alarm company reports a party is on scene but did not provide the correct passcode.
Narrative: Accidental by cleaner, info entered.

17-22097 0539 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 111 LEXINGTON ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Female party requesting a lift assist. BFD notified.
Narrative: Fire Dept. handled same

17-22102 1018 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 14 MAKECHNIE RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: FIRE NOTIFIED.
Narrative: Assisted resident up, no transport.

17-22103 1026 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 0 ROUTE 128 N @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
OFFICER REPORTS MVC.

Single vehicle MVC. Vehicle slid off the roadway into the guard rail. Minor damage to the vehicle, no damage to the guard rail. Operator advised to contact her insurance company.

17-22104        1028 Phone - Ambulance Request Transformed to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 85 CENTER ST Apt. #A
ID: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

17-22105        1116 Phone - Ambulance Request Transformed to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 25 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #303
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative: Elderly female transported to Lahey by BFD.

17-22109        1148 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1231] PARTY CITY - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: GRY 1997 CHEV SE LUMINA Reg: PC MA 5SG100 VIN: 2G1WL52M2V9266205
Narrative: Entry gained to vehicle.

17-22110        1258 Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: BLK 2014 VOLK SE PASSAT Reg: PC MA 783WDH VIN: 1VWBT7A32EC045915
Vehicle: BLU 2008 SPRINT Reg: CO MA 1009 VIN: WDYPF145985315827
Narrative: Detail Officer ID 117 reports mv crash in the parking lot.

17-22112        1345 Phone - Ambulance Request Transformed to Hospital
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
ID: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative: FIRE NOTIFIED.
Narrative:
PT transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD. One dose narcan administered to PT. See officers report.

17-22113 1424 Radio - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BURL 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
OFFICER REPORTS DISTURBANCE IN PARKING LOT.

17-22114 1530 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BURL 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 SUBA FOREST Reg: PC MA 3FY419 VIN: JF2SJADCXGH448159
Vehicle: BLK 2017 NISS 4D SENTRA Reg: PC NH 4159199 VIN: 3N1AB7AP5HY297600
Narrative:
MVC NO INJURIES.

17-22115 1541 Phone - MV Hit & Run Logged
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BURL 558] JOHNNY ROCKETS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: WHI 2016 FORD VN TANSIT 250 Reg: PC AZ AH13967 VIN: 1FTYR1ZM7FFKB20736
Vehicle: BRO 2007 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 256JX1 VIN: 1FAPP34N57W270593
Narrative:
Spoke to all parties involved. Same exchanged papers. Minor damage to both m/v's

17-22116 1557 Phone - NOTIFICATION Logged
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: 7 WOODHILL RD
ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:
Request notification

17-22117 1630 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BURL 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: BLU 2015 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 532YN5 VIN: 1FTEX1EB6F6FC98971
Vehicle: WHI 2014 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 962JT2 VIN: 5FNRL5H68EB064140
Narrative:
2 HP Parking tickets issued

17-22118 1741 911 - DISTURBANCE Logged
17-22119  1801  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  BLU 2013 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA IC92FZ  VIN: 2HGFB2F56DH585480
Narrative:  Citation issued.

17-22120  1805  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  [BUR 2305] PRIMARK POLE# 41 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:  WHI 2010 MAZD SE 3  Reg: PC MA 3NG922  VIN: JM1BL1S65A1258002
Vehicle:  GRY 2013 DODG DURANG  Reg: PC MA 4NAB90  VIN: 1C4RDJDG3DC694020
Narrative:  assisted in paper exchange

17-22121  1835  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  7 SHELDON ST
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA ZTF355  VIN: 4T4BF1FK4CR224294
Narrative:  Basement Motion

17-22122  1920  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  Logged
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:  BLU 2013 TOYT SE PRIUS  Reg: PC MA 4TT469  VIN: JTDKN3DU2D0341463
Narrative:  Maynard PD requesting assistance in locating a vehicle of a missing female party. Same was believed to be at the Burlington Mall earlier in the day.

17-22123  1931  Initiated - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
ID:  DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:  Mall security notified as well.

Vehicle was located in the lot. Maynard PD looking for a well being check on the female party.

Party was not at the last store, mall security was given the parties description.
Ofc reports elderly female passed out but is now conc. and alert. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Patient refusal.

17-22125  2003 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BUR 2267] PAPA GINOS - CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
ID:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  Reg: CO MA L88851
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued for marked lane violation.

17-22126  2015 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Location/Address:  [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  TPB086 - Lieutenant Thomas P Browne
Vehicle:  GRY 2013 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 3CD482 VIN: 2T1BU4EE4DC065695
Narrative:
Ofc reports written warning issued.

17-22131  2212 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 ANNA RD
ID:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:  GRN 2012 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 817SN8 VIN: 5TDBK3EH1CS097276
Narrative:
citation issued

17-22132  2244 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address:  [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Alarm-Notified Mall Security
Narrative:
Mall Security reports all doors are secure.